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Abstract	
  
In our lifetime there has been a marked increase in the number of ways in
which people can communicate. This greater connectivity presents an added
urgency for developing a solid understanding of the spread of deviant
attitudes, particularly when they manifest as violent outbursts. How an
otherwise moderate and rational populace can devolve to extremity through
self-organisation is a question that must be answered if we hope to understand
the underlying causes of atrocities that follow from extremism. That is the
main question this dissertation hopes to tackle, specifically with a greater
degree of realism and much less reliance on artificial manipulation than is
currently present in the accepted literature of Opinion Dynamics. One such
attempt at answering these questions is the Relative Agreement model, where
agents are paired in order to exchange information about their own opinion. In
this model, populations exhibit examples of real world convergences provided
a number of initial parameters are specified.
This thesis seeks to challenge and improve upon the accepted notion of the
Relative Agreement model after finding fault with the published literature
through the first known attempt at replication of its findings. Once a
discussion of the discrepancies has been completed, a thorough analysis of the
model is presented along with a number of suggested improvements to
increase the capability and usefulness of the model. This examination is then
followed by changing the population from a fully connected graph to a
tuneable Klemm-Eguíluz social network to examine the model’s properties
under more realistic constraints. With this addition it was found that when
agents are highly clustered, alternative population behaviours are inhibited,
contrary to real world data. As a result, it is noted that the Relative Agreement
model must be significantly improved upon, if it is to be applied to real world
study.
Once this analysis has been completed, a new model is presented, building on
the Relative Agreement model and taking inspiration from Social Judgement
Theory in psychology, creating the Relative Disagreement model. In this
model, a disagreement dynamic is added removing the artificial need for preexisting extremist agents and fixed uncertainties. It is then demonstrated that
the Relative Disagreement model is able to exhibit all of the original
behaviours, even with the most clustered of agent populations. Thus it can be
seen that the Relative Disagreement model presented in this thesis represents a
significant step forward in the understanding of extremist opinion spread and
formation, the former having up until now required specific parameters to be
set and the latter phenomenon being largely ignored in the field of Opinion
Dynamics.
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1.	
  Introduction	
  
The last decade has witnessed an increased global focus on extremist behaviour. This
attention has come from virtually every field of interest, stretching far beyond the realms of
academic study. The most obvious causes in the West have been significant terrorist
atrocities, the repercussions of which still appear in our daily news. Added to that, sectarian
tensions, regular bombings in the Middle East, and the turmoil of the Arab Spring serve to
further illustrate the large-scale complexities brought about by extremism. However, it should
be noted that political and religious extremism isn’t a recent phenomenon, and in fact there is
a long and tumultuous worldwide history of it. Furthermore, when one considers examples of
sporting and consumer fanaticism, such as football hooliganism, and the proliferation of
young, ardent fans of popular musicians, it becomes hard to imagine any aspect of life that
isn’t influenced by the dynamics of extremist behaviour in some way. Given the disturbing
wealth of examples of virtually every aspect of extremist behaviour, which have at one time
or another resulted in violent outbursts, it is apparent that having a good understanding of the
dynamics of extremism is crucial if we hope to mitigate or avoid trouble in the future. The
purpose of this thesis is to provide further insight into the workings of extremist behaviour,
presenting a deeper understanding of its causes and investigating what can be done to
alleviate problematic situations. As well as suggesting corrections to existing work, a new
model is presented, which puts forward improvements to current research. Suggestions are
also made with the hope of tying together the findings of work that is currently unnecessarily
disparate. Bringing these separate strands of research together into a coherent body should
considerably speed up scientific progress in this field.
To cover the broad field relating to the study of extremist behaviour and its violent offshoot,
terrorism, as well as their unusual history, Chapter 2 begins by presenting an overview of the
academic work that has been undertaken so far in the exploration of this field. The purpose of
this is to highlight the difficulties in separating research that could be of practical value from
that which adds little practical value. Further to that, the initial overview demonstrates the
various approaches that different researchers from diverse academic backgrounds have taken
in a bid to advance research in the area. These varying strands of research, which are often
very useful in their own right, tend to suffer from the problem of operating in isolation, and
therefore ignoring other possibly useful work. This issue is addressed in Chapter 7. Following
the overview, focus is given to Opinion Dynamics, an interesting avenue of study that has
shown promise. Covering a history of the subject, and later developments that have become
relevant to the main discussion of this thesis, a thorough grounding is provided to give the
uninitiated reader enough understanding to follow the rest of the work. After that, reviews of
literature from two different fields that are highly relevant to later work are given. The first of
these reviews tackles the empirical research of Psychology, which is able to present real
world backing to assumptions that have otherwise been left unchecked in the established
work of Opinion Dynamics. In Chapter 5, this work serves another purpose, in that it suggests
a direction for research to be taken. The second review looks at the various aspects of social
networks that restrict contact between people or nodes. This restriction adds a greater level of
useful realism that should be included in modern modelling research. Having presented a
comprehensive review of existing literature concerning the various fields covered, we shall
then move on to discuss the experiments performed for this thesis.
To begin the experimentation stage of this work, Chapter 3 commences with a simple attempt
to replicate an established and well-known piece of research in the field of Opinion
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Dynamics, the Relative Agreement (RA) model (Deffuant et al. 2002). When the RA model
was first introduced, impressive results were obtained that appeared to surpass intuitive
expectations. Despite being a very well cited work, no independent attempt to confirm these
findings by replication has ever been made. In my replication reported here, although it was
found that the main dynamics of the system were present (i.e. the population was able to
converge to either the central, moderate opinion; split into two halves that converge at
opposite extremes; or most strikingly, the ability for the whole population to converge to a
single extreme), the specific findings in various parameter spaces were shown to be
erroneous. While an attempt to justify these errors has recently been published by the original
authors (Deffuant et al. 2013), Chapter 3 concludes with a discussion of this critique and
demonstrates conclusively that the undisputable results based on these corrections were
omitted from every previous RA-based publication, again highlighting errors in the original
paper. Armed with this new, correct understanding of the RA model, it is possible to proceed
with further examinations on a sound theoretical basis.
Chapter 4 takes the RA model a step further, and instead of allowing agents within the model
to interact as if on a fully connected graph, it places the agents onto a non-trivial KlemmEguíluz (KE) network that exhibits tuneable topological properties, bringing the network
topologies closer to those found in the real world. While the motivation for this is that
increasing some aspect of relevant realism within a simulation must always be considered a
priority to maximise its applicability, it is also the case that to the best of my knowledge a
systematic examination of this work, the RA model operating on tuneably realistic network
topologies, has simply not been done before. Although it is true that incomplete graphs had
been used with the RA model once before (Amblard and Deffuant 2004), the graphs were not
based on real world networks, nor were they conducted using the most accurate understanding
of the RA model that is given in Chapter 3. Thus it became necessary to thoroughly examine
the RA model in the context of KE networks. Here, although there are many influencing
parameters from the network, there are three main findings. Firstly, that only a highlyclustered population can inhibit the propagation of an extreme opinion, because in that case
both moderate and extremist clustered groups are relatively well protected from the influence
of contrary views. Secondly, that growing a clustered population will protect it from influence
to a greater extent than growing a non-clustered population. Thirdly, it is shown that that even
if an extremist agent is given only slightly increased scope for population influence, their
overall ability to have an impact on the final outcome is dramatically increased.
Although the RA model has made intuitive but general assumptions in the formulation of its
specifications that few would argue against, is it necessary to compare these axioms with real
world data, as shown in Chapter 2’s review of Opinion Dynamics from a psychological
perspective. We may all know of historical real world examples of the three main population
convergences, but without this comparison it becomes hard to justify the findings of the
model. This methodology has been mostly missing from current work on abstract Opinion
Dynamics. Fortunately, the empirical evidence agrees with the specifications of the RA
model. However, many of the theories about opinion formation and influence suggest that
further dynamics must also be considered when discussing social interaction and opinion
update based on agreement, the key element being that of disagreement. Furthermore, by
using pre-existing extremists, models such these show what results from there, but can offer
no insight as to the actual formation of extremists. To that end, Chapter 5 introduces a new
model of Opinion Dynamics named the Relative Disagreement (RD) model. In the RD model,
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agents are all initially moderate in terms of opinions, but now instead of only agreeing or
ignoring the agent with whom they are paired, they can now also disagree. With this added
dimension, for the first time we can see extremist individuals arise spontaneously and then
exert influence over moderates, forming large groups of polar extremists, via an entirely
internal, self-organisation process. The RD model is shown to readily exhibit the uni-polar,
bi-polar, and central-convergence attractors that characterise the dynamics of the RA model.
This is a core contribution of the thesis: the RD model is the first time an Opinion Dynamics
model has been specified in which extremist positions can spontaneously arise and spread in a
population via a self-organising process where opinion-influencing interactions between any
two individuals are characterised not only by the extent to which they agree, but also by the
extent to which they disagree. The only notable difference in behaviour is that in RA it is only
when agents are highly certain of their opinion that “Central Convergence” (all agents
converging on a single non-extreme opinion) can be reached; under these circumstances they
ignore a large proportion of other opinions. In RD, Central Convergence is consistently
reached when uncertainties are high. When opinions are lowered, instability forms because
there are more ‘arguments’. In comparison to the real world, we see that when people are
highly confident in their opinion, no compromising consensus is reached, and instead people
push each other further away. This advancement can be argued as another improvement
offered by the RD model.
While the arguments put forward in Chapter 5 represent significant progress in the
development of models that can offer a full explanation into causes of extremism, there is
another important feature of the RD model that needs to be examined: for the most part, it
exhibits very similar behaviour to the RA model, but without needing to be initially seeded
with extremist agents. In order to further validate the model, Chapter 6 tests the RD model
using the same KE networks as the RA model in Chapter 4. Although direct comparisons of
parameter spaces are hard to make, owing to the different handling of agent uncertainty, and
the proportion of initially extremist agents being fixed at zero in the RD model, general
behaviours can indeed be found to be comparable. The main difference between the two is
that with RA highly clustered populations are incredibly stable, while in RD this is no longer
the case; this is due to the different causes of extremism in the two models. With the RA
model, we cause population instability with extremist agents that spread their influence
through the graph, and highly clustered populations limit that ability. Conversely in the RD
model the extremism is a result of moderate agents’ interactions and as such clusters no
longer offer protection from that influence. Putting it another way, in RA only a select few
agents can cause extremism, whereas in RD every agent has the potential to cause trouble.
Up to this point most of the work presented has focussed on the context of political and
religious extremism. While it is clear that the most obvious parallels from this abstract
modelling can be made in reference to such fanaticism, it seems an unnecessary restriction to
limit the focus of this work to only the formation of extremist attitudes in such a narrow field.
As has been discussed, the applications extend well beyond that small scope to every area in
which extremist behaviour can manifest itself. Furthermore, work from fields outside pure
Opinion Dynamics can exhibit strikingly similar behaviours, so to conclude the discussion on
the corrected existing RA model and the new RD model, a survey is presented to show
analogous work and other areas of interest in which the RA and RD models may be of use.
Combining fields with comparable areas of interest that are currently ignored by each other
means that time will be saved, as work will not have to be duplicated.
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To conclude the thesis, Chapter 8 is given over to highlight the further avenues of research
that have been opened up over the course of the research presented here. When introducing a
new model, it is usually the case that a great deal of work remains to be done. This is
discussed by taking findings from every chapter to consider sensible next steps for each of the
experiments given. Finally, Chapter 9 is devoted to a summary of the main findings of the
work, their implications for future research, and their possible application in the real world.
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2.	
  Background	
  
2.1 The Extremist Threat
At the start of the 21st Century it became clear that the world faced a new threat for which it
was thoroughly unprepared. Terrorism is not a new concept, but with the dawn of the
Information Age, the power and reach that it was able to command grew immeasurably. In
light of the horrific attacks in New York and Washington, then Madrid and then London, and
indeed more recently in Boston, many Western governments turned to their Armed Forces for
protection. Unfortunately, they too were unable to adequately handle the threat, and the
reason for their failure was simple: the domain of terrorism extends well beyond the realm of
the military (Smith 2002). Political, social, and ideological motivations are just a few of the
factors that were initially overlooked by these governments in their responses. From the
frequency and magnitude of attacks in the Middle East it is apparent that such turmoil is not
the result of purely militarily motivated aggression. Indeed, it is our on-going lack of
understanding that prevents us from even being able to hope to tackle the terrorist threat in a
suitable way. Therefore, if the threat of terrorism is to be overcome, we must gain a greater
insight into its workings.
At present, there are several areas in the field of counter-terrorism that require improvement
or at the very least, adaptation. Whilst acknowledging what is stated in the previous
paragraph, perhaps the most obvious of these is the military. Currently the military is trained
and equipped to operate most effectively under the conditions of traditional warfare, although
it should be noted that some efforts are being made to adapt training methods (Smith 2002).
By merely applying traditional methods to new problems the military found themselves
unable to cope effectively with the new methods employed by terrorists. The wars of this
century are not as symmetric as the wars of the 20th Century, but are becoming more highly
asymmetric guerrilla battles in every sense. Serious governmental adversaries are no longer
limited to other governments and today fight with different tools and resources, with different
goals from the adversaries of yesteryear. Strategies, tactics, and even weapons that were
developed to fight previous wars will not always work, and where adaptations cannot be
made, new tools must be developed. In working out the tactics and understanding necessary
to prevail in previous conflicts, simulation tools were vital. Previously, simulations allowed
researchers to explore factors and understand causes in various scenarios, and even test new
tactics and ideas; it is logical, therefore, to expect that simulations will have a part to play in
the development of new techniques and tools (Sloan 1981).
It is not, however, only the military that must develop new systems and tools to meet the
threat of terrorism. While it is true that they can expect to play a major part in the front-line, it
is the Defence, Response, and Intelligence organisations that will be assuming the main roles
in the overall effort. Prevention must be seen as at least as high a priority as aggressive
response in this new fight. Simulation tools have already been developed through adaptation,
or by building new tools in order to better train emergency response teams. These simulations
can range from staged events involving hundreds of actors to computer-based ‘serious games’
used for training purposes (Smith 2003).
In many of these cases simulation tools offer another way to train the people involved, but for
the Intelligence agencies the focus of simulations is to better understand the enemy (Smith
2003). Moreover, they need to understand not only the enemy, but also the causes and factors
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that lead a person, or a group of people, to become an adversary in the first place. It is clear
that the ability to avert attacks by preventing potential attackers from becoming hostile would
prove more sensible than fighting the enemy as and when they appear. Indeed, with the
limited data available (of which even less is in the public domain) it is hard to identify
common patterns, plan development, or identify correlations that exist within a terrorist
network and its operations. Only when this understanding has matured can we claim to be
ready to form well-founded tools in all other areas. Therefore, simulation tools will be
especially important in the crux of the research. It is through the real world complexity
inherent in Agent-Based Models that should prove to be the most fruitful, since it mimics the
scenarios that are being simulated in a manner that is readily understood.
An Agent-Based Model (ABM), also known as a Multi-Agent System, is a computational
model in which low-level autonomous entities, known as agents, are defined and allowed to
interact with each other. Coherent global behaviours may emerge from these interactions.
Note that it is not always the agents themselves that are defined, but often rather the
interactions between agents. Under a more precise definition, for a simulation to qualify as an
ABM its agents must usually display four qualities: autonomy, interdependence, simplicity,
and the ability to adapt based on learning (Macy and Willer 2002).
One particularly noteworthy example of a major success utilising an ABM is that of Reynolds
(Reynolds 1987) where it was demonstrated that the flight patterns of a flock of birds (or the
swimming patterns of a school of fish) could be modelled by applying three simple rules to
each Boid (the name given to agents in Reynolds’ simulation). Modelling system in this way
has two main benefits: simplicity and realism. The model offered simplicity in that it had few
rules; in fact, it is hard to imagine a model that could generate comparable results with fewer
rules. Furthermore, the model exhibited realism in that the rules allowed for all participants to
play their relatively simple role instead of one agent acting as an authority, which would have
required much more complex calculations to produce the desired outcome. It was also a
seminal illustration of emergent behaviour: these effective flock-level dynamics were the
result of the interaction of Reynolds’ three simple rules. Had the system been modelled at a
global level, implying that a single intelligence was controlling the flock, the solution would
have been orders of magnitude more complex, or perhaps even impossible. Realism in a
controlled simulation is a benefit separate from the gains in simplicity, since it affords us a
greater insight into the workings of the system and allows us to gain a deeper understanding
of the domain (Macy and Willer 2002).
Although not a new idea, it has only been in recent decades that advances in computer
hardware have made ABMs a feasible tool for research. As a tool, they were a natural
progression from Micro-Simulations. In a Micro-Simulation, individuals are modelled to
produce global behaviours, but the individuals themselves do not interact or adapt. These
simulations were typically used to forecast global behaviours. With the addition of agent
interactivity and adaptation, combined with greatly increased hardware power, the use of the
simulations themselves changed from forecasting to deepening overall understanding (Macy
and Willer 2002). Instead of aiming to predict global behaviours, researchers were able to
adjust parameters at a low level to test how such changes would affect the global results. This
paradigm shift proved to be a catalyst in the use of ABMs in a variety of new fields, including
that of the aforementioned terrorist research. Before we continue with the history and
examination of the ABM models used and presented in later chapters however, it would be
appropriate to present a history and examination of the initial motivations for the subsequent
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work. That is to say, we must first present a background on simulations in the fight against
terrorism.
Simulating the acts terrorism for the purpose of research is not a new idea, it is simply that the
options available have increased. In the 1970s following the Munich massacre, the main
method was to hire actors and enact a typical scenario. Understandably, this process was
laborious and costly. In the book, Simulating Terrorism (Sloan 1981), we are given an
overview of this process and an insight into the findings and conclusions drawn from those
experiments. A summary will be presented to offer the reader an insight into the motivations
for and the merits of simulating terrorism.
From the start of Simulating Terrorism, Sloan tells us that terrorist events are growing in both
frequency and scale; it is important to note that this book was written over 30 years ago and it
is possible to see that the largest possible terrorist attacks have indeed growing in scale. The
author also tells us that we must simulate terrorism to improve the training of individuals who
are involved with reacting to these events, and to test the procedures that the participants will
be following.
After the introduction, Sloan attempts to define ‘terrorism.’ He informs us that this is not a
trivial exercise, as there are ramifications to different definitions. In the context of the real
world, these different definitions affect who will be in charge, and how reactionary policies
are made and utilised. These factors can in turn affect the spread of terrorism. On a subtler
note, Sloan discusses the subjectivity of terrorism that differentiates it from mere random acts
of violence. One could be forgiven for imagining that the difference between the two is
merely the fear that terrorism is intended to instil, but Sloan hastens to point out that what
really separates terrorism from random violence is that to some it will be perceived as right
and just, and to others, necessary. In that sense, this definition very much adheres to the old
adage ‘One man’s terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter.’ This distinction, we are told, is
crucial to the successful handling of a terrorist event, and so inflexible polices based on rigid
definitions are likely to fail. From an academic viewpoint, Sloan states that definitions will
affect the range of work, which then affects its applicability. The definition of ‘terrorism’
must find a balance between encompassing many areas while not leading to sweeping
generalisations that cannot be applied to any single instance. Curiously, after this, ‘terrorism’
in Sloan’s book is used to refer solely to hostage-taking situations. This was perhaps more
relevant at the time that the book was published, particularly considering the difficulties
presented by simulating other forms of terrorist behaviour.
The rest of the book is given over to the development and execution of terrorism simulations.
First, participants were chosen to play the role of terrorists and hostages. The involvement of
people in the reacting forces was kept to a minimum so as to maintain realism. The ‘terrorists’
were required to create a biography of themselves, which had to be based around their life,
then as a group they had to develop a storyboard of events around a fictional terrorist
organisation to which they now belonged. By involving the participants at a personal level
they were able to perform more realistically. Once that stage was complete, Sloan and his
team would acquire the necessary equipment (weaponry, tools, etc.) for the simulation. They
would alert the local authorities that a training exercise would occur, but not when or what its
nature would be. It is noted by Sloan how easy it was for his team to acquire both equipment
and people with skills that could easily be used by terrorist organisations. Safety without
sacrificing realism was also a concern, and precautions were taken (for example, blank
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ammunition was used) to prevent real harm being done to the hostages. Presumably in today’s
anxious environment, precautions would also be required to protect the safety of the terrorists,
given the higher inclination towards a hostage uprising.
Before the simulation began, the participants were often lulled into a false sense of security
(on occasion some were even asleep when it happened). Once the terrorists had captured the
hostages, they alerted the authorities and the ‘game’ began. Among the many observations
made by Sloan was the conclusion that people treated the simulation as a real event.
Psychological behaviours that develop in real hostages and hostage-takers were noted to have
taken place, and the participants playing the roles of the reactionary forces also reacted
genuinely.
Sloan points out that there were many flaws in the various responses of the reactionary forces
that were apparent in all simulations. The first observation is that police forces were very
slow to react, often not believing that such an event could be taking place. This was often a
source of antagonism to the terrorists, and there was frequently a delay before
communications were established between the terrorists and negotiators, which exacerbated
the effect. Other problems were more closely related to training issues. First, command posts
would be set up but not replaced with something more suitable when it became apparent that
the exercise was going to last a long time. Work was improperly delegated for a host of
reasons, including wanting to impress superiors, inability to communicate clearly and an
unclear chain of command. Often too many people would clutter workspaces, leading to
tensions, fatigue, and stress, which in turn affected the efforts of the commanders and
negotiators. A problem for negotiators was the rigidity with which they followed the rules
that they had been taught; this unwillingness to be flexible often caused tensions to rise
between the two parties, instead of allowing a rapport to be developed. A final, more
humanitarian, note was made that hostages were often viewed as tools, and sometimes
ignored once they were released, or otherwise simply interrogated for information. The
subjectivity of terrorism was a feature often ignored by the reactionary forces.
Sloan concluded that increasing anti-terrorist training was essential after studying the thencurrent state of readiness. He also argued that negotiators should be chosen based on ability
rather than availability. Sloan also suggested that further research was necessary for two main
reasons. First, because terrorism constantly adapts to attack the most vulnerable parts of
society (for example, consider the relative ease of hostage taking when Sloan was writing),
and second, that more powerful forms of terrorism are likely to appear.
Aside from all the obvious and previously mentioned drawbacks that Sloan’s method has
(most notably the high cost and lengthy time required), it was, at the time, the only one
available to trainers and researchers. While this scheme and its variants remain quite suitable
for some training purposes, it is clear that other tools have become available. This is
particularly the case in regard to research. At that time, only the terrorist event itself could be
simulated, and even that was neither entirely practical nor repeatable. One additional tool that
has become available is that of computer simulations, a broad summary of which shall be
explored now. It is hoped that with the scope of these simulations being so broad, the reader
will see the range of benefits computer simulations bring to this field.
Following the terrorist attacks on September 11th 2001, there was a large upturn in the
publication of studies trying to resolve the problem of how to apply computer simulations to
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help fight the war on terror. Indeed, so much emphasis was placed on where the research
could go, and what it might achieve that much of the work produced was mostly conjecture,
largely bereft of anything quantitative. For instance, one paper, by Smith (2002), starts by
discussing various areas in which simulation tools have proved to be useful in applications for
the military, and also in disaster simulation. In particular, Smith cites biological, chemical,
and nuclear attacks. Although these simulations are varied, the author mentions how some
predict contamination zones with much greater precision than human experts. Smith states
that the simulation community must adapt and start to develop tools that will be useful as the
US tackles these new threats. It is suggested that the main areas for research would be
traditional war games and system and operations simulations (to gain an insight as to how
terrorist organisations function). This information could then be used to develop more war
games.
Smith then discusses dividing the simulations into different categories to the previously
mentioned ones: Military, Intelligence, Political, Financial, Legal, and Cultural.
Unfortunately, however, he is only able to suggest what one might learn from such
simulations, and he offers no insight into how they might actually work. Indeed, some of his
simulation suggestions seem too fanciful to be practical in any sense. One example of this is
the notion that simulations could be conducted to test the political, social, and economic
ramifications of actions such as withholding aid from terrorist host nations. Another farfetched suggestion is that counter-propaganda and other cultural simulations may offer insight
into how to undermine terrorist regimes. It is worth noting that Smith is from an extensively
military background and appears unwilling to suggest how his simulations may be realised
beyond traditional role-playing war games. As was noted earlier in this introduction, the
military is currently not capable of meeting the threat of terrorism due to a lack of
understanding, so it is unclear how it would aim to develop these simulations. As Sloan wrote
previously, the military is especially guilty of developing systems without outside influence,
which results in complacency and inaccuracy (Sloan 1981).
In a subsequent paper in 2003, Smith presents a review of tools that he recommends as useful
for terrorist simulation training. Smith starts by stating that no simulations are currently being
used as part of anti-terrorist training in America and that the tools required for this either exist
but may require modification, or need to be developed (note that this paper was published in
2003). What follows is a survey produced by Smith and his team as to what can be used in
various areas of training. The author repeats his statement that computer simulations of
chemical and biological attacks are more reliable than expert human estimates, although it is
not made clear what relevance this has to the subject of anti-terrorist training simulations.
For leadership training, Smith suggests modifying existing war games to tackle terrorism.
This highlights another problem, which was apparent in his earlier work, whereby he
supposes that the military would be able to develop training simulations despite its current
lack of understanding of what is required. As justification, Smith cites a number of
organisations experimenting with similar ideas. To develop team skills (other than suggesting
mock-ups involving real actors, participants, and equipment) Smith is at a loss to suggest
team-building simulations other than well-known computer games such as The Sims Online,
Everquest and Guardforce (a PC game published by the military). He mentions 3D simulator
trainers such as flight simulators, tank simulators and virtual 3D worlds (without referring to
any specific tools), but gives no clue as to how these resources might relate to terrorist
scenario simulations. Smith concludes by stating that many countries are now investing in
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simulations to help fight the war on terror and that where possible, efforts should be made to
save resources by modifying existing simulation tools.
However, war game simulation was not the only methodology being used to tackle the
problem; some researchers had started taking a more abstract approach to see where that
would lead. One good example of this is a paper by Sandler in 2003 that begins with six
reasons why game theory can be successfully applied to modern terrorist simulations:
1. Game theory suitably captures the dual involvement in terrorist situations
(governments and terrorist organisations react against each other) that cannot be
studied using only one ‘player.’
2. The strategic interaction between rational actors is well modelled by game theory.
3. Each side issues threats and promises, in order to gain a strategic advantage.
4. All participants in these situations act according to the rationality assumption of
Game theory; all players will try to maximise their goals against the given restraints.
5. Game theoretic notions of bargaining have been applied successfully in the past to
hostage negotiations.
6. Uncertainty and learning in a strategic environment are relevant to all aspects of
terrorism, where one or more party is incompletely informed.
Sandler proceeds to discuss different countries and their responses to terrorist threats. It is
noted that simply raising a terrorist deterrent level often displaces attacks to other countries,
which is neither a practical nor a long-term solution. Therefore, countries need to work
together in order to develop a response to the threat. An interesting point that is worth
mentioning here is that when one country chooses to accommodate a terrorist organisation,
that country receives the huge benefit of a severely reduced threat from terrorists. The
downside to this approach is that it undoes the hard work of building a deterrent by other
countries. It must be noted that these are theoretical observations and although they will
appear correct to a rational observer, the reality of these situations is subject to scrutiny.
Sandler’s paper then discusses the various scenarios that apply to countries when developing
a response to terrorism and applies them to the Prisoner’s Dilemma problem and other game
theory models. If we assume that a country may take either a proactive or a reactive policy
towards terrorism, (the former being akin to the US attacking the Taliban in Afghanistan and
the latter relating to diverting or limiting an attack), then we find that if one country takes a
costly proactive policy other countries are conferred with a ‘free-ride.’
It is stated that most terrorist ‘games’ involve at least three players; the three used in
Sandler’s example are the US, the UK, and a terrorist group. It is also posited that terrorist
organisations can execute either normal or spectacular (large-scale) attacks. Pre-emptive
strike costs (i.e. attacking the organisation’s base) will exceed deterrence costs (i.e. the cost of
protection, thus decreasing a terrorist attack’s chance of success) for spectacular events but
not for normal events. This is because deterrence costs for normal events are higher, since a
great number of targets require protection. Sandler justifies his argument that pre-emption is
more expensive for spectacular events by citing the expense of the response war in
Afghanistan after the September 11th attacks.
Sandler then gives two matrices showing the costs and Nash equilibria of the UK and US
opting for deterrence or pre-emptive policies for Spectacular events and Normal events. It is
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shown that for Spectacular the US should pre-empt and the UK deter, and both should preempt for Normal events. There then follows a discussion on different terrorist types:
Moderates and Hardliners. It is stated that appeasing Moderates can lead to adverse selection,
since the Hardliners will be isolated and tend towards violence. It is also noted that
government and Hardliner preferences can converge, but that state sponsors of terrorism will
perpetuate the violence by reducing its cost to the hardliners in order to maintain their own
interests.
Sandler concludes by stating that there is more research to be done with multi-period analysis
of terrorist campaigns where the conflict between terrorists and governments has an unknown
endpoint. The other area of research is to see how terrorist organisations are affected by both
successful and failed counter-terrorist operations. This will lead to a better understanding of
how these organisations are created and how they are destroyed, which in turn should help
governments better decide how to formulate their anti-terrorist policies.
There has also been other research directed at tackling terrorist organisations (Carley and
Krackhardt 1998), (Tsvetovat and Carley 2002), (Raczynski 2004). One paper by Raczynski
(2004) deals with how best to destroy a covert terrorist network. We are presented at first
with a review of Social Clustering and Group Behaviour simulations. This is followed by a
brief explanation as to what can be gained from attempts to simulate small aspects of
terrorism. Finally, the paper tells us what can be gained from this specific model: since it is
hard to gain information by infiltrating such organizations, we must learn what the more
effective methods of destroying them are. Raczynski provides a strict definition of how to
validate a model of a real system, but tells us that we cannot use that as a suitable test in
research. From here, the paper goes on to warn about the dangers of modelling systems using
empirical evidence, but states that even inaccurate models can show interesting trends, if not
specific results. This idea is particularly relevant to the concluding discussion in Chapter 3
examining discrepancies between two implementations of the same model. Raczynski’s work
marks a definite shift in the use of computer simulations from prediction to understanding.
Indeed, we are told several times during the paper that the goal is to examine the factors
surrounding the formation and destruction of covert networks using simulations such as these.
Importantly, the model being presented in the paper is Agent Oriented instead of Object
Oriented in that the former design involves the participants utilising some form of learning or
adaptive behaviour. Within the simulations there are three possible structures: Terrorist,
Terrorist-Supporting, and Anti-Terrorist groups. Multiple Terrorist groups can occur while
only one of each of the latter can exist. The simplification of only one Anti-Terrorist network
is described as ‘not significant’ (Raczynski 2004). Within the domain itself, agents exist as
one of several types: Neutral, Potential Terrorist, Potential Anti-Terrorist and TerroristSupporting agents. Structures are created by Potential Terrorists capturing other Potential
Terrorists to form a hierarchical network. As structures grow (by Potential Terrorist agents
capturing other agents or structures) they increase their power. On the other hand, the AntiTerrorist agent has the power to capture suspect agents that can weaken, split, or even destroy
the terrorist networks.
Raczynski was mostly interested in testing the difference of terrorist networks when a
Terrorist-Supporting structure was utilised. In Raczynski’s simulations it was discovered that
when a Terrorist-Supporting structure is involved, the number of terrorists at the end of the
simulations was much higher and that the number of Terrorists tended to have a maximal
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point earlier in the simulation, followed by a steady decline. The decline was much sharper
without a Terrorist-Supporting structure, which is why the final numbers led to the first
conclusion.
Raczynski states that further work with the model is required, and is clearly possible, but on a
larger scale and perhaps with improvements made (although it is not stated what those
improvements might be). One major criticism of this work is that it assumes that terrorist
networks only operate under a hierarchical system, which is simply not the case (see
Tsvetovat and Carley 2002). Much of the other research from this period demonstrates that
the covert nature of such organisations leads them to be constructed from sparsely connected
cells with high-density internal connections (Carley 2003). At a similar time to Raczynski’s
research, then, other work examining ways of destabilising clustered – as opposed to
hierarchical – terrorist networks was also being conducted.
In contrast to the previous research, a sizeable body of work has been produced to analyse the
structure of networked organisations (Carley and Krackhardt 1998), which has since been
applied to the study of terrorist groups. Tsetovat and Carley are just two examples of
academics conducting research on networks structured like a covert terrorist organisation. In
one paper from 2002 they cite research that suggests that terrorist organisations cannot be
built on the same architectural principles as legitimate organisations. This position contradicts
Raczynski’s (2004) thesis, where all of the structures created were of a hierarchical nature.
Indeed, the paper goes on to explicitly state that ‘no clear hierarchy emerges from observation
of these networks’ (Tsvetovat and Carley 2002).
The structure of real terrorist organisations is often summarised as a group of conspirators
working together in a cell (Tsvetovat and Carley 2002).Within a cell there are high numbers
of social connections that are, for the most part, dormant and are only activated when
absolutely necessary, thus making them hard to discover. Externally, cells are generally only
connected by the senior members, thus making the network of cells very sparsely connected.
It is this structure that maintains the flexibility and strength of the network as the removal of a
single node often has little impact on the overall ability of the network, unless of course, one
removes a well-connected senior member. Other details are mentioned, including the dynamic
nature of the terrorist organisation (sometimes links may be activated and deactivated before
investigations can even notice, which is of course a sampling problem); investigations
typically lead to incomplete data and therefore it can be difficult to distinguish active
members in the network.
The simulation presented by Tsvetovat and Carley involves two teams: a terrorist network
and a police network. The goal of the terrorist network is to maximise the number of tasks
performed correctly. The task involves correctly assessing whether an agent is friendly,
hostile, or neutral. The police agents’ task is to reduce the terrorists’ performance using a
variety of methods at their disposal (e.g. wiretapping agents and isolating agents), whilst
minimising their own cost.
Terrorist organisations consist of 50 agents, with a mean cell size of 6. The police agents
collect data on a terrorist network for 50 time periods and isolate one agent. The policing
organisation tested different isolation strategies including simple random isolation and
isolating the agent of perceived highest centrality (i.e. the agent that the policing organisation
perceives to have the most intra-cell connections, since the number of inter-cell connections is
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harder to determine.). It is demonstrated that the terrorist organisation can always recover
from any setback from the police force, but when the police capture the agent of highest
centrality instead of a random agent, it takes the organisation longer to recover.
Tsvetovat and Carley followed this work with another, more complex, ABM simulation, the
NetWatch simulator (2004). The rationale given for this is that simulations are most effective
at modelling human and group behaviour when they are based on real world data and when
the agents involved will act as humans do, i.e. not optimally.
In this simulator, agents are endowed with more complex cognitive abilities than in other
typical simulations, although it is stated that this is not enough to produce genuine social
behaviour. For that, Tsvetovat and Carley utilises the earlier work of Carley, Lee, and
Krackhardt (2001), which uses a meta-matrix that covers people, resources, knowledge, and
tasks, and the relations between these entities. Therefore each agent is endowed with a belief
structure in which each agent creates and learns a private meta-matrix. Although it can be
hard to analyse such structures (since a change can denote either a genuine change in social
structure or a change in belief), they do provide a valuable ‘snapshot’ of an organisation.
The goal of NetWatch is to analyse the vulnerabilities of covert organisations such as terrorist
groups. At the start of the simulation, the population is given a formal network that
corresponds to whom they may and may not communicate with. An agent is only endowed
with the knowledge that is relevant to them. From there, an informal network will grow as
agents are introduced to new agents and can develop their knowledge, which typically
becomes more accurate. Agents have a protocol about how they may communicate with each
other. Sometimes they request knowledge from other agents, and at other times they choose to
share information with another agent that is believed to already know this information (this is
known as Similarity-Based Communication). It is through this approach of sharing of
knowledge that agents are able to increase the accuracy of their own knowledge. When a
request for information is received the agent can either respond to the request or pass on a
reference to an agent that it believes knows the answer; this is how the informal network
grows. If an agent does not recognise who sent the request it may also ignore it. When
communications are made, knowledge is updated both personally, and in the belief matrix,
concerning what others know.
Agents can also handle more complex tasks where delegation plays a role; these are the tasks
that performance is measured on. The agents are split into a red team and a blue team. The red
plays the role of the terrorist network and tries to complete the tasks. The blue team plays the
role of the police and tries to undermine the red’s performance through wiretapping and agent
isolation. When wiretapping, the agents may intercept communications between agents and
pass the information to other members of the blue team. Different strategies for wiretapping
and agent isolating were tested: Random, Snowball (for wiretapping; this is essentially a
breadth-first strategy), Perceived Highest Centrality, and Perceived Highest Cognitive Load.
The Highest Perceived Centrality is the same as defined in the above-mentioned Tsvetovat
and Carley work (2002). Highest Cognitive Load is superficially similar, but the definition is
slightly different. An agent’s ‘cognitive load’ is based on the proportion of agents with whom
it interacts, the proportion of tasks assigned to the agent, and the number of other agents
assigned to perform the same task. It was found that while all methods had some success, it
was the socially intelligent methods (Perceived Highest Centrality and Perceived Highest
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Cognitive Load) that performed the best. It was also found that the optimum method changed
over time between various socially intelligent methods.
One notable point is that all of the experiments given so far required a custom ABM that
would either have to be validated separately or, more often, it is simply stated that while
results reveal interesting trends, these may not correspond accurately to real life. There was a
need for a general-purpose simulator tool that would be simple to use, highly parameterised,
applicable for a variety of uses, and that would demonstrate a reasonable level or realism. The
simulator created by Morrison, Cohen, King and Moody to fill this need is called the Hats
Simulator (Morrison, Cohen, King and Moody 2005).
In their first paper about the simulator in 2005, Morrison et al. discuss ‘real’ data about
terrorism that has been obtained by the academic world. The biggest problem is that most of
the necessary information is classified. Other relevant issues are also raised however: the data
is provided as a set instead of a feed, and is often well known, so new methods cannot be
properly tested. The solution is to create a large, general-purpose, highly parameterised
simulator that can generate a data feed, with enough realism for various researchers to work
with (Morrison et al. 2005).
The concept of the Hats Simulator is very simple. In a world populated with up to one
hundred thousand agents (known as ‘hats’), there exist a number of known terrorist agents
and an unknown number of covert terrorists. Most of the population consists of benign hats.
The term ‘hats’ comes from typical Spaghetti Western films in which ‘good’ cowboys would
wear white hats, and ‘bad’ cowboys would wear black. One task in the simulator is to deduce
which colour hat any particular agent should be wearing (Morrison and Cohen 2006).
The goal of the terrorists is to acquire a set of capabilities with which they can attack one of
several beacons. Hats arrange meetings where they can exchange capabilities. Terrorist
organisations generate a tree of meetings (including decoy meetings) that leads to a task force
of covert terrorist hats acquiring the necessary skills to attack the appropriate target. The
‘abilities’ of a hat must correspond to the weaknesses of a ‘beacon,’ like a key to a lock, if a
task force wishes to successfully attack it. Every beacon has different weaknesses and the
terrorists must specifically acquire the correct abilities, and plan accordingly at the start.
The goal of the analyst (either a human or a computer) is to stop the terrorist attacks whilst
minimising their own costs. Since terrorists cannot be identified by their skills alone and
meetings occur between all mixes of benign, covert, and known terrorists, an analyst must
utilise other tools in order to save the beacons. The analyst is able to request certain data at
varying costs. Information such as ‘who is currently arrested’ or ‘who is a known terrorist’ is
always free and accurate. Other information such as ‘the location of hat x’ or ‘what
capabilities does hat x possess’ cost different amounts. The higher the sum paid, the more
accurate the information is. As well as acquiring information, the analyst is able to raise an
alert on a beacon and arrest hats. A higher alert level on a beacon has a higher associated cost.
Arresting hats that are not part of the task force, even if they are terrorists, has a cost too.
Even if the arrest is a valid one (i.e. the hat was part of the terrorist task force) it may not stop
an attack if that hat was not one with a necessary and irreplaceable skill. An analyst receives a
score at the end of the simulation based on their total costs and the number of successful
beacon attacks.
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It was concluded that the Hats simulator possesses many attributes that make it similar to real
life, although experts in the field have suggested other features that could be added (Galstyan,
Mitra, and Cohen 2007). The reason for the initial rejection of these new features is that the
goal of Hats is to be as broad in scope as is possible. Despite its many advantages, the Hats
simulator does have drawbacks, some simply aesthetic, others more important. For instance,
plan-generation occurs at the start of the simulation run, and the terrorist organisation is
unable to adapt in the event of disruption. One would expect a real terrorist organisation to be
able to adapt to such a disruption. In Hats, terrorist organisations all work independently,
even though it has been observed that capabilities are often shared between organisations.
Meetings must occur ‘physically’, which is not a representative model of communication
today. Other criticisms include the problem of organisation structure, which in Hats does not
follow the known cell-cluster pattern. This is just an initial overview of a few of the potential
problems with Hats, which will be more thoroughly explored in Chapter 8, but it serves to
highlight the fact that in many cases deciding on increasing the realism for one aspect of a
large simulation inhibits the realism in another area.
There exists a dichotomy where it is easy to focus on the negative aspects of both the broader,
all-encompassing simulations (that lose relevance to the real world), and the bespoke, but
often too narrowly focussed, simulations. However, both methodologies have their benefits
and are useful in their own way. Indeed, any advance in the understanding of how we may
better prevent such atrocities from occurring in the future, or at least minimise their impact,
can only be considered to be good for humanity.
There is, of course, one notable drawback to what has been thus far discussed. A key idea that
has been stated many times before is that prevention of these events is the best possible
solution. While the Hats simulator and Netwatch looked at the possibility of preventing one
such attack, and earlier work by Tsetovat and Carley (2004), and Raczynski (2004) examined
the destabilising of networks that may enact these attacks, it is possible to look back to an
even earlier stage where prevention is still a possibility: the actual formation of extremism.
As the question of how extremist attitudes may arise becomes the focal point of this work, a
comprehensive review of work in the research field of Opinion Dynamics is essential before
we may hope to progress. To that end, we must first present the empirical data and research
from which we may attempt to define the goals of this thesis.

2.2 Social Interaction Phenomena
The abstract modelling of social interaction remains moot without empirical evidence to back
it up. Somewhat surprisingly, the discourse in Section 2.4 on abstract Opinion Dynamics
highlights the issue that while the mathematical modelling of Opinion Dynamics has grown
into a large field of research, there are often insufficient parallels drawn between the abstract
and the concrete to justify or corroborate its findings. Indeed, this has been the observation of
other researchers in this field (e.g. Sobkowicz 2009). Fortunately, however, the study of
Opinion Dynamics is not confined to abstract modelling.
The field of Psychology has long studied the causes and effects of attitude change; indeed, the
study of attitudes has been described as the ‘cornerstone of Social Psychology’ (Fiske and
Taylor 1984). Although strict definitions are often something that a broad field of researchers
may quibble over, it is worth noting that in Psychology the term ‘attitude’ typically refers to
the underlying feeling or sentiment towards an abstract idea, while the term ‘opinion’ is the
overt manifestation of one or more attitudes. Though this distinction is particularly useful for
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psychologists and shall be adhered to in this section, in subsequent chapters I will refer solely
to ‘opinion’ in keeping with the field of abstract Opinion Dynamics described in Section 2.4
as the ideas presented are abstract, and the empirical evidence is referred to as a justification.
Furthermore, the abstract models presented in the following sections and chapters serve as
general case experiments for examining both attitude and opinion change.
It is therefore the factors that affect persuasiveness, and how accurately they have been
represented in abstract Opinion Dynamics that are of interest in this particular case. In their
seminal book Personality and persuasibility, Hovland and Janis (1959) proposed that there
exist four general elements in the role of persuasive communication: the Source, the Message,
the Situation and the Recipient. These sub-divisions have made it easier to analyse individual
roles in attitude change. If we examine each of Hovland and Janis’s four elements in the
context of models of abstract Opinion Dynamics (particularly including the more recent
developments), we shall see that although generalised, the models’ intuitive designs do appear
to cover real world dynamics rather well. A brief summary of these four elements is given
below for completeness when comparing them with models of abstract Opinion Dynamics.
Hovland and Janis (1959) state that the Source can be further characterized by its Status,
Attractiveness, Trustworthiness, and Non-Verbal Behaviour, which represent qualities of the
source of the new or differing attitude. Status represents the view that the Recipient will have
of the Source, i.e. the degree to which the Source is considered to be an expert. Attractiveness
covers the charm and appeal of the Source; one who is more likeable will probably be more
persuasive. Trustworthiness is similar to Status, but focuses more on the motives (possibly
ulterior) of the Source. Non-Verbal Behaviour covers a broad area of possible elements and
contributes mostly to the Attractiveness element of the Source. It is important to state that the
presented abstract models are not designed to model micro-population interactions such as
those explored later in this thesis, but instead favour the study of large populations. It is
therefore reasonable to presume that over a large enough number of iterations involving a
large number of different agents, most of these qualities will act as noise and can be thought
of as averaging out, and thus can be ignored at an agent (individual) level. Note that although
an argument could be made that trustworthiness would be linked to the certainty that an agent
exhibits, this only follows from the broader definition of trustworthiness and not that used
here. The only quality used to cover the persuasiveness of the source upcoming abstract
models is that of an agent’s uncertainty. This could be thought of as representing the
credibility aspect of the Status of an agent, because highly uncertain individuals are less
credible than highly certain ones.
Hovland and Janis (1959) argue that the Message itself can also be sub-divided into further
factors: Non-Verbal, Emotional Appeal, Explicit/Implicit, One/Two-Sided, and Order of
Presentation. Non-Verbal aspects here tie in very strongly with Non-Verbal aspects from the
Source, and could cover whether the presented attitude is given through the media (typically
believed to be less effective), or rather in a face-to-face interaction (typically more
persuasive). Emotional Appeal is the effect the presented attitude has on the individual in
order to affect persuasiveness. The presentation also provides different effects for different
circumstances, which covers whether the attitude is presented as one-sided or considered, and
whether its ideas are explicitly stated, or implied.
Finally, in Hovland and Janis (1959), the Situation comprises Formality, Commitment, and
Setting. Formality and Setting relate to external influences about how the new attitudes are
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presented, while Commitment refers to whether the individual being influenced is required to
make a commitment relating to the new attitude or not.
In the context of the models explored later in this thesis, these factors for Message and
Situation are, for now, largely ignored as it would require a context to our opinion continuum.
These abstract models treat define an opinion as a real number that can be modified toward
positive or negative bounds, rather than a specific stance on a specific issue. As such, the
“context” is taken out of consideration as we aim to maintain our abstract approach. Although
the factors of Message and Situation do offer interesting considerations for future modelling
opportunities, we shall omit a comprehensive discussion of them for now, as they are not
particularly relevant to subsequent chapters. We shall revisit them in Chapter 8 as ideas for
further work, however.
The final element of Hovland and Janis’ characterization, the Recipient, is probably of most
interest in respect to the models presented in Section 2.5. The Recipient is characterized by
the following factors: Education; Attitudes; Resistance; Latitude of Acceptance and
Rejection; and Individual Differences. Education and Individual Differences are selfexplanatory, and like various factors for Source, can be considered equal or ignored for large
numbers. Attitudes of the Recipient refers to how various attitudes of an individual are often
strongly linked to one another in a non-trivial manner, resulting in some being harder to
modify than others. Putting this in the context of an abstract model, we see that this too can be
disregarded, albeit to a lesser degree: while some attitudes may be harder to change than
others, the dynamic of that change remains the same. In any case, this feature is still covered
by the ‘opinion update’ phase of agent interaction (individual information exchange) by the
weight applied to that update: a smaller weight represents an attitude that is more deeply
ingrained and so harder to change. Resistance to Persuasion is one of the more interesting
dynamics that has been largely ignored by the abstract Opinion Dynamics community. This is
when a person is presented with a conflicting attitude and becomes resistant to potential
change. This resistance may manifest itself as the individual perceiving these ‘unacceptable
statements’ as more hostile or unfavourable than they may otherwise be (Sherif and Hovland
1961). The result can be that a disagreement between two individuals in possession of
disparate opinions can lead to the distancing of their opinions. That is, if you are debating
with someone whose opinion is completely different to yours, you are likely to ‘modify’ your
own opinion to distance it further from the one you disagree with. This is called also
Reactance (Baron and Byrne 1991) and can be thought of as analogous to the more general
‘Boomerang Effect’ (Brehm and Brehm 1981) where someone attempting to influence an
individual inadvertently produces the opposite effect in attitude change. Latitudes of
Acceptance and Rejection appear to form the basis of the models surveyed in Section 2.5
albeit by a fortunate coincidence, and share some similarities with the Recipient’s Resistance
element. This element suggests that if another individual’s presented attitude is distant
enough from the receiver’s own attitude, it falls within the Latitude of Rejection resulting in
either a shift away from the advocated attitude, or simply no change. Conversely, if the
presented attitude is within the recipient’s Latitude of Acceptance, it is likely to result in a
shift of attitude toward the presented attitude. Interestingly, in accordance with the intuitive
notion of extremist agents that are examined in the Bounded Confidence and Relative
Agreement models given in Section 2.5, this element agrees that an individual in possession
of an extreme attitude will be less uncertain, because their Latitude of Acceptance is smaller,
owing to the larger involvement of an individual’s ego in that attitude. Indeed, this final
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element forms the basis of the model of Social Judgement Theory (Sherif and Hovland 1961),
which encompasses the idea of Latitudes of Acceptance and Rejection, but also incorporates
the additional idea of a Latitude of Non-Commitment. If an attitude falls into the Latitude of
Non-Commitment, the presented attitude is regarded as neither acceptable nor questionable.
Thus the Latitude of Rejection becomes more associated with an attitude shift away from the
presented attitude.
Given the notable lack of work in abstract Opinion Dynamics that appears to explicitly
compare findings between the two separate fields, it is perhaps fortunate that the body of
research that we shall come to examine from the field of abstract Opinion Dynamics matches
up well with that which is applicable from the field of Social Psychology. Given these
apparent parallels, it is curious that the idea of the attitude shift produced by the Latitude of
Rejection has thus far solicited so little attention in comparison to the shifts caused by the
Latitude of Acceptance. It is relevant at this time to mention that Social Judgment Theory
(SJT) has been acknowledged in the context of the models presented in Section 2.5, albeit at
an early stage (Jager and Amblard 2004; Huet, Deffuant, and Jager 2008). However, it is fair
to say that this work is certainly in the minority when compared to the body of research as a
whole. This may be because attitude shift towards a similar attitude is more intuitive than that
of rejection, or perhaps (although it is less likely), because SJT states that attitude shift
brought about from the Latitude of Acceptance is more noticeable and frequent than that
brought about from the Latitude of Rejection. In any case, to redress this imbalance a realistic
assessment of SJT is applied in my new model of Opinion Dynamics, which is presented in
Chapter 5.
Although it is unusual for thesis specialising in the field of abstract Opinion Dynamics to
cover a number of works and theories from the field of Social Psychology, it is important to
address these for a number of reasons. Firstly, as was stated at the start of this section, it is
important to be able to validate the abstract work that is being conducted. Without that
validation it is possible to pursue apparently interesting avenues that unfortunately have no
applicability to the real world. So far, it appears that either by design or by chance, the
research thus far has married up quite well with the empirical research examining the
Latitudes of Acceptance and Rejection. This is encouraging, as it means that these models can
not only offer legitimate insights into the workings of a population’s social interactions but
also allow for extrapolation and conclusions to be drawn without the necessity of examining a
real world population in its entirety, or at the very least by analysing a large sample. This
saves a large expenditure of time and money on real world experiments and often allows
simulated experiments to be conducted when they would otherwise simply be impossible in
the real world for practical reasons. It is true that these results may not be as accurate, but the
insight gained is still of potential significance. Secondly, validating the work of Opinion
Dynamics offers the ability to highlight areas that may be lacking in current models and
understandings required by the field. We have already seen that attitude shifts caused by an
attitude falling within an individual’s Latitude of Rejection from SJT is one significant area
that is, for the most part, lacking. This element is certainly worth considering, since it crops
up in various fields in Social Psychology, and in various forms (for example, the Boomerang
Effect), but not, however, in Opinion Dynamics models thus far. This is covered in more
detail in Chapter 5, and other aspects discussed in this section are covered in Chapter 8 as
ideas to be developed in further work.
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While on the subject of applying, or at least comparing work to, real world dynamics, it is
necessary to must consider social networks. In the work discussed in the Section 2.5 we shall
see that models have mostly been designed to offer greater realism than their predecessors.
Continuing in this vein, we have seen the beginning of the application of simulated social
networks to models that were originally applied to fully connected populations (i.e. any agent
is able to interact with any other agent in the population). This is an improvement in realism
over fully connected populations as it signifies a move toward further useful realism. No
agent should be able to have face-to-face access with every other agent as that cannot happen
in real life. We are specifying interactions as face-to-face because the social influence role of
the media does at least have the potential to reach every agent. This idea is touched upon
again in Chapter 8. As we shall see, this work is still in its infancy and because of some of the
findings in Chapter 3, is subject to some controversy. Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 focus on more
complete examinations, but it is prudent to provide a suitable background literature review on
the subject of these structured networks beforehand.

2.3 Social Network Phenomena
It is manifestly clear to even the most casual observer that real world social groups do not
operate within what may be considered to be a fully connected population or graph. In real
world social groups it is extremely rare for any one individual to have direct equal access to
every other member. Instead, an individual possesses differently weighted connections to a
proper subset of the whole population. These connections are typically considered to be
bidirectional rather than unidirectional (i.e. if I can contact you, you can contact me). When
these connected populations are then examined as a whole, as networks in terms of Graph
Theory, we find that they exhibit a number of interesting characteristics, three of which shall
be considered here. The first property to mention is that real social networks display the
small-world phenomenon, where a network in which most of the nodes (individuals) have a
low number of connections to other nodes, in proportion to the total number of nodes n in the
graph, but yet the average shortest path length L between any two random nodes remains low.
Furthermore, as the number of nodes n grows, the average path length L between two random
nodes only grows at a rate proportional to log n. Small-world networks will also exhibit a
high degree of clustering. A network with a high degree of clustering will exhibit the pattern
that if we examine three nodes A, B and C such that A is connected to B and C, it is likely that
B and C will also be connected. Envisaging this property allows us to further understand how
a Small-World network can have a proportionally low value of L. The second property we see
in real world social networks is that of community structure. Building on the idea of clustered
networks, a network that exhibits community structure can be easily grouped into subsets of
nodes that are themselves highly connected (typically highly-clustered). The third property
that we shall examine in this section will be distribution of node degree. In the majority of
large-scale real world social networks, the number of connections the nodes have is scalefree, which is to say that it obeys an approximate power law: there will only be a small
number of nodes with a large number of connections while the majority of the nodes will only
have a few connections. Having the ability to produce artificially ‘grown’ networks that could
exhibit all three characteristics would make the quantitative study of the properties of social
networks far more effective. Unfortunately, the development of such an algorithm has so far
been lacking – it is by no means a trivial task. However, there have been several notable
developments toward that goal, a history of which is presented below.
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Small World (SW) networks were introduced by Watts and Strogatz in 1998. Prior to their
work, randomly generated Erdós-Reényi (ER) graphs had long been studied in Graph Theory
using algorithms that could produce a random network whilst maintaining short average path
lengths. That is, the smallest number of arcs to be traversed between any two randomly
chosen nodes would remain relatively low as the size of the network increased (Erdős and
Rényi 1959). In generating an ER graph, the number of nodes is specified and connections
between two random nodes are decided with a fixed probability. An issue with random graphs
is that they lack the local clustering seen in real social organisations. SW networks, on the
other hand, exhibit both low average path lengths and social clustering. Watts and Strogatz
introduced an attractively simple stochastic algorithm for constructing SW networks of
arbitrary size, and in doing so prompted a renaissance in the study of social networks. First
we must construct a graph with n nodes in a regular ring lattice, where n is our desired graph
size. These nodes are connected to their nearest k/2 neighbours on either “side”, where k is the
desired average node degree that satisfies the condition n ≥ k ≥ ln(n) ≥ 1. Once this network is
constructed we iterate through the nodes ni and rewire every edge (ni, nj) with probability β
where 1 ≥ β ≥ 0 and j > i. If a rewiring of the edge occurs, (ni, nj) is replaced by (ni, nk) where
k is at chosen random at random from nodes such that i ≠ k and (ni, nk) does not already exist.
One limitation, in terms of realism, of using the algorithm for growing a SW network to
model typical human social networks is the extent to which SW networks have unrealistic
degree distributions. In observed graphs of real social networks, it is often seen that while the
majority of nodes have few connections, a small number of nodes have very high degrees. A
potential resolution of this problem was proposed by Barabási and Albert (1999). The
Barabási-Albert (BA) algorithm could construct random graphs with low average path lengths
that also obeyed a power law in degree distributions. A formal description of this algorithm is
given here for perspicuity. A BA network “grown” by taking an initially fully connected
graph, of m nodes and adding nodes to the graph one at a time. New nodes are added by
connecting to every existing node i with the probability given by:
p i = k i / Σ jk j
Where ki is the degree of node i. Thus we see that heavily connected nodes continue to
accumulate new nodes while less connected nodes remain in relative obscurity. Such
networks are commonly referred to as Scale-Free; networks produced by the Watts-Strogatz
model are not Scale-Free. However this progression came at a cost: the BA model is unable to
generate networks that exhibit clustering levels as high as those in observed social networks
and so, although both SW and BA models are useful as research tools, neither can claim to be
examples of real world social networks
To construct a graph that would exhibit all three qualities observed in real social networks
(short average path lengths, high clustering, and a power-law degree-distribution), algorithms
have been developed that produce hybrid networks that mix SW and BA characteristics. The
KE algorithm introduced by Klemm and Eguíluz (2002) is the one that will be utilised in this
thesis, although a different algorithm was reported at roughly the same time by Holme and
Jun Kim that achieves largely the same end result (2002).
The KE model begins by taking a fully connected graph of size m, the nodes of which are all
initially active. A network is then ‘grown’ by adding nodes one at a time. The process for
adding nodes is as follows. We iterate through each of the active nodes and with a probability
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µ, connect our new node. If our new node is not connected to an active node it is instead
connected to a random node using preferential treatment as in the BA model (a node with a
higher degree is more likely to be chosen). This new node is added to the set of active nodes
and a random active node is deactivated. When µ = 1.0, each node is added in a method
identical to that prescribed in the BA model and as such, the resulting network is identical to
the BA model. With µ = 0.0, the network is generated with a high clustering coefficient much
more akin to small-world networks. As Klemm and Eguiluz describe, for values of µ between
0.0 and 1.0, KE networks exhibit properties that are hybrid mixes of the properties of SW and
BA networks (2002). For that reason, this thesis uses KE networks to explore the dynamics of
various models of Opinion Dynamics with populations whose social networks are nontrivially
structured. Note that since the RA model and the KE model both use the variable-name µ,
henceforth each shall be referred to as µRA and µKE respectively to avoid confusion.

Figure 2.3.1: Values of the clustering coefficient and shortest path length in
KE networks generated for varying values of µKE. Reproduced from Klemm
and Eguíluz (2008).
It is worth commenting that there has also been a move towards examining how these
clustered graphs could be used to model how the effect of interactions between nodes could
affect a population of nodes as a whole. Indeed, Watts (2002), examined the effect of
cascades through a clustered system, coming to the conclusion that nodes with a high degree
are susceptible to opinion cascades that are analogous to population convergence in the
Relative Agreement model. The study of dynamics on networks with complex structure is a
burgeoning field: other researchers have explored decision making in networks (Wu and
Huberman 2008), and information propagation through social networks (Sun et al. 2009;
Yang and Leskovec 2010). In Chapter 4, we examine the dynamics of Relative Agreement
interactions within clustered populations to explore the factors affecting the stability of the
distribution of a population’s opinions.
Although it has been stated that these social networks are typically considered to be
bidirectional, there is also a case to be made for unidirectional and weighted networks. While
we may say that the agent interactions presented by the BC and RA models are akin to real
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world one-on-one social interactions, we have already discussed the idea that many of our
attitudes can be affected by influences other than our peers. Looking beyond mere face-toface interactions, our first thought is the role of the mass media. The media however, is rarely
affected by any one individual, so we must look for alternative solutions as to how this could
be implemented within our models of Opinion Dynamics. It should be noted that an argument
can be made for small numbers of individuals strongly influencing the role of the media’s
influence, these individuals would be best subsumed into the “media” paradigm presented in
our simulations. The first consideration may be to model the Media as an agent with very low
uncertainty (note that setting an uncertainty u = 0 fails as we would eventually end up in the
quandary of dividing by 0 during the update), but this still leaves the opportunity for nonmedia agents to modify the Media. Thus we find ourselves adapting the Opinion Dynamics
models to work instead on directed graphs. There is precedent for this: directed versions of
KE networks have been developed, typically used in non-social-network applications: e.g., a
modification of the KE algorithm that produces equivalent but unidirectional network was
developed by Sriram and Cliff (2011).
In recent years there has been a rise in the development of new network types, two of which
shall be summarised here, because they will be referred to again in Chapter 8. The main
motivation for these improvements is the drive toward examining realistic social network
graphs. When we analyse real world social networks we find that there are often highly
clustered ‘cliques,’ as has already been discussed as community structure, but individuals are
rarely members of a single clique. Consider the various aspects of a typical person’s life:
work colleagues, social groups, online friends (e.g. on Facebook, Twitter, etc.). Not only do
we see these cliques forming in various different places, but it is also noticeable that they are
unlikely to overlap. Thus it could be argued that the KE network, while useful for abstract
study, does not develop the level of realism that we may strive to achieve. To solve this
problem, the idea of multiplex networks was recently introduced (Gómez et al. 2013). A
multiplex network is a network comprised of various layers in which individual nodes are
represented on each different layer of the network. A social multiplex network might have a
layer to represent connections through friends, a layer for work colleagues, and so on.
Interestingly, a very early examination of the Relative Agreement model presented in Section
2.5 used a very similar approach (Stauffer et al. 2004). While representing a significant
advance in terms of realism, multiplex networks also open up a host of interesting
possibilities for further work extending the results presented in this thesis, as discussed in
Chapter 8.
One final consideration for adding realism to complex social networks is the addition of a
temporal element. Curiously, this is one significant aspect of real world complex networks
that has been left largely unstudied until recently. Real world social networks are not static
over long periods of time as our friends and colleagues come and go. Connections between
nodes will form over time and may also be removed (Scherrer et al. 2008). Mobility networks
are an attempt to model these changes. Although there are many possible methods of
modelling a mobility network (Camp et al. 2002), one possible method is particularly suitable
for applying to the RA model. This network, termed Random Walk, considers every node to
be confined within a finite surface of a fixed number of dimensions, with no fixed
connections between nodes. In its simplest form, each node is assigned a random velocity,
and at every time interval t, its position on the surface is updated according to its own
velocity, ‘bouncing’ against the edge of the surface when required. This movement is referred
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to as ‘Brownian Motion.’ Connections between nodes may last for any number of time
intervals, but are only present while the nodes are within a predetermined spatial distance
from each other. This model offers the advantage of representing the formation and
destruction of connections in a random manner so that no bias is created without just cause.
As with multiplex networks, opportunities for further research involving mobility networks
are covered in Chapter 8.
Having presented this summary of the work on real-world social networks and empirical
Opinion Dynamics modelling, the reader can now be expected to understand the aims of the
work in this thesis in abstract Opinion Dynamics. As such, we may now present a background
to this field of abstract Opinion Dynamics and subsequently, define the models from which
this research stems.

2.4 Abstract Opinion Dynamics
During the development of the work covered in Section 2.1, research was being produced
addressing key issues such as how terrorist or extremist networks could develop in the first
place. After all, it is perfectly possible to possess extreme opinions without being party to
terrorist events. This work would develop existing consensus-forming models to test what
factors might lead to extremism. With an understanding of how these networks form and
grow, we would be better placed to prevent such occurrences from happening, which in turn
would save lives. Such models fall into the field of Opinion Dynamics.
From its initial coining, the term Opinion Dynamics has come to refer to a broad class of
different models that can be applied to fields ranging from sociological phenomena to pure
mathematics and the study of physics (Lorenz 2007). This section however, will focus on a
branch of abstract models that are primarily linked to the study of the dynamics of political,
religious, and ideological extremist opinions, and the circumstances under which those
opinions can rise to dominance. More precisely, this section will examine the development of
various models in recent years, which are aimed at helping to explain and understand the
causes of extremist populaces, particularly in the last two decades, which are linked with
significant terrorist acts. These models and their continuing development are the subject of all
the subsequent chapters, so a thorough background shall be presented.
Suppose that a group of experts were tasked with reaching agreement on a given subject.
Initially, we might presume that all of the experts would possess an opinion of their own,
which may be quite similar to, vastly different from, or perhaps even identical to, those of
their colleagues. For simplicity, we can assume that an individual’s opinion can be
represented as a real number marking a point on some bounded continuum. During the course
of their meeting, the experts each present their opinion to the group in turn, and at the end,
once everyone has presented their opinion, they modify their own opinion slightly, using a
fixed weight, in light of the views of the others. If all opinions are equal at the end of this
meeting, it can be said that a consensus has been reached. If a consensus has not been reached
another meeting is required. Although it is intuitively expected that this highly stylised model
will always reach a consensus (provided that a positive weight is used) as each expert
iteratively modifies their own opinion toward that of their colleagues, it is worth noting that
there is a strict proof of this convergence, given by de Groot (1974), because many
subsequent models are heavily influenced by this example.
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Although simple and highly stylised, this de Groot model has been examined in various
papers (Chatterjee and Seneta 1977; Friedkin 1999), and has been the basis for many
subsequent models when applied to a variety of specific fields. Indeed, this model provides a
basis for studying causes and conditions for the existence of large extremist groups in
otherwise moderate populations. The problem is, however, that under the specifications of the
de Groot model, a consensus is typically reached in the middle ground; that is to say, the
consensus of the experts is merely an average of the initial opinions. Given the existence of
real world examples of countrywide populations or very large groups forming with extremist
opinions, it is apparent that although useful, the de Groot model does not yet succeed in
explaining such occurrences. Of course, it could be argued that such occurrences are caused
by forces outside the scope of de Groot’s model, or indeed, they might simply emphasise the
problems of applying idealised simulations directly to the real world without giving
consideration to the potentially irrational behaviour of people. The de Groot model is
therefore a good starting point, but it is lacking the realism that allows it to be effectively
applied to the real world. To address this, there have been several serious attempts at
modification of de Groot’s basic model in order to produce various realistic outcomes when
provided with different initial parameters. Some of these parameters can produce results that,
although potentially counter-intuitive, can be better applied to real-life scenarios. In the next
section, we shall cover the specific models that have been developed that apply most directly
to the work in this thesis.

2.5 Models of Opinion Dynamics
Building on the de Groot model, Krause (2000) developed a variation in which the experts
would only consider the opinions of others provided that they were not too dissimilar from
their own (2000). This is the Bounded Confidence (BC) model, also known as the
Hegselmann-Krause model (Hegselmann and Krause 2002). The reasoning behind this model
is quite simple: it adds the idea that an expert with a given opinion has a quantifiable
conviction about that opinion which defines bounds on the opinions they are willing to
consider. The realism of such apparently arbitrary additions to these models is discussed in
greater detail at the end of this chapter. Without this addition, it is conceivable that in the de
Groot model a group of experts could be assembled such that one expert with an initial
opinion at one extreme could finish the simulation with a completely opposite opinion. This
would occur, for example, if a large group were assembled where all experts have an opinion
at one extreme with the exception of our one expert whose opinion is the complete opposite.
While this can – and does – occur in real life, the de Groot model implies that this would
happen every time these circumstances transpired. Although this is a logical approach, a
consensus is not always reached in the real world, and therefore the de Groot model cannot be
considered to be a fully representative model of how these dynamics work. With the new
condition in the BC model, if an expert were sufficiently convinced of their own opinion,
experts with vastly different opinions would simply be ignored. That is, if another expert’s
opinion does not fall within the bounds of the former’s opinion confidence then it is
disregarded. Under these conditions, the group of experts may not always reach a consensus.
In fact, Krause went further and allowed the agents varying levels of confidence in their own
opinions – an individual weight on their own opinions. In Krause’s model, some experts may
be so confident in their own opinion that they will only consider opinions very close to their
own while others will be open to considering more divergent opinions. Intuitively, this too is
more analogous to reality. Not only does this add significant complexity to the model, but
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with the additional parameter of each expert’s individual weight on their own opinion, the
model now includes significant heterogeneity (Krause 2000).
For completeness, the formal specification of the Bounded Confidence (BC) model is
summarised here (Hegselmann and Krause 2002). We suppose that the group we are studying
is comprised of n experts. The meetings that take place are represented by discrete time
periods t = {0, 1, 2, ...}. As stated in the previous section, we assume that each expert i (where
1 ≤ i ≤ n) possesses an opinion at each time period that can be expressed as a real number
given by xi(t). Therefore x(t) represents a vector of all opinions held by all experts at time t.
We can then define the opinion progression as:
xi(t+1) = ai1x1(t) + ai2x2(t) + ... + ainxn(t)
Where aij is the weighting between agent i and j, with aij ≥ 0 and ai1 + ai2 + … + ain = 1
making the progression a weighted average. It is also required that aii > 0 for all i, j, so that
each agent assigns some nonzero weight to its own opinion (Lorenz 2005). Nevertheless, by
allowing weights to be zero-valued, we are allowing experts to disregard the opinions of
others should they differ too much. However, with weights being adjusted at each time step it
is possible that an expert will come to accept another’s opinion at a later time. The bounded
nature of agents’ confidence in this model is simply this: if an agent i is very confident in its
own opinion, this is reflected in narrow bounds of tolerance on the difference in that agent’s
opinion and the opinion of another agent; for the other agent to influence the opinion of agent
i with less confidence, the bounds widen.
When it was first presented in 2000, few conclusions were drawn about the BC model,
although Hegselmann and Krause (2002) gave a more thorough analysis with results from
empirical explorations of the model via computer simulations. Although initially randomly
spread, each simulation results in opinion clustering, where all agents split initially into a
number of stable sub-groups with the same opinion in each sub-group. This is to be expected
because if a group-wide consensus were found, even that would be considered as a single
cluster. It was also found that if the agents began with higher confidences (i.e. lower
uncertainties and therefore lower bounds on being influenced) the system would converge to
a larger number of clusters. Taking this to an extreme, if the boundaries were set high enough,
the simulation would act exactly as the original de Groot model, because every other agent’s
opinion is being considered. Once the asymmetry of agents having different levels of
confidence in their own opinion was added, it was found that although similar results occur, it
was possible for clusters to form nearer to extreme opinions. In the majority of cases, clusters
would form around experts who started with initially high confidences (low bounds) and
could therefore result in a single cluster reasonably near to an extreme end of the opinion
scale. In a further experiment, simulations were performed to examine the assumption that
experts with more extreme opinions would be more confident about those opinions
(Hegselmann and Krause 2002). Depending on the parameters presented, it was typically
found that two polarised clusters would form. With this success, it was clear that augmenting
the agents with confidence in their own opinions was moving towards being better able to
simulate extremist situations.
Needless to say, if one is in possession of extreme opinions, one must also be confident about
those opinions in the face of typical adversities. This idea is backed up in Section 2.2 in the
discussion of Latitudes of Acceptance and Rejection. For fairness, extremist agents were
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applied equally to both the positive and negative extreme. The effect of these agents being in
a population is that the population tends towards two outcomes: Central Convergence and
Bipolar Convergence. When the uncertainties of the moderate agents are particularly high, the
extremist agents are able to exert their influence on the general population more effectively,
and as such the initially moderate population is split into two roughly equal sized groups,
which tend toward the extreme opinions. This is considered to be analogous to the split in
political ideologies of historic populations in Europe during the Cold War. When opinions
become polarised at either extreme, we say that the population has shown Bipolar
Convergence. Conversely, when uncertainties are particularly low, the extremist agents are
largely ignored and their attempts to influence the population go unnoticed. When this
happens, the moderate population remains moderate once the stable clusters have formed,
which we consider to be a Central Convergence. What was missing was a theoretical third
type of convergence that would see the majority of the initially moderate population converge
to a single extreme. While this could be caused by only applying extremist agents to a
population from a single extreme (the ratio between the number of positively extreme agents
and negatively extreme agents is referred to as δ, given by δ = = | (p’+ + p’-) | / (p’+ + p’-)),
we would be most interested in the ability to produce such a result when δ = 0.0.
While the properties of the BC model were still being explored, Deffuant et al. were
developing the Relative Agreement (RA) model, proposed as an extension to the BC model
(Deffuant et al. 2002). There are two main differences between the BC and RA models. The
first, and arguably less significant, difference is how the agents interact. In the BC model all
agents present their opinion in sequence, which is then followed by each agent updating their
own opinion based on those opinions that fall within the bounds of their uncertainty
producing a synchronous, deterministic model. In the RA model however, it is pairs of agents
that are selected at random to interact, which introduces a stochastic element to the model.
During an interaction, both agents present their opinion and then update their own opinion
based on the opinion of the other, or alternatively, disregarding their partner’s opinion if it
does not sit within their own uncertainty bounds. The second, and more significant, change to
the model is how each agent updates their opinion. In the BC model, an agent would only
consider another agent’s opinion provided that it fell within the bounds of its own opinion, as
illustrated in Figure 2.5.1.

Figure 2.5.1: Agent interaction in the BC model: three agents (A, B, and C)
each have a particular opinion expressed as a point on a continuum. For clarity,
the three agents are illustrated at different vertical heights, but conceptually all
three lie on the same linear continuum. The ‘confidence zone’ that each agent
has in its own opinion (i.e. how susceptible each agent is to the influence of
others), is represented by a bounded range to either side of its agent’s opinion
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(illustrated as arrows to the left and right). For one agent X to influence the
opinion of another agent Y, X’s opinion point must be within the confidence
bounds of Y. Thus, in this figure B and C can both influence A; A can influence
C but not B; B cannot influence C; and C cannot influence B. See the text for
further discussion.
We see in Figure 2.5.1 that Agent A has the lowest confidence in its opinion, and therefore
has the widest bounds. We can also see that Agent A will consider the opinion of both Agent
B and Agent C at evaluation time, because both B and C’s opinions lie within the opinion
bounds of A. The opinion of agent B does not matter to agent C, as B’s opinions do not cross
C’s bounds. Note that while C will also consider the opinion of A, B will not, as the opinion
of A does not fall into the confidence zone of B. Now that we can know for any agent which
opinions they will evaluate when generating their next opinion, we may adjust them as before,
using a weighted sum. Notice that the degree to which any two agents agree does not
influence the update, it is only important that the foreign opinion falls within the bounds of
uncertainty. However, in the RA model the weights are affected by the size of the overlap
between the two agents’ boundaries, as shown in Fig 2.5.2, and are used to recalculate an
agent’s opinion and also its uncertainty (confidence) after the dual interaction.

Figure 2.5.2: Agent interaction in the RA model. The degree of overlap between the
confidence zones of the two agents is used to determine the weighting applied when
updating opinions. Note that the degree to which Agent A affects Agent C is not the
same as Agent C affecting Agent A, because the relative agreement is different.
Although we return to a more thorough research of the RA model in Chapter 3, a complete
specification is presented here, to give the reader a full understanding of this model.
We again consider our group of n experts. Each individual i possesses two variables: an
opinion xi and an uncertainty ui, both of which are represented by real numbers. The opinion
of an individual is between 1.0 and -1.0, and its uncertainty is between 0.0 and 2.0. Randomly
paired agent interactions are run until a stable population opinion state is reached. By pairing
agents in this manner, the concept of xi(t) is less useful to us and as such we refer to the
average number of agent interactions. An agent interaction is calculated by first calculating
the relative agreement between agents i and j by taking the overlap between the two agents’
bounds hij, given by:
hij = min (xi + ui, xj + uj) – max(xi – ui, xj – uj)
Followed by subtracting the size of the non-overlapping part given by:
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2ui – hij
So the total agreement between the two agents is given as:
hij – (2ui – hij) = 2(hij – ui)
Once that is calculated, the relative agreement is the total agreement normalised by the
uncertainty of individual i:
2(hij – ui) / 2ui = (hij / ui) – 1
Then if hij > ui, then the update of xj and uj is given by:
xj := xj + µRA[(hij / ui) – 1](xi – xj)
uj := uj + µRA[(hij / ui) – 1](ui – uj)
Where µRA is a constant parameter that is responsible for controlling the speed of population
convergence. When µRA is low the population is less responsive to the opinions of others, and
when µRA is high a population will reach a convergence very quickly.
The primary differences between the two models’ specifications can be explained as a quest
for increased realism in terms of agent interaction. In a population, particularly a very large
population, participants do not consider the opinion of every other member of that population.
The question of why every agent is still able to contact every other agent is addressed in
Chapter 4. Therefore, the addition of the paired interactions makes good sense from a realism
perspective, although in practice it makes little difference to the outcome of the simulation.
For this simulation to be run fairly, it must be running for sufficient time to allow enough
interactions to take place and therefore enable stable clusters to form. The formation of stable
clusters is caused by agents interacting with large numbers of other agents. In both models
agents will disregard opinions that are drastically different from their own, and agree with
opinions close to theirs, so over the course of an RA model simulation the interactions that
take place will imitate the single group-wide interactions of the BC model. However, unlike
the BC model, the asymmetries of influence dynamics in the RA model (as illustrated in
Figures 2.5.1 and 2.5.2) mean that it does not necessarily produce symmetric population-level
results. The addition of the update weights being linked to the proportion of agreement
between the two agents can be intuitively explained thus: the nearer two agents are to
agreement about their opinion and uncertainty, the more they should be influenced by the
other’s opinion. The RA model’s asymmetric influence rule, where agents that are more
convinced of their own opinion are more persuasive to other agents (Deffuant 2006), also
makes intuitive sense from a psychological perspective: uncertain people will probably not be
as convincing as a person with strong convictions. A more detailed examination of the
psychological perspective of this work is given later in this chapter. Although a complete
examination of the RA model is given in Chapter 3, in order to discuss work subsequent to
the first paper by Deffuant et al., a brief summary of the findings of this model must be given
now.
The first case tested was that where agents in the simulation started with identical
uncertainties, which is to say that there were no extremists in the population (recall that for an
agent to qualify as extremist, it must have a minimal uncertainty relative to the population and
often have an extreme value of x). It was found that agents’ opinions would, over time, cluster
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at several semi-arbitrary points. This behaviour is very similar to that of the BC model under
similar initial parameters. Once extremists were added to the model, however, it was found
that three types of convergences occurred. Again it was possible to see Central and Bipolar
Convergences, but now the Single Extreme Convergence (SEC) was shown to occur. This
extreme convergence was prevalent mostly when δ was set to be a non-zero value, but
nonetheless, it did also occur with δ = 0.0 (when the number of positive-opinion extremist
agents equals that of the negative-opinion extremists). It was found that when δ = 0.0, initial
uncertainty levels governed whether agents converged centrally or in a Bipolar Convergence
fashion. As with before, a low uncertainty meant that extremists held little sway over the
majority and conversely, when the population was mostly uncertain, extremists were able to
change opinions more easily. Importantly, it is noted by Deffuant et al. (2002), that the two
cases of convergence to an extreme caused by a minority have been seen on a national scale
in the past century, namely the Bipolar Convergence in Europe during the cold war, and for
Single Extreme Convergence, Germany in the 1930s. While the ability to produce a
population that may converge to a single extreme is not under question (indeed it is to be
expected that one will find asymmetric results when asymmetry is added to the model), the
reliability and frequency of such occurrences is questionable. This analysis forms the basis of
much of the investigation of Chapter 3. By using information from the initial seeding of the
simulation, Deffuant was able to test the findings with the BC model and two other BC
variants. It was found that the BC model could replicate all three forms of convergence,
although with less flexibility than the RA model (i.e. values were more tightly constrained if
replicating an extremist convergence, and it was more likely to converge centrally).
Deffuant et al. conclude with remarks as to how extremist convergences can occur. They state
that Bipolar Convergence occurs after a phase of initial uncertainty (the initial uncertainty of
the “moderate” agents), although this is also true for convergence to a single extreme. In
addition, more confident populations tend to converge on central opinions. The fact that SEC
occurs after a phase of strong consensus on a moderate opinion is also mentioned as counterintuitive, although the reasons for this are not given. This is another factor that is investigated
further in Chapter 3. One other counter-intuitive note that is provided (and also not explained)
is that in scenarios with high uncertainty, centrist agents would drift to extremes while agents
near the extremes would converge towards the centre. Deffuant et al. acknowledge that
further work is needed to compare the findings of this paper with real life, and that building
on the RA model to include structures would also be fruitful. While the work of Deffuant et
al. is the starting point for the direction of research in the following chapters, this thesis is not
the first attempt to examine further subtleties of Opinion Dynamics in populations such as
this, and it serves the reader well to have an understanding of the other avenues of interest
that have been pursued.
Following on from the development of the RA model, Deffuant and his colleagues returned to
re-examine the BC model to see if it was possible to replicate the occurrence of SEC. In its
previous specification, this was impossible owing to the lack of non-linearity, specifically the
group-wide update phase. After modifying the model to what they termed the Smooth BC
model, the authors stated that not only was it possible to replicate all three convergence types,
but that it also gave rise to more readily interpretable results (Deffuant, Amblard, and
Weisbuch 2004). While no doubt an interesting find, this thesis prefers to examine the RA
model, owing to the much greater realism in the manner in which agents interact.
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Furthermore, the dynamic by which agents weight their own opinion update is more useful
for the extensions introduced in Chapter 5.
In examining one key difference between the models: the number of agents with whom each
agent interacts, Urbig, Lorenz, and Herzberg (2008) chose to ignore the difference of how the
two models update their agents’ own opinions (i.e. the BC model’s concrete approach: ‘do we
agree or not?’ and the RA model’s sliding scale approach: ‘how much do we agree?’). This
then left them to focus on the BC model only allowing group-wide interactions and the RA
model’s paired interactions. It was found that the larger the number of agents that interacted
before a single update of opinion, the fewer the number of agent clusters one could expect at
the end of the simulation. If SEC were solely a product of looking for a small number of final
clusters, it would be expected that the BC model would produce it more frequently than the
RA model. However, in practice this does not seem to be the case. One possible reason for
this would be that the number of clusters is typically a good indicator of population stability:
the fewer the clusters, the greater the stability. However, for SEC to occur, a high degree of
instability must be present in the population to produce such a large overall shift in opinion.
Although the overall response to the RA model has been typically very positive with
researches into the model typically receiving hundreds of citations, it has not been without its
detractors. In 2003 Von Randow identified several possible flaws in the model, although the
rebuttal from its original authors seems to adequately cover the criticisms (Deffuant et al.
2003). Von Randow’s main point was that the assumption that the centre is typically less
certain than the extremes is without scientific backing (although it is an intuitive assumption).
However, a closer examination of the original RA work shows that this claim is not solely
relied upon. In fact, Deffuant et al. (2003) covers an examination of the whole spectrum of
uncertainties and simply states that it is only when the centre is uncertain that SEC can occur.
The further criticism that such simple models offer no practical insight into the complex
workings of the real world also appears to show relatively little appreciation for work
demonstrating complex behaviours with surprisingly simple rules. Consider, for example,
Reynolds (1987) strikingly elegant ‘Boids’ example of flocking and schooling discussed in
the Section 2.1. However, a criticism of the original findings is offered in Chapter 3,although
it must be noted that this is not a criticism of RA model itself, which serves as the basis for
most of the subsequent chapters in this thesis.
Although a comprehensive discussion of real world social networks is presented in a
subsequent section of this chapter, it should be noted that following on from the initial papers
introducing the RA model, several researchers took the step of examining the model’s
dynamics in populations connected by networks with non-trivial topologies. While the initial
research was, for simplicity, conducted on a population of agents that were free to interact
with any other agent (i.e. a fully connected graph), this was manifestly not a realistic model of
individual interactions in real life. To address that, there have been a number of efforts made
to examine the various effects of different limitations on the populations. One such example,
from Stauffer, Sousa, and Schulze (2004) utilised a directed Barabási-Albert network.
Although this approach was conducted using a simplified version of the RA model,
simulations were conducted in order to examine the effects of mass media upon the
population. Furthermore, these experiments also made early use of a multiplex network,
where several graphs comprised of identical nodes represent “layers” to the whole graph. It
was acknowledged that the results of these experiments did not compare well with the
original, it could have been a product of discretised opinions used to simplify the RA model,
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and as such further work was encouraged. Additionally, the original authors have begun to
examine the RA model under non-trivial topologies (Amblard and Deffuant 2004), although
the graphs they chose to study are not necessarily representative of real world networks.
Chapter 4 builds upon these studies by exploring Opinion Dynamics in the RA model with
more realistic social networks.
As was just mentioned, the effect of mass media’s influence on a population’s opinion is not
trivial. One such effort to examine this phenomenon was undertaken using the BC model by
McKeown and Sheehy in 2006. The modifications made were loosely termed the Mass
Communication (MC) model. Although it was acknowledged as a simple development, the
authors stated that the MC model would be a preliminary work improving on a Binary
Influence model of advertising (Schulze 2003). This would allow instead for ‘opinion drift’ as
has been observed in both the BC and RA models. The difference added in to the MC model
was that of the Mass Media Mechanism. This mechanism operates in a manner similar to an
extremist agent, acting as an attractor upon the other agents. Curiously, this model exhibited
four classes of outcome: in addition to convergence on stable equilibria, the model’s
dynamics included an unstable final population that continued to shift between the extremes.
One relatively recent paper modified the model to the extent that each agent was in
possession of two opinions: a primary, more important opinion, and a secondary, less
important opinion (Huet and Deffuant 2010). If two agents discover that their primary
opinions represent a measure of agreement, this fosters an attraction on both their primary and
secondary opinions. If, conversely, their primary opinions show a great disparity, having
secondary opinions that are too ‘close’ is considered unwelcome, and causes a distancing.
This work is included in this chapter because it represents an interesting direction in which
further research can be taken; a similar, simpler model is presented in Chapter 5, and is
further explored in Chapter 6.
It was mentioned earlier that many of the intuitive leaps that are taken when producing a new
model of Opinion Dynamics are often made without reference to relevant work that may
support or undermine them. While it is important to acknowledge that these models are
abstract, and that useful insight can often be identified whether the model is fully realistic or
not, it is important to check, at least occasionally, that such leaps are not without foundation.
The most noticeable benefits of such checks include ensuring that realism within the models
developed, allowing for greater applicability, and in turn offering tools for research in the
fields from whence the models came. The less obvious, but more immediately useful, benefit
is that these checks can often point a researcher in the direction that the work and models
should be taken.
First, it is important to fully discuss a re-examination of the Relative Agreement model as its
previously given findings can be shown to be flawed; this re-evaluation is covered in Chapter
3. Following on from that, the corrected understanding of the RA model is examined using
KE networks in Chapter 4, after which we explore the new RD model, a significant
improvement to the basic RA model, in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. While the recent innovations in
complex networks described in Section 2.3 represent new avenues of study with potentially
very useful insights opening up to researchers, a full consideration of the implications of these
networks is postponed until Chapter 8.
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2.6 A Note on Realism
In the body of Chapter 2, and much of the rest of this thesis, the term ‘realism’ is used as a
quality of social networks and abstract models of opinion dynamics. For complete clarity, a
brief discussion of this potentially nebulous term is included here before we proceed to the
coming research.
Despite what the word may suggest, in this thesis and indeed the fields of work from which
this thesis stems, realism does not cover all the elements involved with emulating real-world
behaviours or nuances. Instead, realism in this context focuses on representing features that
allow researchers to draw meaningful conclusions and insights from their modelling. As such,
the use of the term may be considered subjective or relative as researchers carefully pick and
choose elements they wish to consider in their work. Therefore, it follows that it would be
good practice to justify the inclusion or rejection of those specific elements used in the work
built upon and furthered in this thesis.
With respect to social networks, realism revolves around the social network structures that
exist between real people. By and large, we are not interested in the manner in which social
relationships are created or maintained. We assume that such details are not pertinent as
(especially for the purpose of this work) we are only interested in the results drawn once
relationships have been established. Furthermore, we are not interested in whether these
relationship ‘connections’ are based on physical interaction, online networking or some other
method. The study of these distinctions belongs primarily to the psychologists. In addition,
we ignore real-world methods of communication and focus on only the idea that agents may
communicate. That the abstract idea of “communication” should be segregated by pretending
that some of our agents are emailing one another while others choose to call on the telephone
is a consideration we choose to ignore. The psychological, sociological and physical
subtleties that come into play with these different approaches will be impossible to examine
given that the information being exchanged is itself abstract (in our case, a real number, n).
Realism in opinion dynamics allows for a much greater scope of choice. Researchers choose
which elements to include, more heavily influenced by which attributes they wish to study. In
the case of the Relative Agreement model and the Relative Disagreement model (introduced
in Chapter 5) we choose to examine the abstract concept of information exchange and the role
it plays in influencing other agents. As was discussed in the previous paragraph this means we
are not interested in the details of agents or their methods of communication. We simply
allow that agents may communicate their opinion.
Thus it can be stated that we choose to ignore some specific details in our ‘realism’ to allow
general-case conclusions to be drawn from a theoretical ‘typical’ scenario. This leaves the
specifics of how these conclusions are affected by the subtle changes we have not
incorporated as future work in which more specific applications can be made. However,
without the initial general case understanding, we cannot hope to move toward specific caseby-case applications.
We also discuss the idea that the level of realism should be improved where possible. This
leaves the difficulty in knowing which elements can be improved upon and which should
remain in their abstract form. For example, in Chapter 4 we improve realism by altering our
social network structure from a fully connected graph to a network that exhibits properties
found in real life social networks. This design choice is made rather than, for example,
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changing the method of communication between agents. In this case we would argue that our
fully connected graph has less realism than a more accurate social network, while choosing to
examine a specific method of communication would mean less applicability to other methods
of communication. As a general rule, when we discuss increasing the realism of our models
we want to increase the strength with which our conclusions can be made, without losing any
potential applicability.
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3.	
  The	
  Relative	
  Agreement	
  Model	
  of	
  Opinion	
  Dynamics	
  
3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the findings of a paper published in the Journal of Artificial Societies
and Social Simulation (Meadows and Cliff 2012) that attempted to replicate the work of
Deffuant et al. (2002). First we shall reintroduce the RA model from the previous chapter,
including the formal specification, and shall then proceed to discuss its findings as presented
in the work by Deffuant et al. (2002). Once the reader has been given a solid grounding in the
dynamics of the model, the re-examination given by Meadows and Cliff (2012) is presented
highlighting discrepancies between the original and the replication work. These differences
are then discussed and explained. A subsequent paper in which Deffuant et al. respond to
these observations (2013) is then given, with an objective analysis of the merits of these
justifications.
Although the Relative Agreement model has already been introduced and discussed briefly in
previous chapters the basic model as introduced by Deffuant et al. (2002) is explored in depth
in this chapter and so we commence with a recap of the introduction and definition of the RA
model.
As was mentioned in the previous chapter, after the development of the Bounded Confidence
model another team of researchers led by Deffuant were developing their similar model; the
Relative Agreement (RA) model. This proposed extension (Deffuant et al. 2002) was
different from the BC model in two ways. The first difference involves how the agents
interact with each other. While in the BC model all agents present their opinion in turn, after
which individuals perform an opinion update based on this new information, in the RA
model, pairs of agents are selected at random to interact. During this interaction, both agents
present their opinion and then update their own based on the opinion of the other. The second,
more significant, change is how each agent updates their opinion. In the BC model, an agent
only considers another agent’s opinion on the condition that it falls within the bounds of its
own confidence, as was illustrated in Figure 2.5.1. In the RA model however, the weights are
given by the size of the overlap between the two agents’ boundaries as was shown in Figure
2.5.2, and are used to recalculate an agent’s opinion xi and also its uncertainty (confidence) ui
after the dual interaction.
A formal specification of the RA model now follows.
We consider a group comprised of n agents. Each individual i possesses two variables: an
opinion xi and an uncertainty ui, both of which are represented by real numbers. The opinion
of an individual is between 1.0 and -1.0, and its uncertainty is between 0.0 and 2.0. Randomly
paired agent interactions are run until a stable population opinion state is reached. An agent
interaction is calculated by first calculating the relative agreement between two randomly
selected agents i and j by taking the overlap between the two agents’ bounds hij, given by:
hij = min (xi + ui, xj + uj) – max(xi – ui, xj – uj)
Followed by subtracting the size of the non-overlapping part given by:
2ui – hij
So the value termed total agreement between the two agents is given as:
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hij – (2ui – hij) = 2(hij – ui)
Once that is calculated, the relative agreement is the total agreement normalised by the
uncertainty of individual i:
2(hij – ui) / 2ui = (hij / ui) – 1
Then if hij > ui, then the update of xj and uj is given by:
xj := xj + µRA[(hij / ui) – 1](xi – xj)
uj := uj + µRA[(hij / ui) – 1](ui – uj)
Where µRA is a constant parameter that is responsible for controlling the speed of population
convergence. When µRA is low the population is less responsive to the opinions of others, and
when µRA ≈ 1.0 a population will reach a convergence very quickly.
The primary differences between the specification of the BC and RA models can be explained
as an attempt at making the model more like the real-world in some small aspect. In a
population, particularly a very large population, participants do not consider the opinion of
every other member of that population. Therefore, the introduction of paired interactions in
the RA model makes good sense from a realism perspective, although in practice it makes
little difference to the outcome of the simulation, as we shall see later. For this simulation to
be run fairly, it must be running for sufficient time to allow enough interactions to take place
and therefore enable stable clusters to form. In both models the agents will disregard opinions
that are drastically different from their own, and will agree with opinions close to theirs, so
that over the course of an RA model simulation the interactions that take place will imitate the
single group-wide interactions of the Bounded Confidence model. However, unlike the BC
model, the asymmetries of influence dynamics in the RA model mean that it does not
necessarily produce symmetric population-level results. By this, we mean that the final
average opinion u in the BC model will be 0, assuming an even distribution of opinions and
uniform uncertainties, while in the RA model the average may shift toward either extreme.
The addition of the weights being linked to the proportion of agreement between the two
agents makes complete sense: the nearer two agents are to agreement about their opinion and
uncertainty, the more they should believe the other’s opinion. The RA model’s asymmetric
influence rule, where agents that are more convinced of their own opinion are more
persuasive to other agents (Deffuant 2006), also makes intuitive sense from an intuitive
psychological perspective: uncertain people are rarely as convincing as a person with a strong
conviction.

3.2 General Behaviour
For their first set of simulations, Deffuant et al.(2002) tested how the model would perform
under simple conditions, so as to compare its performance and reliability with the BC model.
From there the model could be tested using more interesting parameter-values, taking it
beyond the limits of the BC model. The population was given random opinions between the
range of 1.0 and -1.0 and uniform uncertainties about those opinions. The simulation was then
repeated multiple times, exploring the effects of varying the uncertainty values. Deffuant et
al. found that under these conditions the RA simulation performed in a manner that was very
similar to the BC model. Typically the population converged to one or more stable clusters
that were, on average, of approximately equal size.
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Although not explicitly stated in any of the existing literature on the RA model, it should also
be noted that with uniform uncertainties and an even distribution of opinions, the populationwide opinion will always be close to 0 as described before for the BC model. Indeed, over the
course of one million simulation runs (which I performed to validate the results of the RA
model under these parameters-values), the average population opinion was no further than
±0.1 from 0 on over 99.5% occasions and at no point did the average exceed ±0.2.
Furthermore, over the course of the simulations it became clear that the average would
converge to 0. This is hardly surprising as for this experiment the agents are initialised with
random opinions distributed uniformly across the range. Therefore, we find that although
stable clusters are forming, no population-wide shift actually occurs.
Another observation that is worth noting from these experiments is that the number of clusters
is linked to the initial uncertainty of the agents. Deffuant et al. (2002) stated that the number
of clusters found in the RA model would average around w/2u, where w is the width of the
initial opinion distribution (between 1.0 and -1.0) and u is the initial uncertainty for the
agents, which in this experiment (i.e. without extremist agents) was set to a constant. This is
in contrast to the findings of the BC model, where it was found that the number of clusters
was better predicted as the integer floor of w/2u (Deffuant et al. 2000).
The finding that the number of clusters is linked to the initial uncertainties is hardly
surprising. Given that an agent will ignore an opinion outside the bounds of its confidence it
seems quite reasonable that clusters would form with opinion distances approximately equal
to twice the uncertainty. The reason for the doubling of the uncertainty is that the uncertainty
value is applied both above and below the actual opinion of an agent. Therefore the range that
an agent is willing to consider is 2u.

3.3 Extremist Agents
Having demonstrated that the general results of the RA model were comparable to the BC
model, Deffuant et al. (2002), added what they called ‘extremist’ agents to see if they could
cause shifts in the overall opinion of an entire population. An extremist agent was defined as
an agent with an opinion above 0.8 or below -0.8, and a very low uncertainty. By
construction, agents in possession of more extreme views must also be more convinced of
their opinion, otherwise their views would tend to fall back in line with more moderate
opinions. This is a reasonable assumption that was also applied in subsequent work on the BC
model by Hegselmann and Krause (2002). Conversely, a moderate agent is one whose
opinion falls between 0.8 and -0.8 with an initial, higher uncertainty, who is therefore more
willing to be persuaded by other agents.
Deffuant argued in 2002 that there were three possible outcomes from the simulation:
•
•

•

The majority of the moderate agents converge towards the centre, ignoring the
extremist agents (Central Convergence);
The body of moderate agents splits into two approximately equal sized groups one of
which converges towards the positive and the other to the negative extreme (Bipolar
Convergence);
The majority of the moderate agents converge towards a single extreme (Single
Extreme Convergence or SEC). In this case, it is not significant if the body converges
to the positive or the negative, as the dynamics behind these convergences are the
same.
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As stated earlier, the details of the BC model published in Krause (2000) and Deffuant et al.
(2002), showed that by modifying various input parameters it would be possible to increase
the probability of Central Convergence and Bipolar Convergence, but SEC could not be
simulated. Deffuant et al. aimed to discover how the RA model might allow for SEC. When
the BC was modified in the manner presented by Hegselmann and Krause it became apparent
that SEC did occur, but only when the model’s parameters were given very extreme values.
So the work of Deffuant et al. could also been seen as an attempt to produce SEC under more
reasonable and realistic parameter values.
In order to aid the classification of the population convergence, Deffuant et al. defined the
value y as a metric of the extremism of opinion clustering in a population of agents evolving
over time according to the RA model. At the end of a simulation run, y is calculated as:
y = p’+2 + p’-2
Here, p’+ is the proportion of initially moderate agents that have finished with an opinion that
is classified as extreme to the positive end of the scale, and p’- is given as the proportion of
initially moderate agents that complete the simulation with an opinion classed as extremenegative (i.e. an opinion that ends the simulation below -0.8).
For the thematic classes of results of the simulation (i.e. Central Convergence, Bipolar
Convergence and SEC) we can see the y values as listed in the following table:
Convergence

p’+

p’-

y

Central

0

0

0

Bipolar

0.5

0.5

0.5

Single Positive Extreme

1

0

1

Single Negative Extreme

0

1

1

Deffuant et al. (2002) stated that this y was an effective metric to classify the results of a
single run, but it should be noted that this is not always the case. For example, consider the
case of a simulation run which results in a Single Extreme positive convergence, such that p’+
= 0.7 and p’- = 0. While intuitively we would be able to understand this to be a Single
convergence, in this case y = 0.49, thus classifying the run as a Bipolar Convergence. Clearly
this is a very specific example, but it highlights a potential problem with classifying the
simulation run using only y, especially when considering that almost every simulation has
some degree of variance through random fluctuations.
One potential solution to this classification problem is to use the y value in addition to
checking the final average group opinion. In the previous example, a genuine Bipolar
Convergence would still have an average group opinion very close to 0, while we would
expect the SEC to have an average group opinion of close to 0.56 and no lower than 0.32,
based on SECs found during replication. This, however, is not a perfect solution since an
extreme average group opinion for a Bipolar Convergence can reach as high as 0.55 (although
the likelihood of that occurring is very low). Therefore, using this extra value is only an extra
assurance, not a guarantee. This improvement was later used by Deffuant in 2006.
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As would be expected, in simulations where extremist agents had little influence over the
opinion of the other agents it was found by Deffuant et al. (2002) that Central Convergence
was a common occurrence, and in simulations where extremists held a large sway over the
moderates, Bipolar Convergences and on occasion even SECs could occur. The parameters
that control the degree of influence of extremist agents are: pe (the proportion of extremist
agents); µRA (the weight applied in addition to the relative agreement of another agent’s
opinion, when an agent updates its own opinion); δ (the proportion of positive extremist
agents compared with negative extremist agents); and ue and u (the uncertainties of extremist
and moderate agents respectively). Many of the parameters were fixed for the majority of the
initial simulations performed; typically: µRA = 0.5, δ = 0.0 (an equal number of positive and
negative extremist agents), ue = 0.1 and n = 200.

Figure 3.3.1: An example of Central Convergence with u = 0.4. Reproduced
from Deffuant et al. (2002). The y-axis represents an agent’s opinion, while the
colour represents the uncertainty of the agent (green is highly uncertain and red
is confident). The x-axis is the average number of interactions each agent will
have experienced calculated by taking the total number of interactions used and
dividing by n/2. n must be halved in this case as there will be two agents
involved in every interaction.
In Figure 3.3.1 the majority of agents have converged toward a central opinion. This is most
common when initial uncertainties are low (in the case of Figure 3.3.1, u = 0.4, which is low
considering the possible range is 0.0 ≤	
 u ≤	
 2.0), because the extremist agents are not as
persuasive to the initially moderate agents. Extremists do not appear as much more persuasive
as the difference between the extremists and moderates is low. Furthermore, another reason
behind this behaviour is that when a moderate agent’s uncertainty is initially that low, in order
for there to be any agreement between an agent and a positive extremist agent, the moderate
agent must begin with an opinion of at least 0.4 (to reach the minimum positive extremist
opinion of 0.8). In almost any case where u = 0.4, the average number of interactions between
a moderate agent and other moderate agents will be higher than those with extremists. As a
result, there will be far more instances of agreement with other moderate agents than with
extremists. Therefore, the general outcome in these circumstances is that extremists are less
influential, and the moderate agents converge toward the centre.
When the uncertainty of moderate agents is raised, we find that extreme agents are more
successful at affecting them. This is because there is a far greater range of opinion that a
moderate agent is willing to consider. Under the parameter values used for Fig 3.3.2, an agent
with an initial opinion of 0.0 would be willing to listen to the most extreme of both positive
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and negative extremist agents. Since extremist agents are normally more persuasive than
moderate agents (due to their far lower uncertainty) they then hold the most influence, and
this results in an approximately equal split of the population.

Figure 3.3.2: An example of Bipolar Convergence with u = 1.2. Reproduced
from Deffuant et al. (2002). The y-axis represents an agent’s opinion, while the
colour represents the uncertainty of the agent (green is highly uncertain and red
is confident). The x-axis is the average number of interactions each agent will
have experienced.
Under very high uncertainties, where virtually all of the moderate agents are willing to
consider any extremist opinion, an entire population can converge to a single extreme. That
this result, Single Extreme Convergence (SEC), should have occurred at all was quite a
surprise, as it is rather counter-intuitive and had not occurred in the BC work on which the
RA model was based.
When conditions are set to such extremes that they can produce outcomes such as those
illustrated in Figure 3.3.3, we also see that the other two types of convergence can occur, as
illustrated in Figure 3.3.4. This variety of results demonstrates that these initial parametervalues make the ‘society’ in the simulation interestingly unstable. To suggest that a society
must be unstable in order for population-wide convergences to both or a single extreme is not
particularly far-fetched; indeed, countries that have experienced similar convergences
historically have also experienced social instability in some form. For instance, in the 1930s
Germany converged to a single extreme after social unrest attributed to the signing of the
Treaty of Versailles, the rise of the KPD (the German Communist Party), the Great
Depression, and so forth. With so much negativity the population faced high levels of
uncertainty as to how the country could improve, which led to the rise of an extremist power
that affected the entire population. This could be seen as analogous to the uncertainty held by
the agents in the model demonstrating that the instability that arises can lead to extremist
convergences.
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Figure 3.3.3: An example of SEC with u = 1.4. Reproduced from Deffuant et
al. (2002). The y-axis represents an agent’s opinion, while the colour represents
the uncertainty of the agent (green is highly uncertain and red is confident). The
x-axis is the average number of interactions each agent will have experienced.
Here we can see how a body of moderate agents tend toward a single extreme,
becoming moving from initially highly uncertain (u = 1.4) towards less
uncertain as they move to the positive extreme.

Figure 3.3.4: An example of Central Convergence occurring under the same
parameter-values as were used in Figure 3.3.3. Reproduced from Deffuant et al.
(2002). The y-axis represents an agent’s opinion, while the colour represents the
uncertainty of the agent (green is highly uncertain and red is confident). The xaxis is the average number of interactions each agent will have experienced.
Following on from the success of finding clear, repeatable examples of SEC, Deffuant et al.
set about testing all combinations of pe and u to see what typical y values were produced. For
reasons that are not specified in their paper, the subsequent simulations also changed the
value of µRA to 0.2.
Figures 3.3.5 and 3.3.6, reproduced directly from Deffuant et al.’s original (2002) paper,
show colour-coded “heat maps” of the average value of y that is found from executing
multiple runs of the RD model, for various values of the parameters pe and u.
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Figure 3.3.5: Average y values with various u and pe presented in a ‘heat map’
graph visualisation, a format that will be used extensively in this and subsequent
chapters. Reproduced from Deffuant et al. (2002).

Figure 3.3.6: Average y values with various u and pe with δ = 0.1. Reproduced from
Deffuant et al. (2002).
A more complete interpretation of these results, particularly compared with those generated
when trying to replicate this work, can be found in the next subsection. At this stage, it
suffices to say that the main finding of my re-implementation of this model was that, as δ
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increases, the population opinion in areas of instability becomes more likely to converge to
the largest group of extremist agents. This is hardly surprising, as the larger that any one
group becomes in comparison to the other, the more persuasive they become and conversely,
the less persuasive the smaller one becomes.

3.4 Reproducibility
In order to explore the work produced in Deffuant et al. (2002), it was necessary to first
independently replicate the work as it had been presented in the original paper. The first step
was to ensure that the independent simulation demonstrated the three convergence types
occurring in various areas of parameter-space. This proved itself to be a reasonably
straightforward task; illustrative results from the simulation are presented in Figures 3.4.1,
3.4.2, and 3.4.3.

Figure 3.4.1: An example replication of results for Central Convergence. As
with Figure 3.3.1, the y-axis represents an agent’s opinion, while the colour
represents the uncertainty of the agent (green is highly uncertain and red is
confident). The x-axis is the average number of interactions each agent will
have experienced.
A central convergence occurs when the influence of the extremists is relatively low. In
Figure 3.4.1 we can see that only the moderate agents whose opinions are most closely
matched with extremists are drawn into the realm of extremism, while the majority of the
moderate agents converge on their own central opinion.
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Figure 3.4.2 An example replication of results for Bipolar Convergence. As
with Figure 3.3.2, the y-axis represents an agent’s opinion, while the colour
represents the uncertainty of the agent (green is highly uncertain and red is
confident). The x-axis is the average number of interactions each agent will
have experienced.
A bipolar convergence can be seen to occur when the influence of the extremist agents is
considerably stronger than that of the moderates’ peers. As shown in Figure 3.4.2 the
influence of the positive extremists draws the body of moderates whose opinions began
above 0.0 towards the positive extreme while the opposite is true for the negative extremists.
By pulling the moderates into these two groups a bipolar convergence becomes inevitable.
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Figure 3.4.3: An example replication of results for the (uncommon) case of
SEC. As with Figure 3.3.3, the y-axis represents an agent’s opinion, while the
colour represents the uncertainty of the agent (green is highly uncertain and red
is confident). The x-axis is the average number of interactions each agent will
have experienced. This graph highlights the finding that the population typically
converges to a single extreme only when the stochastic population dynamics
favour one of the two extremes in early iterations.
It is important too to note the method by which an SEC occurs. It was noted by Faure et al.
(2002) that if, in the RA model, the distribution of the initial opinions is completely uniform,
the resulting convergence would be symmetric. That is to say, it would result in either a
central or bipolar convergence. Thus, the asymmetry found in an SEC is inherent to the
specification of initially randomly spread opinions and randomly paired interactions. Note
that this notion links with an observation in the next section that for larger values of n, SECs
will appear more infrequently as the initial distribution will be closer to uniform. Therefore,
for an SEC to occur, we can describe a number of stages that must also occur. As can be seen
in Figure 3.4.3, there is an initial stage of central convergence where the influence of the
extremists is minimal. However, if this mass is not located very close to the central opinion an
SEC may then occur. At this point the mass may not be located around 0.0 for two possible
reasons: an initial distribution that was slightly off-centre before the simulation began, or due
to a random imbalance in the number of interactions between the moderates and the two types
extremists. In this case we can see that the convergence is not focussing on 0.0 but instead
closer to 0.1, and the influence of the positive extremists becomes noticeably stronger than
the negative as there will be more opinion overlaps with the moderate agents. This effect
becomes self-fulfilling as the mass is drawn to the positive extreme, which in turn gives the
positive extremists an even greater influence over the moderate agents compared to the
negative extremists. At this point an SEC has occurred. The final stage of note is when the
body of initially moderate agents becomes, in effect, extremist themselves in that they possess
very low uncertainties. It is at this point that that the ‘moderate’ agents pull the positive
extremists into their own group with their now greater level of influence.
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Another point in need a discussion is the role that µRA plays in the speed of convergences.
Naturally the larger the value of µRA the quicker a stable state will be reached since each
interaction will be more influential on the opinion and the confidence of the agents. Thus we
would see similar patterns from Figure 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 if µRA were increased with the
only difference being that pattern would appear compressed. While all convergences occur in
an approximately equal number of interactions for equivalent values of µRA, it is interesting to
note that there is still a slight and consistent difference in the speed with which convergences
appear. Typically, Bipolar Convergences are the quickest to appear. These are the product of
extremist agents having a strong influence over the moderates and so draw the moderate
agents to them very quickly. As an example we can see in Figure 3.4.2 the pattern of a
Bipolar Convergence has appeared by an average of 1200 agent interactions and is already
forming in half that time. Central Convergences appear next, sometimes with a wide range
converging and sometimes with a narrow range. In Figure 3.4.1 by an average of 2000
interactions we can see a Central Convergence and the pattern could be considered visible
shortly before. While the description of how an SEC may occur suggests that it may be
observed early on (by an asymmetry of the central mass) the technical classification of an
SEC does not occur until approximately 4000 interactions in Figure 3.4.3. As a Central
Convergence may appear similar to an SEC except with the final convergence remaining
within the moderate bounds, it can be difficult to say with certainty that an SEC will occur
from earlier on in the simulation. SECs require a longer time to form because, as was
described in the discussion of their formation, they must first converge near a central opinion
and then trend toward an extreme. It is this trend that takes the majority of time to occur and
results in SECs taking a longer time to appear. While increasing µRA could increase the speed
of this, this would also increase the speed with which Central and Bipolar Convergences
would occur.
Once the replication had been developed to this point, one final test was needed to ensure its
reliability: a comparison of typical values of y over the parameter space of pe and u, as was
illustrated in Deffuant et al.’s heat map plots (reproduced above in Figures 3.3.5, and 3.3.6).
It was at this point that reproducing the results published by Deffuant et al. (2002) became
problematic. A comparison between the replication results and those of Deffuant et al. in
2002 is illustrated in the heat map plots of Figure 3.4.4.
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Figure 3.4.4: Conflicting (u,pe) heat map plots showing average values of y as u
and pe are varied, using identical parameters, n = 200, ue = 0.1, µRA = 0.2 and δ
= 0.0. The left-hand plot is copied from Deffuant et al. (2002); the right-hand
plot is data from replication of the model presented by Deffuant et al.in 2002.
The differences are significant, and are discussed further in the text.
The original (u,pe) parameter-space heat maps reproduced in Figures 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 show a
very complex, and apparently noisy/irregular, pattern of average values of y. Furthermore, the
original figures also show that the average value of y can reach values up to the maximum
possible of 1.0; i.e. all initially moderate agents finished converging to a single extreme.
Given that the y value plotted in the heat map is an average of 50 simulation runs, this
suggests that over the course of 50 simulation runs, every single run resulted in a SEC. This
finding seems to contradict Deffuant et al.’s earlier claims that SEC can occur only under
(u,pe) combinations that give initially uncertain populations, and that for SEC to be possible,
the (u,pe) parameters should give sufficient instability that all three results (SEC, Bipolar, and
Central Convergence) have some likelihood of occurring. Thus it follows that although SEC
can certainly occur in various areas of the parameter-space, the average y value could not be
close to 1 because, if SEC can occur, then there should be some nonzero probability of
Bipolar and Central Convergences also occurring. Hence the mean y value from a number of
independent repetitions of the experiment should not reach 1, provided that sufficient samples
have been taken to form a truly representative average.
In replicating Deffuant et al.’s work using identical parameters, we can see a much smoother
gradation in the average value of y (i.e. the ‘heat’), with the average y value peaking only at
around 0.5. In the areas of (u,pe) parameter space where mean y reaches 0.5, it is regularly
found that instances of SEC also occurred. This is in agreement with the intuitive argument
that in areas of the parameter space that allow for SEC, the mean y value would remain at a
lower value than 1.0, due to the instability in the initial population that leads to not only SEC
but also to Central and Bipolar Convergence.
One other very noticeable difference between the original results and those of the replication,
apart from the maximum average y value being substantially different, is the extent of areas in
the parameter space at which high levels of instability occur. In the results presented by
Deffuant et al. (2002), it is clear that instability occurs with higher initial general agent
uncertainty and the replications agree with this. Nevertheless, the difference between the
original results and the replication is that in Deffuant et al.’s simulation the high y value
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occurs when pe is extremely low, yet in the replications this only happens once pe is relatively
high.
Empirical evidence supporting either of these results would be hard to clarify. In many
historical cases the pervading extremist minority has been very small in comparison to the
population as a whole. In these cases the reason the minority extremists have come to change
the opinion of the population as a whole is because the members of the minority are in
positions of power and influence. The RA model allows for agents that are more certain of
their opinions to be more persuasive, but it does not allow for agents (or groups of agents) to
be more or less influential. In a bid to increase the realism of the model, allowing certain
agents to have a higher bias in the random agent selection for the agent interaction could
possibly rectify this; an initial examination of similar possibilities is given in the next chapter.
It could clearly be argued that the RA model emulates the effect of a minority having higher
influence by increasing pe, because the result of increasing pe is simply that moderate agents
are exposed to a greater number of extremist agents (albeit both positive and negative
extremists), which is analogous to a smaller number with a greater level of influence. On the
basis of these observations, it is reasonable to believe that the results from the replication
implementation of the RA model seem more natural, intuitive, and justifiable than do those
originally published by Deffuant et al.
As a final demonstration of the problems present in Deffuant et al.’s published heat maps
compared with the replication heat maps presented here, it is worth noting that there exists an
area in Figure 3.3.5 that deserves detailed study. In the lower right hand segment of the figure
(where virtually all agents possess a moderate opinion and an uncertainty such that all other
agents’ opinions will be considered), the model is almost the same as the de Groot model
(1974), save for the manner in which the agents interact. In the BC model without extremist
agents, it was demonstrated that there was no SEC, and indeed under these particular
constraints a central consensus must always be reached. This has been proven mathematically
(de Groot 1974), and it can also be seen intuitively that if the only way for agents to update
their opinion is toward each other, then there is no way for a single agent, let alone the
majority, to move outside the boundaries of the original maximal and minimal opinion values.
Remember that when uncertainties are this high, every other agent’s opinion will be
considered (except in uninteresting cases of impractically low values for µRA), and so it
becomes impossible for an agent to reject any opinion. Agents are therefore always moving
towards a general consensus. In Figure 3.3.5 we see that Deffuant et al. claim that under these
constraints, with a tiny number of extremist agents the majority of agents will consistently
converge to a single extreme – something which is highly unlikely – while the results from
the replication agree with the implications of de Groot’s convergence proof, and the findings
of the BC model, which state that Central Convergence will be repeatedly reached.

3.5 Size Variation
The next step was to test whether the heat map results would be sensitive to the number of
agents, n, in the model system. The following graphs were generated using a series of tests
running 50 independent, and identically distributed, sample repetitions at each parameter
setting, testing n at 100 through to 1000, in increments of 50.
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Figure 3.5.1: Heat map showing mean value of y over (u,pe) parameter space
with n = 100. When u is extremely high and pe is not at its maximal value it is
possible to see a noisy pattern of emerge due to the proportionally larger
asymmetry when there is an odd number of extremists. For example, with 9
extremists, 5 positive and 4 negative, there are 25% more positive than
negative. As the number of extremists increases but remains odd, the percentage
difference between the positive and negative progressively decreases.
In Figure 3.5.1 we can easily see a similar heat map pattern to the replication given in Figure
3.4.4, but with a greater level of noise as u takes on higher values. This may appear to imply
that although the proportion of moderate-to-extremist agents remains the same, the initial
instability in the population has changed. In fact, with such small values of n, we also see that
y can reach values nearer to the heights that were plotted as routine in Deffuant et al. (2002).
However it should be noted that these fluctuations occur mostly as a result of the low value of
n, as is explained in the caption of Figure 3.5.1.

Figure 3.5.2: Heat map over (u, pe) parameter space showing mean value of y,
with n = 300.
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Figure 3.5.3: Heat map over (u, pe) parameter space showing mean value of y,
with n = 1000.
In Figures 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 we can see that as n increases the noise effects decrease, as does the
initial population instability (as shown by the vast area where y is consistently very close to
0). There are several reasons for this: As n increases, the effect of noise is greatly reduced,
since small fluctuations tend to be cancelled out or simply become not as proportionally
significant. Another reason is that proportionally, the number of interactions each agent
achieves is lower. In future work involving the RA model therefore, increasing n will also
require a significant increase in running time.
From this, we can see that the initial instability of the population is strongly linked to initial
uncertainty u and to a lesser extent, the proportion of extremist agents pe. This latter point
was, admittedly, clear before but it is now known that the significance of the role played by pe
increases as n increases. When n is very large, u loses its significance because, if pe is not
high, we will not create an initially unstable population. This does not mean that with large
values of n, SEC will not occur, merely that the region of parameter-space under which it is
likely to occur becomes appreciably smaller. The reason that the area of instability shrinks is
quite simple: as n grows, the number of moderate agents grows more quickly than the number
of extremist agents. Evidently this is due to the number of moderate agents constituting a
larger body of the population than that of the extremists. In cases of Bipolar and Single
Extreme Convergence, the influence of initially moderate agents on each other is very
important, since it must be low enough overall to not restrain other moderate agents from
forming an extreme opinion by the end of the experiment. As the number of moderate agents
grows to large values, their influence can become increasingly strong and act as a stabilizer,
even when uncertainties are very high.

3.6 Summary
From the above experiments it is clear that the RA model is an interesting advance on the BC
model and has produced some interesting results, and will continue to be a useful tool in the
study of Opinion Dynamics, particularly in the examination of extremist opinion formation. It
should also be clear, however, that the previously accepted (and peer-reviewed) view of the
RA model’s results was not entirely correct.
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There appear to be no conditions under which SEC will occur in the majority of the
simulations. This is logical, because the initial instability inherent to a population capable of
exhibiting SEC also easily allows for Bipolar and Central Convergence.
Furthermore it is clear that for SEC to occur there must be a large number of initially extreme
agents, instead of a very low number. This too is logical: a large number of extremist agents
will exert a greater influence over the initially moderate agents compared to a lower
proportion of extremists. This is still the case when the group of extremist agents is
competing against a larger group of opposite-extremist agents. This is not to say that a low
proportion of extremist agents cannot lead to cases of SEC when uncertainties are very high,
simply that it is more common with a higher proportion of extremist agents.
While the results described here help to illuminate the dynamics of the RA model itself, there
are some insights that can be taken from this work and applied directly to the real world. Now
that we have seen that the influence of the extremist agents must be reasonably large in a
highly uncertain population (and particularly so in very large populations), to result in a
Bipolar or Single Extreme Convergence, we begin to understand at least one reason why in
human history, relatively few populations have converged to have such viewpoints (be they
political, ideological or religious). It is also interesting to note that in instances where such
convergences have occurred, the influence of the extremist viewpoint has been very strong,
and combined with times when the average person would be considered highly uncertain, and
looking for ways to improve their circumstances. This implies that the RA model offers a
useful degree of realism in examining such population-level influences on Opinion Dynamics.
Given the current economic state of the majority of the Western world, insights into the
workings of an uncertain population may prove themselves to be particularly useful at this
time, and a better understanding of the dynamics that can lead to catastrophic convergence to
extremes may help us to avoid disastrous situations in the future.
It is curious to consider that while these results may hold true in a population that is fully
connected, a population that has a nontrivial distribution of connections, exhibiting a high
clustering coefficient, could possibly become much more unstable if various clusters develop
extreme opinions. On the other hand, it is possible that the much lower connectivity degree of
the extremist agents may simply limit their influence and hence produce a more stable state.
Either way, a serious examination of this particular refinement to the RA model is an
important next step, and a comprehensive examination follows in the next chapter. Before
that, there is a discussion to be had concerning the response of Deffuant et al. to the results
and arguments presented in this chapter.

3.7 Criticism
Since the publication of Reexamining the Relative Agreement Model of Opinion Dynamics
(Meadows and Cliff 2012), Deffuant et al. have published a rebuttal entitled The Results of
Meadows and Cliff Are Wrong Because They Compute Indicator y Before Model
Convergence (Deffuant et al. 2013) has also been published, and it would be remiss not to
include a discussion of the paper, and the events that led to its publication, here.
It was through attempts to replicate the work of Deffuant et al. (2002) that the irregularities as
presented in Section 3.4 were discovered. To prevent the possibility of a misunderstanding or
misinterpretation being the cause of the discrepancies, a number of independent attempts at
verification were made based on the original paper with no other influence.
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After this independent verification and spurred on by a discussion with the original authors in
which it was agreed that in the interest of science, a failure to replicate work (for whatever
reason) is itself a noteworthy find that should be known to all researchers in the field, the
paper Reexamining the Relative Agreement Model of Opinion Dynamics (Meadows and Cliff
2012) was written and published. In the course of preparing this paper it was also found that
of the approximately 160 papers that, at the time, cited the original Deffuant et al. (2002)
paper, strikingly, not a single one involved an independent replication of Deffuant et al.’s
results. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, the Java and Python programs published in
JASSS as an appendix to (Meadows & Cliff 2012), are the first independent replications of
the results presented by Deffuant et al. (2002).
In the aforementioned rebuttal, Deffuant et al. (2013) state that the discrepancies between
their 2002 results and our 2012 results can be explained by two errors present in the code
appended to Meadows and Cliff (2012). The first of these was that the simulations to produce
the heat map graphs did not run for a long enough time, resulting in the agents not achieving a
suitable number of interactions in the population. The second was that we had taken the
extremist boundaries as fixed for the course of the simulation, whereas the original authors
had changed the boundary to a more inclusive value at the end of a simulation run.
When presenting the single-simulation run examples of the various convergence types
(Figures 3.3.1-3.3.4), we see that the maximum number of interactions required for a
population of 200 to reach a stable state is no more than 20,000 (stable states are reached well
before an average of 200 agent interactions; (200 x 200) / 2 = 20,000. We are halving our
result as there are two agents in each information exchange, thus we have two interactions)
interactions in total for various values of u. Once a stable state has been reached, no further
change can then occur, so to ensure that a stable state had been reached, our simulations used
double the prescribed number. However in Deffuant et al. (2013) it is stated that for large
uncertainties and low proportions of extremist agents, the number of interactions must be
increased at least six-fold from our already doubled value. Although not stated in the original
paper, this is not an unreasonable change and may in fact have relevance to the variations of n
examination.
The second change is less acceptable however. By changing the definition of what constitutes
an extremist agent half-way through a published article without notification, the reader is
being mislead. This second change allows for a single convergence that approaches a noncentral value which remains within the initially defined bounds of an extremist agent to be
classified as a single extreme convergence, instead of the central convergence given in the
original RA model specification. To illustrate the problem with making the suggested change,
consider the case of n = 200, and pe = 0.02. Here we start the simulation with 4 extremist
agents but an even spread of non-extremists, a number of which will have opinion close to,
but not surpassing, the extremist boundaries. By changing the definition of what constitutes
an extremist agent, before we even conduct a single paired agent interaction we have typically
added 25 agents into the definition of extreme. This gives a strong bias to the results, as not
only are they included in p’+ and p’-, but they are further helping the cause of the extremist
agents. As such, this cannot be admitted as a reasonable change to the model, even if it had
been presented to the reader in the orignal work. It is stated that the reason Deffuant et al.
chose to make this change is that in a number of the Central Convergences when values of u
are high and pe are low lead to a single cluster that is not near the central opinion (Deffuant et
al. 2013). By introducing asymmetry to the RA model (when compared to interaction of the
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BC model) assymetric clusters become possible. One possible thought for continuing RA
model research using Deffuant et al.’s changes would be to add a fourth category of
classification. This classification, “off-centre convergence”, would refer to what has in this
chapter been referred to as a form of Central Convergence, and Deffuant et al. would term
SEC. An off-centre convergence would refer to a cluster that forms around a value that is not
extreme, but also not close to 0.0. Naturally the term “close” is open to interpretation but I
would suggest an average opinion at least 0.5 above or below the central opinion. The
downside to this classification is that it no longer fits with our simple y value examination as
it also requires knowledge of the average opinion of the moderate agents at the end of the
simulation, although this is in line with later work conducted using the RA model (Deffuant
2006). Thus it can be stated that this fourth classification of convergence goes some way to
reconciling the findings of Meadows & Cliff (2012) with the original Deffuant et al. (2002),
given some fixed definition of the fourth classification, and so we find that the two models
are the same provided a clear specification is initially presented to avoid confusion. It is still
noteworthy to consider that this reexamination has brought to light some new understanding
of the RA model even if only to illuminate a more complete RA model specification for
future use, with other researchers using the classifications as suits their own design. For the
remainder of this thesis however, we shall not be using the fourth category of the
classification as we want to examine only cases of complete single extreme convergence
where the initially moderate agents are moved beyond the initially specified extreme
boundary.
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Figure 3.7.1: Heat map comparison using both new specification rules given in
Deffuant et al. (2013). On the left are the figures reproduced from Deffuant et
al. (2002). Also included in the lower half of the figure is a comparison of the
standard deviation values for each graph to further illustrate similarities between
the model presented and the values found.
Before we continue with the definition of the RA model that shall be used throughout the
remainder of this thesis, it is only right to state that with the inclusion of these two new
specifications, the heat map patterns of the RA model match much more closely to those of
the original paper (Deffuant et al. 2002) as shown in Figure 3.7.1. Note specifically the lower
right portion of the y value heat map matching the original with its much higher average value
of y. Under these conditions, it also seems much more reasonable to expect the patterns found
in the original Secpaper (and replicated in Figures 3.3.5 and 3.3.6). For the remainder of the
thesis however, we shall only be including the first change, and not the extremist agent
redefinition because of the objection raised before.
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Figure 3.7.2: Heat map comparison Figure 3.4.4 updated using the longer
simulation run as specified by Deffuant et al. (2013). On the left are the figures
reproduced from Deffuant et al. (2002). Also included in the lower half of the
figure is a comparison of the standard deviation values for each graph to further
illustrate discrepancies between the model presented and the values found.
As can be seen in Figure 3.7.2, with the version of the RA model that will be used in
subsequent chapters, there still exists no area in the heat map graphs that allows for consistent
SEC. This is more in keeping with the results of Meadows and Cliff (2012), and the intuitive
explanations presented for those results. Furthermore, with the now included comparison of
standard deviation values, we see a further agreement with the findings of Meadows and Cliff
(2012). According to both Deffuant et al. (2002) and Meadows and Cliff (2012), the
conditions that allow for SEC must also allow for Central and Bipolar Convergences. Thus,
we see a conflict with Deffuant’s original graphs that specifically indicate consistent SEC at
the lower right of the graphs, backed up by the standard deviation graphs. Consistent SEC is
not present in the replication graphs and as such, these suggest themselves to be more
accurate.
Finally, for the purpose of this dissertation, it is important to note that the colour scheme
shown for the heat maps of standard deviation does not adequately allow for easy analysis, so
subsequent chapters will be using a different colour scheme. For completeness and easy
comparison with this work and that of later chapters, Figure 3.7.3 shows the heat map graphs
from Figure 3.7.2 with the new colour scheme, which will be used in the rest of this thesis.
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Figure 3.7.3: Heat maps showing average y value and standard deviation using
the longer simulation run as specified by Deffuant et al. (2013), but without
changing what constitutes an extremist agent, and with the colour scheme that
will be used in the following chapters with n = 200. Consistent Central
Convergence can be seen on the left hand side where uncertainties are very low.
Consistent Bipolar Convergence convergence is found in the space where
uncertainties are around 1.0 and the proportion of extremist agents is maximal.
The yellow space between those two areas allow for both central and Bipolar
Convergence convergences may both occur. The noisy area highlighted by the
red space on the standard deviation graph is parameter space in which SEC may
occur as well as Bipolar Convergence and Central Convergences.
Therefore, Figure 3.7.3 represents a ‘snapshot’ of the dynamics of the Relative
Agreement model, as given by the now updated specification from the original authors
(Deffuant et al. 2002; Deffuant et al. 2013), and re-evaluated independently by
Meadows and Cliff (2012).
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4.	
   The	
   Relative	
   Agreement	
   Model	
   with	
   Klemm-‐Eguíluz	
  
Networks	
  
4.1 Introduction
In their initial publication on the RA model, Deffuant et al. explored the Opinion Dynamics
exhibited by populations for which the ‘social network’ of who-can-influence-who is a fully
connected graph. That is to say, every agent in the population was able to exert direct
influence over any other agent (random selection and an opinion overlap permitting). Yet, it is
clear that real social interactions do not typically operate in this manner. In a subsequent
paper, the dynamics of populations in which the social networks had Small-World topologies
were explored (Amblard and Deffuant 2004). However, if the previous chapter found a
justifiable reason to reassess the initial results presented by Deffuant et al., there is also
indirect but serious doubt cast upon the results presented by Amblard and Deffuant. This
chapter, therefore, explores issues similar to those studied by Amblard and Deffuant,
examining the dynamics of opinion influence and population-level convergence in groups of
agents where there is complex non-trivial structure in the social network. What follows goes
beyond the scope of the original work, as the exploration covers behaviours over a range of
different social network structures, instead of merely replicating Amblard and Deffuant’s
2004 study. For that reason, an introduction to those network structures was presented in
Chapter 2.
Before we can explore the RA model with extremists in structured populations, it is prudent
to briefly first discuss the results of a preliminary investigation of how the RA model without
extremists in structured populations compares with those from a conventional (fullyconnected) RA model example (Meadows and Cliff 2013a). It was found that without
extremists, running the RA model experiment in structured populations gave almost identical
results to those for conventional RA models published by Deffuant et al. (2002) which in turn
were similar to the results for the BC model first published by Krause (2000). This would
typically be expected, since with all of these models agent’s opinions may only move towards
each other. Central Convergence would always be expected because there is no opportunity
for agents to move outside the original bounds of the population (Meadows and Cliff 2012).
When extremist agents were added at random to structured RA populations it was found that
all three types of population convergence could still occur (Meadows and Cliff 2013a),.
However, it was also notable that the stability of the results (i.e., how reliably a certain type
of convergence was exhibited) was affected by a number of additional factors that have to be
considered when dealing with RA Opinion Dynamics on structured networks. This will be
discussed in greater detail in the following subsections of this chapter.
To test the RA model with a fully connected social graph and with uniformly random
interactions, it does not matter which nodes are assigned to be extremist and which to be
moderate as any pair of agents may interact. However, when testing the RA model in a
structured population, while it is true that after a suitably large number of iterations each
agent’s influence will have been felt, it is important to note that in these new experiments
each agent has a third property: its degree (i.e. how many other agents it is directly connected
to in the social network). In the original, fully connected RA model, each of the n agents has
the same degree (i.e., each is connected to the n-1 other agents), and hence is only defined by
its opinion and uncertainty. But with a structured population, an agent can only influence
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agents that it is not directly connected to, by first influencing its immediate neighbours, and
thereby propagating its opinion out over the social network. Therefore it seems reasonable to
assume that agents with high degrees will be much more influential than those with a low
degree, and so will have a greater impact on the final population opinion. This would be
especially relevant if initial influence is more important than later influences, as has been
proposed (Deffuant et al. 2002). In that paper it is noted that for a SEC to actually occur in
the parameter space that allows all convergences, it is the initial few interactions that an agent
experiences that increase the probability of an SEC. In these interactions, if the extremist
agents gain a larger number of interactions with moderate agents their influence is more
noticeable at the end of the simulation. This is also the case because uncertainties decrease
during the course of the simulation, meaning the initial interactions are the most influential.
In order to test this hypothesis, each of the following experiments was performed with the
extremists assigned to the population in two ways: first and last. Before we can continue
however, we shall first refresh ourselves with the KE-Net construction algorithm, which
begins by taking a fully connected graph of m nodes of which are all initially active. A KENet is then ‘grown’ by adding nodes. First we iterate through each of the active nodes and
with a probability µ, connect our new node. If our new node is not connected to an active
node it is instead connected to a random node using preferential treatment as in the BA model
(a node with a higher degree is more likely to be chosen). This new node is added to the set of
active nodes and a random active node is deactivated. When µ = 1.0, each node is added in a
method identical to that prescribed in the BA model and as such, the resulting network is
identical to the BA model. With µ = 0.0, the network is generated with a high clustering
coefficient much more akin to small-world networks.
The nature of the KE-Net construction algorithm is such that when the agents in the
population are listed in the order in which they were added to the graph, those that are first in
the list have, on average, a significantly higher degree than those that are last in the list. Thus,
if extremists are assigned to be the first ne agents, they will have the highest degree, and if we
assign them last they will have the lowest. By comparing these two assignment protocols it is
possible to see if degree has a notable effect on the final population opinion. After a little
more thought, it is clear that degree alone may not be the only significant factor: we should
also consider the typical number of connections that an extremist agent has to a moderate
agent (i.e. the average extremist degree, excluding non-influencing connections between
extremists). For example, when we use parameter values comparable to those used in
previously published work (for example, n = 200, pe = 0.1 using clustering values of µKE = 0.5
and m = 3), we find that the average number of connections that an extremist has to moderates
is 5.1 when assigned first, but only 1.8 when assigned last. This makes the difference between
assigning agents first and last much more significant than it may at first seem. Assigning
extremist agents at random was also examined as a control. In this case, all agents (whether
extremist or moderate) had, on average, similar numbers of connections.
Finally, note that one of the system parameters is m, the number of nodes in the initial fully
connected graph from which the clustered graph will be grown. As is illustrated in Figure
4.1.1, as the value of m grows, so does the average degree of nodes in the final KE network.
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Figure 4.1.1: Average agent degree with standard deviation as m changes for n
= 200, applicable for all values of µKE.
The average degree increasing with m is to be expected, because it is clear that if m = n, we
are merely re-examining the conventional fully connected RA model. Consequently, this
chapter only explores cases where m/n < 1, as they are of the most interest.

4.2 Seeding Extremists
Heat maps of the variation in the y value that can be found as µKE is changed are shown for
both the case of extremists assigned first (Figure 4.2.1), and when they are assigned last
(Figure 4.2.2).
Although Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 reveal a number of observations about other parameters,
these will be looked at in subsequent sections. Additionally, in this discussion of seeding
effects, the values of m and n are fixed (m = 6, n = 200) to produce ‘typical’ results,
comparable to those presented in the previous chapter, for ease of comparison and
explanation.
When extremist agents are assigned first they possess a higher average degree, especially
when considering only an agent’s connections to moderate agents. Therefore assigning agents
first increases population instability. By ‘population instability,’ we are referring to the
capacity for the population to converge in different ways: a highly stable population will
almost always converge centrally; a less stable population has an increased proportion of
Bipolar Convergences; a highly unstable population is one that is able to converge to a single
extreme. As before, a population that may converge to a single extreme is also able to
converge centrally or in a Bipolar Convergence fashion. As with fully connected populations,
we see that increasing the uncertainty of the initially moderate agents causes an increase in
instability. Also as before, with fully connected populations, results from structured
populations very rarely display an average y value higher than 0.6 for any point in the (u, pe)
parameter space. This is because population instability that allows for an SEC also allows for
Central and Bipolar Convergences (Meadows and Cliff 2012). However, there is another
interesting finding that is counter-intuitive, which the heat maps presented in Figure 4.2.3
illustrate.
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In the comparison presented in Figure 4.2.3, with all other variables being equal, it is clear
that the seeding of the extremist agents can play a significant role in affecting the outcome of
the model. When extremists are seeded first, they have a higher average degree and so they
are able to exert a greater influence. This influence is shown on the y value heat map graphs
by larger areas of parameter space where y = 0.5 (i.e. larger areas of orange). In the heat maps
of standard deviation values we see that when extremists are seeded last, the population is
significantly less stable and shows a much greater variance. This higher variance covers a
larger space, and peculiarly, it covers an area where the proportion of extremist agents is
higher. This is because for the less influential agents to have an effect, there must be more of
them. The larger variance is a consequence of occasions when extremist agents will be unable
to exert influence on the general population simply because they have too few opportunities
to influence those other agents immediately ‘around’ them. Conversely, there are times when
the extremists influence a greater number of moderate agents, as there will be fewer
connections between the extremist agents (an interaction between two extremist agents serves
no purpose in spreading the opinions that they carry).
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Figure 4.2.1: Heat maps showing average y values (left) and standard deviation
(right) for m = 6, n = 200 and (from top to bottom) µKE = 0.0 (small world), 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 (scale-free), with extremist agents assigned first. Note that a
different colour key is used in these standard deviation heat map graphs to
those in the previous section, in order to more clearly differentiate between the
standard deviation and the average y value heat map graphs.
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Figure 4.2.2: Heat maps showing average y values and standard deviation for
m = 6, n = 200 and (from top to bottom) µKE = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, with
extremist agents assigned last.
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Figure 4.2.3: Average y value and standard deviation heat maps for m = 6, n =
200, µKE = 0.6, taken from Figures 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 for an easier comparison.
Extremists assigned first (left) and last (right).
From this analysis, it is apparent that assigning the extremist agents first in the population
(and so affording them a higher average degree) provides clearer and more readily
interpretable results, including against the control of randomly assigned. This greater spread
is caused by the greater opportunity for imbalances to occur, as is described later, with the
higher degrees of extremist agents. For that reason, in the remainder of this chapter, all heat
map graphs have been generated with extremists assigned first. This is purely for ease of
illustration; all conclusions drawn from results where extremists are assigned first can be
applied equally to populations where the degree of extremist agents is the population average
(i.e. random assignment) or lowest (i.e. assigned last).

4.3 Size Variation
Figure 4.3.1 shows heat map plots illustrating changes in the distribution of mean and
variance of y values over the (u, pe) parameter-space, as the network size increases. There is
an unambiguous trend: the initial population stability increases with the size of the population
n. Intuitively, the increase in n should lead to an increase in stability, because of the inability
of the extremists to have a lasting impact on moderate agents as they interact with each other
(Meadows and Cliff 2012). While we see similar results as n grows, the clustered structure of
the population provides a further impetus for increasing stability. With the typical degree
remaining at the same very low levels while n grows, the influence of the extremists becomes
diluted, as it must propagate further through the network. In essence, when the RA model
operates within a clustered population there are two factors causing an increase in stability as
n increases. For that reason, we see that in a clustered population an increase in n has a very
strong stabilising effect compared with a fully connected population.
In the previous chapter it was stated that the larger the population becomes, the less likely it is
for there to be the same proportional imbalance in interactions being chosen involving one
type of extremists over the other, and the more likely the spread of opinion in moderate
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agents will centre around 0.0, thus leading to an increase in stability. Clustering adds an
additional stabilising effect, which is examined in a later section.

Figure 4.3.1: Average y value and standard deviation heat maps for m = 6, µKE
= 0.6 (from top to bottom) n = 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000.
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4.4 Initial Network Size m
In Figures 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 it is possible to see that m appears to be one of the least influential
parameters in this model. Its effects, however, are more apparent when compared with the
fully connected graph.

Figure 4.4.1: Average y value and standard deviation heat maps for n = 200,
µKE = 0.0 and (from top to bottom) m = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10.
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Figure 4.4.2: Average y value and standard deviation heat maps for n = 200,
µKE = 1.0 and (from top to bottom) m = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10.
The first observation is that as m increases, instability also appears to grow. The nature of that
growth in instability is worth exploring in some depth. As can be seen the area of instability is
initially (when m is lowest) only present in areas with extremely high moderate agent
uncertainty, and a very high proportion of extremists. Since the average degree of the agents
is lower when m is small, only when the potential for extremist agents to influence the
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moderates is at its maximum can a population be regarded as unstable. As m grows, the
instability becomes clearer and the distribution of values tends towards that of the fully
connected graph, as shown in Figure 4.4.3 (where m = n). Note that m is acting as a control
for the average degree of the agents.

Figure 4.4.3: The typical heat map graph of y values with a fully connected
graph, where n = 200 from Chapter 3.
It is curious that the degree of the extremist agents appears to have the most significant effect
on the stability of the population around where pe = 0.1 and u = 0.7 (at the lower left area of
orange on the heat maps). While the apparent increase in population stability as u increases
(after the initial decrease when u=0.7) is explained as being most linked to the inability of
extremists to influence such large uncertain populations, compared with the remaining
proportionally large number of moderate agents, degree also has an important effect. This
finding adds support to the earlier hypothesis that when m is low, as in these cases, extremist
agents have fewer other agents to compete against as they influence the moderates to which
they are connected.

4.5 Mixing Parameter µKE
In Figure 4.5.1, when compared with the graphs in the previous section, we see that the
extreme range of y values occur at lower values of µKE (nearer to 0.3, instead of 0.5 as before),
as highlighted earlier in the discussion of seeding methods. It is curious that the range of µKE
in which higher standard deviations of y values occurs is small, limited to a very confined
area of the parameter space. When m is too low the average agent degree is also too low to
allow such extreme ranges of y values. As m rises, we see that the population dynamics
become unstable enough to allow for extreme results, but as the clustering coefficient rises
(i.e. as µKE decreases), the population instability lowers.
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Figure 4.5.1: Average y values and standard deviation heat maps for m = 10, n
= 200, and (from top to bottom) µKE = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0.
One other striking feature of the increase in µKE from 0.0 to 1.0 is the value of initial
uncertainty of the moderate agents u that must be be set to allow overall population instability.
When µKE = 0.0, it is impossible for anything other than Central Convergence to occur, except
in the most extreme cases with almost the maximal values of both u and the proportion of
extremist agents pe. As has been stated previously, when µKE reaches extremely low values,
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the clustering coefficient becomes too high for any of the extremist agents to make a
significant impact on the moderate agents. Under most of the experiments performed in this
work, it was found that the typical degree of extremist to moderate agents for µKE = 0.0 was
often less than 2.0. Yet once µKE was increased even slightly, we see that population
instability started to occur for much lower values, bordering on similar heat maps found in
fully connected populations seen in the previous chapter. By the time that µKE=0.4, general
population instability occurs even when u is as low as 0.6, as found in previous work. From
there, the increase of µKE has little to no effect on the bounds of u in which a population
becomes unstable, since lower values of u make it very difficult for a moderate agent to
change its opinion greatly.
Once µKE is no longer at its minimal value, we see, as it rises, a steady, almost linear, decrease
in the proportion of extremist agents, pe, required to cause general population instability. This
is interesting because unlike the previous examination of the variable u, it appears that there is
no ‘cut-off’ point in this case. That is, as the clustering coefficient tends towards that of a
fully connected graph, the area of population instability ‘grows’ downward. Once µKE has
reached 1.0, we have effectively reached a similar shape of population instability as that given
in Chapter 3 (Meadows and Cliff 2012). The implication is that this effect was not caused by
the degree of the agents, since that climbs to nowhere near as high as in a fully connected
graph. As shown in Figure 4.5.2, it is noteworthy that the only difference between a fully
connected population and a Klemm-Eguíluz population with µKE = 1.0, is that the area of
instability seen in the fully connected population, where u is above 1.0 and pe is under 0.18 is
more pronounced, and less like the instability in the Klemm-Eguíluz population. This is
because although the uncertainty of moderate agents is high enough to allow any of the three
population convergences, the restriction on the degree of the agents leads to an increase in the
stability of the population overall.

Figure 4.5.2: Comparison of y values for m = 10, n = 200, and µKE = 1.0 (left)
and n = 200 from the previous chapter with a fully connected population (right).
Figure 4.2.3 illustrates the change in mean and variance of y values that results from altering
µKE in networks of size n = 1000. From this figure it is very clear to see that as n increases the
population becomes more stable, much as was demonstrated in Meadows and Cliff (2012).
By the time n has reached 1000, almost none of the general population instability is present,
even when µKE = 1.0, which was shown to produce results similar to that of the fully
connected graph for n = 200. Again, the explanation for this rests on proportionality.
Volatility requires the parameter values associated with instability (i.e. high values of u and
pe), but also requires a low population size, which these subsequent experiments were lacking,
so it is largely absent here. While the unstable zone of parameter space grows in a more
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ordered fashion, we can also see that it appears to grow more slowly. However, this is merely
an illusion, brought about by the much larger values of n, while retaining the same low agent
degree values as evidenced by the lower overall values of y.

Figure 4.5.3: Average y values and standard deviation heat maps for m = 10, n = 1000
and (from top to bottom) µKE = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0.
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This examination offers a good insight into the workings of various social organisations and
their dynamics. There is, however, one particular issue that stands out relating to the context
for which this model was originally developed and researched. The RA model itself was
presented as a tool to examine the causes of unusual population convergences, from real-life
cases where entire countries and even continents have moved from initially moderate points
of view (be they political, ideological, religious, or a mix of several), to either a single
extreme example or to Bipolar Convergence populations. Historically, when this has
happened humanitarian tragedies have often followed, hence it seems reasonable to ask
whether this model could offer any help in identifying the warning signs for potential future
occurrences. This question has become particularly relevant given the recent problems faced
by many societies in dealing with extremist groups. The results presented here suggest that
one important tactic – destabilising extremist groups by infiltrating – will prove to be less
effective than initially hoped. As we have seen, populations that exhibit very high clustering
coefficients have shown themselves to be particularly robust when dealing with the
viewpoints of those greatly different to their own. It is well-known that extremist
organisations often arrange themselves into a ‘cellular’ structure (known as community
structure) that have high average path lengths although within individual cells there is a high
level of node connectivity (Carley et al. 2001; Tsvetovat and Carley 2004). These results
suggest that extremist groups have adapted themselves to be as stable as possible and so can
exhibit a great resilience – in much the same way that the highly clustered populations studied
here have typically remained of the opinion with which they started, despite external
influence that would otherwise affect a group.
To conclude this study of the effect of variation in the agents’ social network’s topological
characteristics, via alterations in the value of µKE, we present Figure 4.5.4, which summarises
the data shown in the preceding parameter-space heat maps, although of necessity it also loses
many of the subtleties in the heat map visualizations.

Figure 4.5.4: Average y value and standard deviation for various µKE for all
examined pe and u.
Figure 4.5.4 shows mean and standard deviation σy of the y values from a comprehensive set
of simulation runs, such as those that produced the heat map graphs that have been
examined previously. As was noted above, we see that as µKE increases, the overall average
y value increases significantly. What is more interesting to learn from this graph is that when
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µKE is at its extreme values of 0.0 and 1.0, the standard deviation of the y value is quite
similar (when µKE = 0.0, σy = 0.07; and when µKE = 1.0, σy = 0.04). There is, however, a
distinct ‘bulge’ in σy values over the range 0.3 < µKE < 0.4 where the population’s stability is
at its lowest, close to when the clustering coefficient and average path length coincide, as
discussed in Chapter 2.
Further to this, Figure 4.5.5 provides a clearer comparison of average y values and spread of
the population. Here it is clear to see that for extremely low values of µKE, the typical y value
and σy remain relatively unchanged. It is only once the clustering coefficient begins to drop
that the population becomes less stable. This is further support for the claim that in this
model of population dynamics a highly clustered population is much more stable.

Figure 4.5.5: Average y value and standard deviation for logarithmic µKE for
all pe and u.
In Figure 4.5.6 and 4.5.7 we show the average y values and associated σy as functions of the
clustering coefficient and shortest path length respectively.

Figure 4.5.6: Average y value and standard deviation for various clustering
coefficients for all pe and u.
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Figure 4.5.7: Average y value and standard deviation for various average path
length for all pe and u.
In these final two figures, it is apparent that the mean y value is most heavily dependent on
the clustering coefficient when compared against shortest path length. We see in Figure
4.2.7 that as the shortest path length increases, there is no notable change in the average
values of the population, yet in Figure 4.2.6 we see a marked decrease in average y values
for the population. This behaviour can be explained by the stabilising effect of clustering in
the population.

4.6 Summary
This exploration of the RA model in populations with structural complexity in their social
networks indicates that the extent to which extremist agents influence the wider population
can be affected by the social network’s parameters n, m, and µKE. Testing the RA model
within complex networks represents a successful push for a more realistic model than the
previously published studies of the RA model that employed fully connected populations. It
appears that the properties of this ‘new’ model are only beginning to be uncovered, and it is
discoveries like this that suggest that there may be a great deal of scope for adding extra
realism to the model.
These results strongly reconfirm the understanding of the dynamics of the basic RA model
argued for in Chapter 3, an argument that conflicts with those put forward by Deffuant et al.
(2002) in their original RA paper. Although some of the results may appear to be intuitive,
there are other quite striking outcomes that could not reasonably have been guessed a priori.
For example, the discovery that there exists an increased instability in a population with lower
initial moderate uncertainties and a low proportion of extremist agents, compared with that of
a higher initial uncertainty, particularly when the clustering coefficient is high. This was
shown most notably in the y value graph in Figure 4.4.2. This was caused by the inability of
extremists to influence such large uncertain populations due to their limited connectivity to
the majority of nodes. With so few connections these extremists were forced to rely on the
‘radicalisation’ of their neighbours to then influence their neighbours (and so on). This
approach is too slow when the majority of moderates are becoming more confident in their
mainstream opinion in that time.
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The impact of variations in the degree of agents, and particularly that the ratio of degrees of
extremist agents to moderate agents on population stability has also been illuminated by this
study. Under certain combinations of parameter values, for example a high proportion of
extremists and mid-range uncertainty, we see that lowering the average degree of the agents
increases the stability of the population. With other parameters however – specifically high
uncertainties and relatively low numbers of extremist agents – stability is greatly lowered.
This was an unexpected discovery, but clearly one of relevance to real social systems. This
low level of stability is caused by the greater susceptibility of the moderates to greatly
differing opinions (i.e. the extremists). This feature in addition to the low proportion of
extremist agents means that there are times when either the distribution of initial connections
or increased influence of one extreme over the other (through the random choice of pairings)
leads to very high instability. In these circumstances a bipolar convergence or even an SEC
may occur in the manner described in Chapter 3. Thus, we find a greater spread of final states
becomes possible for the population. Given the reasonable assumption that a stable
population is considered desirable, and that the degree of a typical real person is much less
than n (n is the degree if the agent lived in a fully connected population), and if the number of
extremist people in that population is small, then we find that even when uncertainty is high
among the moderates, the population is still able to retain a high level of stability, which is
encouraging for the real world, since it suggests that progression to an extreme population is
unlikely.
It has also been insightful to observe that µKE had such a notable impact on the stability of the
population. At values of µKE close to zero, it appears almost impossible to generate a highly
unstable population. This is because the high level of clustering limits the impact of the
extremist agents on the moderates; in essence, extremists struggle to influence those agents to
which they are not directly connected. As was mentioned before, in order to radicalise the
moderate population, extremists must first radicalise their neighbours that in turn radicalise
their neighbours, which is too slow as a method for radicalisation as the moderates become
more confident in their central opinions. The stability of a highly clustered population has
also provided an interesting observation of the stability of cellular networks and the inefficacy
of disrupting those networks via infiltration. When µKE is high, the population exhibits a
degree of instability that is slightly higher than that in a fully connected graph, particularly in
the area of high uncertainty and low extremist involvement. This was unexpected, but it
illustrates the high level of impressionability of a population with a high uncertainty, if agents
with a high degree are extreme.
In summary, the clustering coefficient plays the most significant role in overall population
stability in the RA model. This is another example of a finding in the model that can be
applied directly to real-life examples from within the scope of the original paper (Deffuant et
al. 2002). It is well known that many contemporary terrorist organisations are strongly
resilient to influence due to their highly clustered nature within its community structure (a
collection of highly clustered groups). That is to say that because the nodes within individual
cells of a terrorist organisation are themselves highly clustered, and we know that clustering
noticeably increases opinion stability, a terrorist organisation exhibits a significant stability
from external influence. The RA model demonstrates this by showing that a highly clustered
population is very stable and thus resilient to external influence. Finally, it is worth noting
that increasing the influence of extremist agents plays a significant role in the overall stability
of the population. This ties in very neatly with real world data. For instance, the rise of the
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KPD in 1930s Germany, which led to a real world case of SEC, is an example of an extremist
viewpoint becoming that of the population, by gaining increased scope to influence the
majority of moderates. Although it must be acknowledged that the RA model is an abstract
model of Opinion Dynamics, there are clear indications that inferences made from this model
hold true in the real world. On that basis, it can be believed that research aimed at increasing
the realism of models of Opinion Dynamics will lead to a greater overall understanding and
as such, further research and developed models should strive to reduce the degree of
idealization and abstraction, and push instead for a closer simulation of real world social
systems.
One issue that has so far been ignored by the RA model, and indeed other models referred to
by Deffuant (2002), is that the rules of the model specify only how agents’ opinions change
when presented with opinions within the range of their own uncertainty. When two disparate
opinions interact, we state that the opinions are simply dismissed and no further interaction
takes place. Although this is fine for the current model, it is possible that it may add a certain
element of stability into the population. As was discussed in Chapter 2, the Psychology
research community is well aware of a phenomenon known as the ‘boomerang effect’ which
occurs when an attempt to change the attitudes of another person ‘backfires’ in the presence
of factors that are deemed unattractive to the recipient (Brehm and Brehm 1981). In this case,
when seriously conflicting opinions become apparent, instead of simply dismissing each other
and moving on, a person is likely to reaffirm their own opinion, particularly away from the
opinion of the other. This is also in keeping with the previously covered work on the model of
the Social Judgement Theory that was acknowledged in the research examining the BC
Model (Jager and Amblard 2004; Huet, Deffuant and Jager 2008). Similarly, Social
Judgement Theory states that if a presented opinion is distant enough from the receiver’s own
opinion, it falls within the Latitude of Rejection, resulting in a shift away from the advocated
opinion. The fact that this direction has been successfully undertaken by researchers
examining models of social interaction provides a clear and strong motivation for combining
it with the RA model. To put this in the context of the RA model, a modification to the
specification would be required that would state that if there was no relative agreement
between two agents, their opinions could shift even further away from each other, although
this would not necessarily be mandatory. While some thought is required as to how to temper
this influence, the possibility would present numerous ways in which the RA model might
become affected. For instance, in this situation it is possible that a population’s stability
would be reduced if it is influenced not only by the extremists ‘pulling’ the moderates to the
extreme, but also by the other moderates ‘pushing’ each other to the extremes. It is therefore
possible that Bipolar or even Single Extreme styles of convergence could occur in situations
where there are no extremists present. This would represent a major step forwards in the
understanding of how a population opinion can converge, since up until now the questions of
why extremists were present, and how they came to exist, have been unexplained,
unaddressed. It would also show a greater level of realism in the model, as historical
examples of extreme opinion convergences in real world situations have not been dependent
on previously existing extremist groups, but rather have exhibited a gradual build up to a
population-wide extremist viewpoint. This line of inquiry will be pursued in depth, in the next
chapter.
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5.	
  The	
  Relative	
  Disagreement	
  Model	
  of	
  Opinion	
  Dynamics	
  
5.1 Introduction
The RA model may yet provide rich grounds for research, and indeed as we have seen it is
still sparking debate. However, there is still one significant question that it is fundamentally
unable to address. As was signposted at the end of the last chapter, in order to produce
Bipolar and Single Extreme Convergences, the RA model relies heavily on the presence of
extremist agents. Thus, a rather logical first question may be: ‘if extremist agents are required
in order to generate an extremist population, where did those original extremist agents come
from in the first place?’ To put it another way, if we suppose that extremist agents are
required to beget extremists, we must explore the origins of those initially extreme agents, or
else the subsequent research will remain questionable.
Considering that we are searching for a model that can replicate the three archetypical
convergences without the aid of extremist agents, we are drawn to an obvious and logical
conclusion. Given that the RA model only allows for agents to update their opinions towards
that of another, or simply ignore their partner and therefore not update, it is clear that no agent
will ever be able to jump outside the initial bounds (defined as moderate), without the
influence of any extremists. Consequently, we see that agents must be able to adjust their
opinion away from those with whom they are partnered in a pairwise interaction, allowing the
potential for them to move outside the initially set moderate bounds. Combining that idea
with the introduction of psychological phenomena such as the boomerang effect described in
Chapter 2, where excessive attempts at persuasion lead to the opposite result, we arrive at the
idea of creating an extension to the RA model by adding the option of ‘Relative
Disagreement’ and hence this new model will be referred to as the Relative Disagreement
(RD) model. Although the RD model builds on the RA model, and they share much in
common, the specification is presented here in full, as it will be key to the remaining chapters
of this thesis.
We again consider a population is comprised of n agents, and each individual i possesses two
variables: an opinion xi and an uncertainty ui, both of which are represented by real numbers.
In the RA model, the opinion of an individual is randomly assigned to be between -1.0 and
+1.0, and agents with outlier opinion values (in this case, above +0.8 or below -0.8) were
considered to be extremist agents. As the RD model must operate without the assistance of
such extreme agents, all agents are given random ‘moderate’ opinion values between 0.8 and
-0.8. As with the RA model, the agents’ uncertainties will be between 0.0 and 2.0; the effects
of varying this parameter will be illustrated later. Randomly paired interactions then take
place between agents until a stable population opinion state is reached. Unlike the BC model,
interaction in the RD model does not necessarily produce symmetric results; individuals with
a higher level of certainty are more persuasive than those that are highly uncertain. The
relative agreement between agents i and j is calculated exactly as in the RA model, by taking
the overlap between the two agents’ bounds hij, given by:
hij = min(xi + ui, xj + uj) – max(xi – ui, xj – uj)
Followed by subtracting the agent’s uncertainty that does not overlap, part given by:
2ui – hij
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So the Total Agreement between the two agents is given as:
hij – (2ui – hij) = 2(hij – ui)
Once that is calculated, the Relative Agreement is then given by:
2(hij – ui) / 2ui = (hij / ui) – 1
Then if hij > ui, the update of xj and uj is given by:
xj := xj + µRA[(hij / ui) – 1](xi – xj)
uj := uj + µRA[(hij / ui) – 1](ui – uj)
Analogously, the Relative Disagreement (and this is the key difference from the RA model)
between agents i and j is calculated by a very similar method to find gij:
gij = max(xi – ui, xj – uj) – min(xi + ui, xj + uj)
(Note that, therefore, gij = –hij) followed by subtracting the size of the non-overlapping part
given by:
2ui – gij
So the Total Disagreement between the two agents is given as:
gij – (2ui – gij) = 2(gij – ui)
Once that is calculated, the Relative Disagreement is then given by:
2(gij – ui) / 2ui = (gij / ui) – 1
Now, it would be unwise to allow the disagreement update to occur in every instance of
disagreement, as it is has been stated that this does not occur in the every real world instance
of disagreement. Indeed, social judgement theory states that the disagreement interaction is
not something that would happen in every instance; sometimes such an opinion is simply
ignored. Therefore if gij > ui and with a probability λ, the update of xj and uj is given by:
xj := xj – µRD[(gij / ui) – 1](xi – xj)
uj := uj + µRD[(gij / ui) – 1](ui – uj)
With this new RD model, we should expect to find both Central and Bipolar Convergence,
and although it is plausible to expect to see Single Extreme Convergence (SEC), it would
probably be expected to occur with far lower frequency than in the RA model. The intuitive
explanation runs as follows: in the RA model, agents may only update their opinion towards
that of their partner, or simply ignore it. In the RD model, agents are now able to update their
opinion away from those that they strongly disagree with. Therefore agents can be pushed,
rather than pulled, into having an opinion that would be considered extreme. As an agent
becomes extreme, it is then also able to draw more agents toward similar opinions.
As before with RA, a y value is calculated to aid in the classification of the final population.
Fortunately, with RD populations this classification becomes even simpler as the entire
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population belongs to the initially moderate group. Therefore, to classify population
convergences, the y value is defined as:
y = p’+2 + p’-2
Where p’+ is the proportion of agents that have finished with an opinion that is classified as
extreme to the positive end of the scale; p’- is given as the proportion of agents that complete
the simulation with an opinion classed as negatively extreme.
As was mentioned before, for the RD model to be considered to be an improvement of the RA
model it must be able to replicate the results of the RA model without the aid of initially
extreme agents, that is after all, its purpose. The comparison however, leads to an initial
problem that is worth outlining now. When analysing the RA model in Chapter 3 and Chapter
4, both individual sample runs (as shown in Figures 3.4.1 to 3.4.3) and illustrative heat maps
(showing how the final value of y and its variance changes as key parameters are swept across
their ranges), were examined.
The difficulty presented by the RD model lies in the heat map graphs. The primary
parameters whose interaction has been examined with respect to effects on the distribution of
y values in the RA are: u, the initial uncertainty of the moderate agents (which would simply
become the initial uncertainty of all agents in the RD model); and pe the proportion of initially
extreme agents in the population. Given that the RD model aims to remove the need for
extremists, a different approach is called for, and therefore the parameter-space that will be
explored to examine the distribution of y values, and its variance in the RD model, will not be
directly comparable with that of the RA model. Indeed, in terms of comparing the RA and RD
models, the first and most convincing step will be to demonstrate that all three classes of
opinion convergence are still possible, before moving on to looking at new methods of
examining y values.

5.2 Central and Bipolar Convergences
The most basic function of any model aiming to be comparable to the RA model is to be able
to demonstrate the three main classes of convergence in the distribution of opinions: Central,
Bipolar, and Single Extreme. Moreover, a successful model should be able to exhibit these
convergence types without any drastic alterations to the parameters in the original RA model.
A significant change to the parameters would imply that the underlying dynamic of the RA
model had been lost, i.e. the two models would not be easily comparable. Under a typical set
of parameters from the RA model in Chapter 3, we can find regular examples of both Central
and Bipolar Convergences occurring in the population, as illustrated in Figures 5.2.1 and
5.2.2.
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Figure 5.2.1: An example of Central Convergence in the RD model with n =
200, u = 0.8, µRA = 0.05, µRD = 0.05, λ = 0.0. As with the RA model, agent
uncertainty is represented by colour: green being maximum uncertainty, and
red showing minimum uncertainty. Note that Central Convergence may occur
very quickly with these parameters and as such, lower values for the µ have
been used to highlight the dynamics of the model.

Figure 5.2.2: An example of Bipolar Convergence in the RD model with n =
200, u = 0.4, µRA = 0.02, µRD = 0.02, λ = 0.1. Agent uncertainty is represented
by colour: green being maximum uncertainty, and red showing minimum
uncertainty.
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However, in cases in which agents’ uncertainty is assigned to a uniform value, it is very rare
for there to be a reliable case of SEC. Typically, Central Convergence occurs when u values
are high: there are few disagreements and a majority of agreements between agents, which
draws them towards a central average opinion. Conversely, when u values decrease (such that
all agents become quite confident about their own opinion), we see that the majority of
interactions become disagreements, with fewer agreements occurring. When this happens the
initial interactions quickly push the agents into two disparate groups, which eventually force
themselves further away from each other, whilst becoming more tightly knit as individual
groups. This results in a strongly Bipolar Convergence population.
Under this line of reasoning, it becomes believable that there is no real opportunity for SECs
to occur, and the model as stated thus far appears not to offer any particularly simple
solutions to this issue. Nevertheless, the RD model demonstrates the ability to readily
reproduce two of the three convergence types that are found in the BC/RA model with
roughly the same parameter values, except without the aid of the extremist agents. This is
already a significant step forward as a model of Opinion Dynamics. However, since SEC has
been shown to exist in the real world, it stands to reason that the RD model would be even
more convincing if it could be shown to demonstrate SEC in its dynamics too. The next step,
therefore, is to examine how and when SEC could possibly occur in the RD model.

5.3 Single Extreme Convergence
Figure 5.3.1 shows the average number of interactions that are classified as agreements, as a
function of u. This indicates that, when searching for SEC in the RD model, it may be
possible to find a value of u that would balance the number of agreements and disagreements
in such a way that a SEC could occur: let u’ refer to that value.

Figure 5.3.1: Average interactions that result in agent agreement with varying
u values.
Ideally, this value u’ would lead to dynamics in which the number of disagreements is low
enough to avoid pushing the population into immediate Bipolar Convergence, and at the same
time there is also a low enough number of agreements to avoid the population converging
quickly towards the centre. However, no such value of u’ appears to exist. Indeed, what one
finds is that in this simplistic approach the number of disagreements and agreements will
always be balanced in such a way that the population will always converge to a central
opinion or to a Bipolar Convergence state, with very little fluctuation within those results. A
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clear example of this can be seen in Figure 5.4.1 where it is possible to see the change from
certain Bipolar Convergence convergences to a guaranteed Central Convergence as the value
of u increases. A statistically insignificant number of SECs, however, could occur through
nothing more than random luck, rather than some design inherent to the model. This would
only occur if there were an extremely unlikely series of random pairs that pushes the majority
of moderates away from an agent near a single extreme.
In fact, a simple analogous explanation as to why SEC cannot be found by modifying u to
some moderate value can be found back in our discussion of SEC in the RA model in Chapter
3, where it was found that the ‘stability’ of opinions in the initial population played a
prominent role in the potential outcomes of an individual run. When a population is stable,
typically with a low proportion of extremist agents, and low moderate agent uncertainties,
only Central Convergence occurs. As the level of instability grows (by increasing the
proportion of extremists, and/or increasing the uncertainty levels of initially moderate agents),
instances of Bipolar Convergence occur. Only once the population reaches maximal
instability do we find that it is possible (but not guaranteed) for a population to converge to a
single extreme. Another point of note here is that it was established that for an SEC to occur
one observation was that the central mass would be ‘off-centre’ (not averaging 0.0) before it
then converged to a single extreme. With such symmetrical initial distributions and dynamics,
this off-centre mass will not be possible.
Thus it appears that initial population instability will play a significant role in the formation
of SEC in the RD model. However, it is important to note that this notion of stability in an
RA model population cannot simply be imported to RD models; there is a distinction that
needs to be drawn between the types of instability that are found in the RA and RD models.
In the RA model, a population was typically considered stable when u was low, resulting in
consistent Central Convergences. However, when u is low in the RD model, we find that it is
Bipolar Convergences that occur regularly, and conversely, when u is raised, Central
Convergences are the result. Although this difference offers a potential insight as to why SEC
cannot occur in the current set up of the RD model (because it is not possible to increase the
stability of the population by lowering u below 0), it does not affect the comparability of the
two models since we are looking for a parameter space in which all convergences may occur.
Therefore, the idea of finding a set of parameter values that can generate a dynamic between
Central and Bipolar Convergence that could allow for SEC to occur leads to a dead end.
Taking this information into consideration, a new approach is required in order to create a
different type of instability in the population.
The solution can be found by reminding ourselves of the function of extremist agents in the
RA model. The reason why extremists are able to affect the majority of the population (the
moderate agents) into becoming extreme themselves is because they are highly convincing,
because of their relatively low uncertainty. Extremists also remain unaffected by their
interactions with moderate agents for the same reason. It is this asymmetry that allows for
SEC in the RA model, and it is an analogous asymmetry that is missing from the current
version of the RD model; as it stands, every initial interaction between agents is asymmetric.
For instance, we could envisage a situation where the majority of the initial population
contains agents that are reasonably uncertain with a few who are more convinced of their
opinion. While they might be able to convince those around them of their own opinion, those
further away would be repelled quickly, resulting in the majority converging away from the
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few that have high certainty. Importantly, if these few more confident agents were able to
draw the majority towards their own opinion, the result would still be classified as a Central
Convergence as their own opinion (which will change very little throughout the simulation),
is initially an example of a moderate opinion. For SEC, agents need to be ‘pushed’ over the
boundary of extremity rather than ‘pulled’ as in the RA model. Therefore, it is time to again
examine the RD model, but this time using randomised values of u with a bias towards
uncertainty. For simplicity we assign agents a value of u given by taking a random number
from a uniform distribution between 0.2 and 2.0 (written here as U(0.2,2.0)) adding a random
value generated from U(0.0,1.0), and then capping the value at 2.0. Hence:
u=min(U(0.2,2.0)+U(0.0,1.0), 2.0)
By assigning uncertainties in this way we find that the majority of agents have moderate to
high uncertainties, while a small proportion will be more confident in their opinion.

Figure 5.3.2: Average values of u assigned to 200 agents in the RD model,
using the function u=min(U(0.2,2.0)+U(0,1),2.0) explained in the text.
Unlike the RA model, in the RD model there is no relation between an agent’s opinion and
the agent’s confidence about that opinion. With the inclusion of this new setting, it is easily
possible to recreate instances of SEC in RD, as shown in Figure 5.3.3, but the possibility of
central or Bipolar Convergence occurring is not diminished.
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Figure 5.3.3: An example of SEC in the RD model with n = 200, µRA = 0.05,
µRD = 0.07, λ = 0.4. Agent uncertainty is represented by colour: green being
maximum uncertainty, and red showing minimum uncertainty.
This new method of assigning uncertainties to agents enables the RD model to exhibit all
three types of population opinion convergence, and hence demonstrates that the RD model
has all of the functionality of the RA model without the need for extremist agents to be
seeded into the population. With this change the RD model can be argued to be demonstrating
a significant improvement over the existing models.
Note that the stages of an SEC occurring in the RD model are comparable to those of the RA
model. First there is a central convergence towards a central, but not exactly 0.0, opinion. In
Figure 5.3.3 it is clear that the central mass has converged towards -0.1. At this point the
agents with lower value opinions in this mass become more certain as they push themselves
away from the mass while their confidence then draws more uncertain agents towards them.
There is no equivalent of the third stage where extremists are drawn into the larger close
extreme mass, as there are no extremists in this case.
The next section presents an examination of the overall behaviour of the RD model, including
various attempts at addressing the previously identified problem of how to present typical y
value heat map graphs.

5.4 u and µ
As was discussed in the previous section, generating exactly the same y surface heat map
plots illustrating the changes in y as various key parameters are swept across their ranges (as
shown in Chapters 3 and 4), will not be possible with the RD model because the proportion of
extremist agents is no longer a parameter of the system. For that reason, we must now look at
y surface plots with respect to two-dimensional spaces involving other parameters.
The first y surface to examine in the RD model is that resulting from uniform values of u (i.e.
before the agents’ uncertainties are randomised), treating µRA and µRD as equal values. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.4.1: Left column: heat map of the average y surface; right
column: heat map of the standard deviation of the average y value. Both
columns for RD with respect to u and µ with n = 200 and for (from top to
bottom) λ = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0.
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Here we see a clearer representation of what was explained in Section 5.3. There are two
points to note from Figure 5.4.1. First, we see that when λ= 0 the RD model behaves exactly
as would be expected of the RA model; i.e. when λ= 0 the RD model reduces to the RA
model. Without any extremist agents we would always expect the average y value to be
indicative of Central Convergence occurring in every run of the system, hence the relatively
featureless pair of heat maps for λ = 0. Second, observe that for λ > 0, when uncertainties are
very low we see that Bipolar Convergence occurs regularly, and as u increases we then reach
a threshold where the population will always converge centrally. The threshold value of u
where we see the switch from Bipolar to Central Convergence is around 0.2. Referring back
to Figure 5.3.1, it can be seen that this value occurs just before the average agreement
percentage is transitional: neither maximal nor minimal. It is this zone of parameter space
where the population can still converge in either direction, and it is here that the number of
agreements is sufficiently high in comparison to the number of disagreements that they can
usually maintain the balance in the overall interaction. This instability is visible in the
standard deviation heat map, where the lighter vertical line shows that there is a range of
population convergence outcomes. It is curious that this value would be before this
transitional period, rather than in it. This observation deserves a moment’s explanation. When
the value of u is below this threshold we can see that the population will invariably reach a
Bipolar Convergence, and above this threshold it will reach a Central Convergence. The
transition occurs at this point because of the number of disagreements occurring for this value
of u. With lower values of u disagreements between agents lead to large repelling updates
(due to the opinion certainties of the involved agents). Above this threshold the number of
disagreements occurring is greatly reduced, as the range of opinions that an agent will
consider is larger, but the effect of a disagreement is lowered too as the relative disagreement
is lower. At the point of the threshold we can see from the standard deviation graph that there
is a variable result., which is a product of the randomly paired interactions. If there are a
greater number of disagreements through the interaction we will still see a Bipolar
Convergence, and conversely if there are a greater level of agreement interactions a Central
Convergence is the most likely outcome. As λ increases, this instability starts to decrease.
Finally, it is important to note that variations in u have a much greater effect on the y surface
than variations in µ. This is caused because the dynamic of the RD model relies more on the
agreements and disagreements far more than the specific weights that are applied to the
outcome of these interactions.

5.5 µRA and µRD
In contrast to the previous section it is worth observing what happens when µ is treated as two
separate values, µRA and µRD, and examining the heat map graph of the two. Presented below
are two examples for different agent uncertainties.
As was mentioned previously, when λ = 0 the RD model behaves exactly the same as the
original RA model, and so we would expect to see consistent Central Convergence for any
values of µRA, and particularly any value of µRD, because the disagreement dynamic remains
unused. Once λ rises above zero, we see a shift in the behaviour of the model. When
uncertainties are initially quite low, as shown in Figure 5.5.1, it can be seen that when µRD >
0.0 (meaning that agent disagreement may lead to a distancing opinion update), the
population consistently undergoes Bipolar Convergence. This is because when uncertainties
are low, the number of agreements is substantially lower than the number of disagreements
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and the agents then push each other further away. On the other hand, we see in Figure 5.5.2
that when uncertainties are very high, agreements are far more common, resulting in
consistent Central Convergence within the population. The switch from highly consistent
Central Convergence to Bipolar again occurs around u = 0.5 (see Section 5.4). As was
highlighted in Section 5.3, however, it is clear that with these parameters and conditions we
will only find examples of Central and Bipolar Convergence.
Having considered fixed values of u, it is now necessary to examine the y surface with the
randomised values of u that were described in Section 5.3. The complete heat map graphs for
varying values of λ are shown in Figure 5.5.3.

Figure 5.5.1: Heat maps of average (left) and standard deviation (right) values
for the y surface of the RD model with respect to µRA and µRD; for n = 200, u =
0.1 and λ = 0.25.

Figure 5.5.2: Heat maps of average (left) and standard deviation (right) values
for the y surface of the RD model with respect to µRA and µRD; for n = 200, u =
1.6 and λ = 0.25.
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Figure 5.5.3: Average pattern of y on the left and standard deviation on the
right with various µRA and µRD for n = 200, with randomised values of u and
for (from top to bottom) λ = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0.
The first observation that can be made about Figure 5.5.3 is that by randomising the
uncertainties the population no longer displays consistent Bipolar Convergences anywhere in
the parameter space. This is quite like the finding of Faure et al. (2002) that showed that with
symmetric attractors only symmetric convergences may occur (central and bipolar). By
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introducing this asymmetry, much like with the RA model, non-symmetric results may occur,
thus we can observe all three convergences. However, as values of µRA and µRD increase –
most notably when µRD increases – we see a new population instability developing,
particularly as λ increases at the same time. Much like with the RA model, when the RD uses
larger values (albeit a different set of values) more varied results are a possible outcome as it
decreases the symmetry when asymmetric distributions or pairings appear. While it is the case
that the average y value remains consistently relatively low throughout the parameter sweep,
the standard deviation heat map demonstrates that there are clear areas where specific types of
opinion convergence are occurring. It is in this area that examples of SEC can be found (as
shown in Section 5.3). As before, we see that when λ = 0, the model continues to behave
identically to the RA model (in this case, RA with randomised moderate agent uncertainties).
Another observation worth making is that as µRA and µRD increase, although we see a similar
increase in population instability to that in Figure 5.5.2, the instability occurs in a much more
realistic manner. That is to say, instead of consistent Bipolar Convergences, we see regular
Central Convergences, with occasional Bipolar and Single Extreme Convergences. This is
brought about because although the dynamics of the RD model allow for all convergence
types, by only possessing moderate agents that are most likely to agree with another randomly
chosen agent, the RD model has a strong bias to Central Convergences. This is far more
analogous to real world societies. Consider that most countries exist in relative harmony with
each other, and thus can be thought of as exhibiting moderate average opinions compatible
with one another. In the RD model, SECs and Bipolar Convergences are rare, and are not the
mainstream result. Not only is this encouraging in terms of demonstrating the RD model’s
capabilities with respect to the RA model findings given in Chapter 3, but also in terms of
realism; globally, the majority of human populations are moderate with Bipolar and Single
Extreme populations being a minority.
A final point of interest from Figure 5.5.3 is to observe that the increase in λ significantly
increases the size and level of instability inherent to the population. This is, of course, to be
expected, because as we see in any one particular graph, as µRD increases, the more unstable
the population becomes, implying that increasing the influence that a disagreement can have
will increase the population instability. It also explains the observation that as λ increases the
necessity of µRD to be a high value to allow for population instability decreases quite
substantially.

5.6 n and µ
As in Chapters 3 and 4, we should consider the y surface for the RD model with respect to the
population size n, to see if the RD model operates in a similar manner to the RA model as the
population increases (i.e. as n increases, we find an intuitively-expected increase in
population opinion stability). In this instance it makes sense to continue to consider values of
µRA and µRD to be equal as in Section 5.5. The resultant heat map graphs are illustrated in
Figure 5.6.1.
Much like Figure 5.5.3, we see that when the RD model is examined with randomised values
of u, the output y value is consistently very low, implying regular Central Convergences,
much like the RA model and real world examples. However it is again the standard deviation
heat map that indicates where the instability lies, and demonstrates that there are areas where
Bipolar and Central Convergences occur. As may have been expected, we find that as n
increases, the average population stability increases slowly with it (although with high values
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of µ, the population retains its instability for longer). Therefore, it is safe to say that the RD
model behaves in a very similar manner when compared with the RA model in most respects,
including the slow increase in stability found overall, when n increases.
The increase in stability found as n increases can be explained by a similar explanation as
given in Chapter 3 when discussing size variation. We know that the cause of instability that
lead to SECs is an asymmetry in the model, in either the initial distribution of agents or one
extreme group of agents having more interactions than the other. With larger numbers in the
RD model we see a lower proportion of asymmetry occurring in the overall population.
Therefore we are examining the model in a closer to uniform state and should expect to find
more Central Convergences (or Bipolar Convergences, although in the RD model these too
are less common for the reasons given before).
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Figure 5.6.1: Heat maps of average and standard deviation values on the ysurface with respect to µ and n, with randomised values of u and for (from top
to bottom) λ = 0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0.

5.7 Summary
From the results presented in this chapter it appears that the Relative Disagreement model
represents a significant advance in the study of the propagation of extremist viewpoints
throughout a population when compared to the Relative Agreement model. This is especially
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highlighted by being able to replicate all of the results of the RA model, in particular the three
forms of population convergence, without the need for a population to be initially seeded with
extremist agents. With this improvement it is possible to examine not only how a population
can succumb to the influence of a minority of extremist agents, but also how those agents can
come into existence in the first place.
One notable difference between the RA model and the RD is that when uncertainties are
initialized to be random, the RA model alone will, when seeded with extremists, still contain
zones of parameter space that consistently tend towards Bipolar Convergences, which are not
present in the RD model. As mentioned in the previous section, this is because in the absence
of extremist agents to draw moderate agents to the extremes, the RD model has an innate
tendency to Central Convergence. This difference adds an element of realism to the model, as
the majority of populations will become centralized as opposed to Bipolar Convergence, even
in times of high uncertainty and susceptibility to influence. It should also be stated that this
difference is still rather slight, because when non-extremist agent uncertainties (which in the
case of the RD model is all agents) are fixed, the average results between an RD population
and an unseeded RA population are almost identical.
It is already clear that the extent to which disagreement affects an agent’s opinion is the most
influential factor in the RD model. This factor is itself determined by the values of λ and µRD
where higher values create an increasing level of initial population stability. However, it is
interesting to observe that this factor only really begins to take effect when the population is
initialised with a varied level of uncertainty; when the population is instead set with fixed
uncertainties, the dynamics are typically limited to Bipolar Convergence. The cause for this is
similar to the Faure et al. (2002) find that asymmetrical attractors are required in order to
produce asymmetric results. Much like in the RA model when the influence of the extremist
agents was the most important factor in producing non-Central Convergences, the
disagreement parameters are the most important in producing non-Central Convergences in
the RD model.
In comparison to the long-established RA model, the RD model introduced in this chapter
represents a noticeable improvement not only in realism, but also in applicability. The RA
model was originally introduced to examine how extremist viewpoints spread within a
population, particularly in relation to political viewpoints. It is clear though, that the scope of
the RD model’s applicability should not be restricted to such a narrow field. Indeed, in any
circumstance where an opinion can propagate through a population, the RD model can be
applied to examine the dynamics of such propagation. Potential new uses could therefore
cover a broad range of subjects from Business and Marketing, to Economics and Social
Psychology.
Based on this exploration of the RD model, it is clear that there is much scope for further
work. In the same way that Chapter 4 explored the responses of the RA model in populations
whose ‘social network’ graph was not fully connected but instead had topological
characteristics associated with Small-World and/or Scale-Free networks such as Power-Law
degree distributions and large clustering coefficients, so in Chapter 6 we shall explore the RD
model on similarly structured, clustered social networks. There are a number of reasons why
this should be covered. First, it will help to further establish the RD model as a credible
extension and indeed, improvement to both the BC model and RA model, which is one of the
initial aims of this research. This would be achieved if the findings of the RD model with
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clustered populations using the Klemm-Eguíluz clustering algorithm were sufficiently similar
to those of the RA model reported in Chapter 4. Second, it will be of interest to explore the
Opinion Dynamics when extreme opinions are generated from within an initially moderate
population rather than being spread through a population by extremists. Although this
difference in the two models exhibited very little difference in the overall behaviour when the
population’s social network was fully connected, it may be significantly different when the
population is clustered. For instance, although the population appeared to become more stable
in certain zones of parameter space when it was highly clustered, it may be that as extremist
opinions are forged through the interactions themselves, certain clusters of the population
become extreme. Although this did not happen in the RA model experiments of Chapter 4, it
is certainly plausible that it could occur with the RD model in a clustered population.
In Chapter 7 we shall examine other areas in the field of pure Opinion Dyanmics to suggest
extra applicability for the model itself. At the moment it is clear that the RD model could be
applied to a diverse range of fields beyond those involved in modelling of extremist opinions
and behaviour relating to terrorist activity (an obvious example would be aiding in business
marketing strategies and techniques). Furthermore, it is clear that much of this work is
strongly analogous to other areas of research typically outside the subject of Opinion
Dynamics, for instance, the study of infection patterns, as an illness (or unusual opinion) is
passed from its source to those with whom it makes contact and so on (discussed further in
Chapter 7). Demonstrating this extra applicability for the new model will clearly allow for a
greater understanding both of the model itself, and of other areas of research.
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6.	
   The	
   Relative	
   Disagreement	
   Model	
   with	
   Klemm-‐Eguiluz	
  
Networks	
  
6.1 Introduction
As was discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, the development of the BC and RA models has
included investigations of their Opinion Dynamics in networks with specific non-trivial
topologies (Stauffer, Sousa and Schulze 2004; Amblard and Deffuant 2004). Indeed, once a
basic model has been established, and its dynamics explored, it a sensible next step to then
examine how those patterns are disrupted (or at the very least affected) by applying the model
to a complex network. Although the work presented in Chapter 2 showed that such research
has been carried out using abstract networks that are different from the types of social
networks to be found in the real world, it implied that investigation in that direction would be
likely to bear fruit. Thus, Chapter 4 presented the first known full discussion of the RA model
operating over a continuous range of randomised, but topologically realistic, graphs produced
by the KE algorithm. Certainly this is the first discussion using the corrected outputs that
were introduced in Chapter 3 (Meadows and Cliff 2012). In that examination it was
demonstrated that the general possible dynamics of the RA model are not significantly
affected when operating within a network grown using the KE algorithm to produce tuneable
social networks (i.e. all three convergence types are still found to occur under similar
parameters, as in the fully connected RA model). However, it was also shown that the typical
dynamics given in the heat map graphs of the RA model presented in Chapter 3 were altered
by the presence of non-trivial topologies, including pure BA graphs and pure SW graphs.
Another main finding was that the higher the clustering coefficient, the greater the disruption
to the final heat map graph. While these discoveries were interesting in their own right, they
were also a useful step in validating the given resolution to the conflict between the work
originally presented by Deffuant et al. in 2002, and the corrections given in Chapter 3. As
with the corrections, Chapter 4 provided results that would be more intuitively expected. A
third and final motivation for examining the RA model with complex networks refers us back
again to consider the push for added realism. For all of these reasons it is imperative to now
present an analogous investigation of the new Relative Disagreement model operating on
networks with Klemm-Eguiluz topologies.
Firstly, further work is required to validate the results of the RD model and provide further
evidence of its usefulness, relevance, and realism. By adding a study of its dynamics on KE
networks, the model becomes subject to the same style of further examination as the BC and
RA models, allowing for comparisons not only between the model operating under a nontrivial network and a fully connected graph, but also between the various models themselves.
Such comparisons will allow us to make a judgement as to whether the RD model is a
significant improvement over the models that preceded it or not. Remember that the main
(although not the only) claim to improvement that the RD model makes is that it does away
with the artificial need to seed the model with extreme agents, while at the same time still
exhibiting instances of all of the results of the RA model. One particular area of interest when
drawing comparisons will be the effect of the clustering coefficient. In Chapter 4, it was noted
that this was one of the most influential factors in stabilising a population. If this is also the
case with the RD model, then we may allow ourselves to be further reassured that the RD
model is indeed an improvement over the RA model. If it were not the case, however, then
there may still be something of interest to be learned from the cause of the difference.
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Naturally, one significant motivation for the inclusion of realistic social networks is our quest
for increased realism within these models. This is one continuing aim of most modelling
researchers for without it our models will not be as applicable to the real world as more
realistic ones, and although interesting findings could be made their usefulness and relevance
would be limited, at best.
In Chapter 4 a number of challenges were presented. The first was to ensure that the RA
model operated in a similar manner with a complex network, but without the inclusion of
extremists, as with a fully connected graph. This however, is the main point of the RD model,
and because the hope is that the inclusion of initially extremist agents is now redundant, no
such initial checks are required. Instead, the first check will be to ensure that the RD model
operates satisfactorily with the complex network as it did before with uniform values of u. In
Chapter 5 we saw that when initial uncertainties were equal, the population produced either
Bipolar Convergence or Centrally Converged populations (see Figure 5.4.1), as a result of
interactions being typically symmetrically attractive or repulsive. Therefore, we would predict
to find similar results with the RD model under non-trivial topologies. A brief examination of
this is presented in the next section.
Before proceeding to that study, however, it is important to give a brief overview of the
problems presented by the heat map graphs (with which the reader should now be familiar).
In Chapter 4, the large heat map series of figures showed the variations in the average y
surface for a variety of different parameters, but in Chapter 5 the variations were limited
specifically to an examination of the new parameter λ. Thus, the observant reader will notice
that this chapter is already facing difficulties, because these comparison figures would be
subject to an extra dimension, which is not easily shown in this thesis, as we would be adding
a fourth dimension to the heat map series graphs, which should be thought of as three
dimensional. Therefore, the discussion of the effects of varying certain parameters shall be
limited to those that play a significant role. Furthermore, to facilitate easy understanding the
heat map series figures presented shall only illustrate the differences arising from variation in
µKE, as it is the most central parameter to this discussion The reader will recall that this is the
tuneable value for the KE algorithm between BA and SW-style networks where 0.0 results in
highly clustered, SW networks, while 1.0 results in BA networks with low average path
lengths and power law degree distributions.

6.2 Uniform Uncertainties
In Chapter 5, it was stated that when all agents in the RD model were assigned fixed
uncertainties, only two population convergences could occur: Central and Bipolar. Clearly
one would not expect anything different from the results here, given that the only change to
the model has been to place it into a complex network. Thus, in Figures 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 a
similar result is produced to before in Figure 5.5.2 (although not the same specific pattern, for
reasons outlined in the previous section).
In Figure 6.2.1 we can quickly observe that when µRD is 0.0, the RD model behaves exactly as
the RA model does when operating in KE networks without extremist agents. As in the
previous chapter, when the disagreement update weight is 0, no actual disagreements are
taking place, and agents are left to either agree or ignore each other. In this case, an average y
value of 0 is reached, implying consistent Central Convergence. Once the disagreement
weight µRD is increased, and when uncertainties are very low, we find that the majority of
interactions become disagreements, and the population always splits into two groups that
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converge at opposite opinion poles. The reliability of these results is backed up by the
standard deviation graphs, since there is no variance in the results.

Figure 6.2.1: Average y values and standard deviation heat map for varying
values of µRA and µRD when agents have a fixed uncertainty u = 0.1, with λ =
0.25, m = 6, n = 200 and µKE = 0.5. Note that in this chapter we shall now be
using a different scale for the standard deviation heat map, because the KE
network provides initial stability to the population, as demonstrated in Chapter 2.

Figure 6.2.2: Average y values and standard deviation heat map for varying
values of µRA and µRD when agents have a fixed uncertainty u = 1.6, with λ =
0.25, m = 6, n = 200 and µKE = 0.5, where the network is between the BA and an
SW network. Note that these figures would be the same for all values of µKE.
On the other hand, we see in Figure 6.2.2 that when uncertainties are raised to produce a
highly uncertain population, the majority of agent interactions result in agreement updates,
and the population converges toward a central opinion. This is the same result that we saw in
Chapter 5 with the RD model operating in a fully connected network.
Before moving on to examine randomised uncertainties in the RD model, we should first
compare these results to the initial basic results of Chapter 5’s introduction of the RD model
(consider Figure 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 respectively). It is clear that any KE network created with
any value of µKE is unable to affect the results of the uniform uncertainty instance of the RD
model. While this may seem like the first time such a result has occurred, it must be
remembered that the same could be said for the RA model without extremists. KE networks
only provide stability to asymmetric versions of the models (i.e. when the RA model has
extremist agents, or the RD model has randomised uncertainties). In this instance, the
difference between the RA and the RD models is that in their symmetric versions, the RA
model may only produce Central Convergence, whereas the RD model produces either
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Central or Bipolar Convergence depending on the initial uncertainties. This difference should
be considered in the context of how realistic the output is; in the RA model, when highly
uncertain populations reach a central consensus, they do so much more quickly than those
that are certain. When the RD model begins with an already confident population, that
population will consistently split into a Bipolar Convergence. When applying these results to
the real world, the RA model states that compromise is always reached among confident but
disagreeing individuals, and is reached more quickly when the disparate parties are more
confident of their own stance. This is problematic: in particular, the increase in the speed of
consensus with the increase of uncertainties is instinctively unappealing. Imagine a group of
experts arguing, each confident in their own different opinion. It is hard to believe that they
will consistently achieve a quick compromise. On the other hand, the RD model believes that
the more disagreement that is present, the greater the chance of a divisive split. Although
Chapter 7 examines this supposition in greater depth, for now the intuitively more appealing
outcomes of the RD model should satisfy us.

6.3 Randomised Uncertainties
Now that we can be satisfied that the RD model with standardised uncertainties operates in
the same manner regardless of the presence of complex networks, and in an analogous
manner to the RA model without extremists. It is now time, therefore, to examine the full RD
model in KE networks. To allow for easy comparison, the agents’ uncertainties are assigned
as in Chapter 5, by taking a random number between 0.2 and 2.0, adding a random value
between 0.0 and 1.0, and then capping the value at 2.0. Again, this method will result in the
majority of agents having moderate to high uncertainties, while a small proportion will be
more confident in their opinion. Assigning uncertainties in the same manner is important for a
direct comparison between the KE network and the fully connected population. For now, we
shall consider only the large figure series where λ = 0.5, although a discussion of the effects
of altering the value of λ is presented in Section 6.6. Figure 6.3.1 shows similar heat map
graphs as before, but with randomised values of u for varying values of µKE.
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Figure 6.3.1: Average y values and standard deviation heat maps for varying
values of µRA and µRD when agents have randomised values of u, with λ = 0.5, m
= 6, n = 200 and (from top to bottom) µKE = 0.0 (a Strogatz-Watts network), 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 (a Barabasi-Albert network).
Now that uncertainties are randomised, we see a different picture of how the model behaves.
As with the discussion when introducing the RD model in Chapter 5, we see here that yvalues remain consistently low as the RD model has a strong tendency towards a Central
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Convergence. Given that this model is aiming to reproduce the three convergences of the RA
model without the addition of extremists, this is an encouraging finding as we can see
examples of all three convergences here. Like the previous analysis in Chapter 5, we must
examine the standard deviation heat maps in order to analyse population stability. When the
disagreement weight µRD is set to a low value (typically below 0.2), it is possible to see that
the role that disagreements play becomes insignificant, and as a result the population will
almost always converge centrally. This value is higher than in the previous examination of the
RD model in a fully connected population. In the fully connected RD model as long as
disagreements could occur then the population may exhibit instability. In a non-trivially
connected population this value must be more significant as the destabilising effect of
disagreement is muted because there are fewer agents for each to disagree with. As µRD
increases, the population becomes less stable and can begin to converge in other ways. As
before, it is clear to see that with any KE network, the population is altogether more stable
than in a fully connected population. This is still in keeping with the general findings of
Chapter 4, where the influence of extremists was limited by their connections to the whole
population. With the RD model, the limited degree between agents prohibits the overall
instability from resulting in large opinion shifts. In these KE networks, although asymmetric
population opinion shifts (including SECs, Single Extreme Convergences) can still occur,
they do not occur with the same regularity as even in the original, fully connected RD model.
As µRD increases, the instability in the population appears to increase with it. When µRA is low
(again below 0.2), this results in disagreements becoming the only significantly influential
interaction between agents, and so a greater number of Bipolar Convergences take place,
resulting in higher variance in that area on the heat map. It is in these areas of instability that
we may also find occasional instances of SEC, and speaking more broadly, instances of an
asymmetric shift. It is again interesting that it is the disagreement factor that appears to play
the most significant role in causing these non-Central Convergences; the least stable state
occurs when µRA and µRD are above 0.2, and µRD is greater than µRA.

6.4 Size Variation
As with the previous chapters, it is necessary to analyse variations as the scale of the model is
altered. If the work is applicable for all values of n, we are often able to gain the clearest
picture with large populations, because the level of noise is proportionally lower. To that end,
Figure 6.4.1 shows how the overall dynamic of the model is altered as n increases, with
varying values of µRD and λ = 1.0.
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Figure 6.4.1: Average y values and standard deviation heat map for varying
values of µRA and µRD (treated as a single value µ) and n, when agents have
randomised values of u, with λ = 1.0, m = 6, and (from top to bottom) µKE = 0.0,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0.
Note that in Figure 6.4.1, the value of λ has been raised only to better illustrate the change
present for all values of λ. Here we see some very interesting, and possibly unexpected
results. If we recall how the RA model was affected in Chapter 3 and 4, it was observed that
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as n grew, the stability of the population was increased. In a similar way to the discussion of
µKE, the influence of extremist agents is weakened because, in order to have an impact, they
must rely on the subsequent influence of the moderate agents with which they interact. In the
RD model this is no longer a factor, since all agents can potentially cause disagreement
interactions. In practice, however, some agents will have such large uncertainties coupled
with central opinions that they rarely cause a disagreement. Therefore, we see a pattern that
suggests that instability can grow with larger populations. This is a similar finding to that
presented in Figure 5.6.1, but we notice that the growth in uncertainty occurs much more
slowly, and that the level to which the instability develops is much lower overall. As a result,
it must be concluded that it is the KE graph itself that inhibits the development of highly
unstable populations. This is also in line with the RA model operating within KE networks in
Chapter 4, and acts as further validation of the reliability of the RD model.

6.5 Initial Network Size m
To further aid the comparison of the RD model to the RA model, consideration must be given
to the effect of the initial network size m, in conjunction with the KE algorithm. Figure 6.5.1
presents this analysis of the weight µ (where µ = µRA = µRD) and m.
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Figure 6.5.1: Average y values and standard deviation heat map for varying
values of µRA and µRD (treated as a single value µ) and m, when agents have
randomised values of u, with λ = 1.0, n = 200 and (from top to bottom) µKE = 0.0,
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0.
The first observation must be that instability grows as m increases, and the nature of that
growth is very interesting. For very low values of m (in all cases of µKE), we can see that only
when the update weights of µRA and µRD are significant values can any instability be reliably
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inferred. As m grows, the minimum values required from µRA and µRD for instability decrease.
This is in line with the finding in Chapter 4, which discusses how the typical agent degree is
linked with the size of m. It is the agent degree that we rely on most heavily for instability, as
we have found repeated examples which show that the greater the connectivity within a
population, the greater the opportunity for instability. Like in Chapter 4, where it was
discussed how a higher degree is important to allow the extremist agents a greater opportunity
to influence moderate agents, agents with higher degrees are more likely to encounter agents
that possess opinions that will lead to disagreement. As has been noted before, it is the
disagreement among the RD agents that leads to instability and not the agreement. Thus with
a greater value of m, we are more likely to encounter a greater instability population.
Another interesting observation is that when m increases, the ‘height’ of the unstable region
on the heat map graph also demonstrates diversity. With high values of µ, we see a smoother
area with lower variance, but as µ decreases, the data become noisier, and there is greater
diversity in the possible variances. This unexpected result is quite interesting, because it
highlights an interesting nuance of the RD model. The cause of this result can be explained by
the fact that the weight µ was lower. When this occurs it allows for a slower convergence (as
each interaction is less influential to an agent’s opinion), but with a higher value of m, the
agents are exposed to multiple viewpoints, and this can allow for greater swings in the
possible convergence.

6.6 Disagreement Probability λ
Although the large figure series presented have, up until now, shown only the results when λ
= 0.5, it is important to note the changes caused by modifying this value. Figure 6.6.1
illustrates the general results when λ = 0.0, for varying values of µRA and µRD applicable for all
values of µKE.

Figure 6.6.1: Average y values and standard deviation heat map for varying
values of µRA and µRD when agents have randomised values of u, with λ = 0.0, m
= 6, n = 200 and µKE = 0.5. This is the RD model operating like the RA model.
Like Figure 6.2.1, where setting µRD to 0.0 results in no disagreement updates being possible,
setting λ to 0.0 causes a similar result, as no disagreement can lead to an update. Thus, for
most of the possible parameter variations we see results identical to Figure 6.6.1 when λ = 0.0.
Therefore the main comparison must be made between low, but non-zero values, and high
values of λ as shown in Figures 6.6.2 and 6.6.3 respectively.
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Figure 6.6.2: Average y values and standard deviation heat map for varying
values of µRA and µRD when agents have randomised values of u, with λ = 0.25,
m = 6, n = 200 and µKE = 0.5.

Figure 6.6.3: Average y values and standard deviation heat map for varying
values of µRA and µRD when agents have randomised values of u, with λ = 1.0, m
= 6, n = 200 and µKE = 0.5.
As one may expect, an increase in λ leads directly to an increase in population instability.
Given that when λ = 0.0 there are no disagreements and thus no repelling updates occurring
over the course of the simulation, we can understand that with a low value of λ there will
similarly be a low proportion of repelling updates. However, with λ set to its maximal value,
every disagreement leads to an update and so there is a greater level of instability in the
population. This clearly makes sense. What is surprising, however, is the overriding
importance of the disagreement update weight µRD; as stated before, when µRD > 0.2 there is a
significant increase in average instability, regardless of the value of λ. This is interesting as it
means that the effect of a disagreement need only have a minimum impact in order to be
influential. One cause behind this effect is that it is more likely for a disagreement to lead to a
high value of relative disagreement when compared with relative agreement possibilities, thus
when agents are less uncertain the disagreement updates are more influential.

6.7 Mixing Parameter µKE
Up until now, the analysis has focussed on other parameters that were considered more minor
in Chapter 4, although the reader may have already noticed differences with variations of µKE
in the larger heat map series graphs. In Chapter 4 we saw most clearly that the RA model
operating within a clustered population was far more stable compared to a BA network, and
was certainly more stable than a fully connected graph. The main reason was that the RA
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model’s extremist agents struggled to exert their influence over longer path lengths (i.e. they
were only able to exert their influence over the majority of moderates through the moderates
with which they were connected).
In contrast, we can see very clearly from the figures in this chapter that the effect of
clustering, although present, is severely limited. If we look at Figure 6.3.1, we can observe
that there is a slight change in population instability as the value of µKE changes. As in
Chapter 4, the higher the clustering coefficient, the more stable the population appears,
however the increase in stability here is almost negligible in comparison to that of the RA
model.
The cause of this difference lies in the dynamics of the model. In the RA model, a select few
extremist agents are responsible for causing overall instability, which results in their effects
being limited when their reach is cut off. This represents an interesting insight into the
dynamics of opinion exchange in real life, considering that real world social networks are
themselves highly clustered. Since it has already been established that real world terrorist
networks exhibit high levels of clustering, and that they are a particularly resilient to external
influence, the RA model’s contribution to research on the subject is clearly of merit.
However, this position fails to explain how in the real world highly clustered populations can
still lead to examples of Single Extreme or Bipolar Convergence.
The RD model offers a solution to this difficulty by analysing the way that extremism
propagates. Instead of only a limited number of agents causing instability, it is a product of
the interaction of every agent. That is, any two agents that would otherwise be considered to
be moderate can still produce instability through disagreement. Thus, even in clustered
populations, when compared to BA networks, agents have approximately equal average
degrees, and so the stabilising effect of clustering is almost negated. Despite this, the effect is
not entirely ruled out, because when agents are pushed towards extremism, their influence on
other agents is still dependent on those that they have connections to. Therefore clustering
still plays a role in maintaining a slight degree of stability in the population, but not to the
same level as with the RA model.
That the RD model demonstrates examples of Single Extreme and Bipolar Convergence
represents a significant improvement over the RA model, given that these convergences have
been shown to occur historically in highly clustered real world populations.

6.8 Summary
This chapter has many aims, including providing further evidence that the RD model is a
strong improvement over the RA model, after its introduction in the previous chapter. The
most crucial element of this proof relies on the RD model operating with KE networks in a
comparable manner to its behaviour before. It has been shown that even under non-trivial
topologies the RD model is still able to produce instances of all three types of convergence.
While it is also clear that the disagreement interaction is more influential for instability than
the agreement interaction, both are required for Single Extreme Convergence. Replicating the
three convergences is clearly the most basic requirement that any model hoping to improve
upon the RA model must satisfy. Furthermore, the RD model exhibits similar overall
dynamics in its behaviour when compared with its operation in a fully connected graph.
Given that the RA model maintained comparable behaviour over various networks, it is
encouraging that the same can be said for the RD model.
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In comparison to the RA model itself, it is clear that many of the dynamics that applied to the
RA model operating on KE networks also apply to the RD model under the same constraints.
In both models when the agent network is an incomplete graph, population stability is slightly
increased. In addition, when the social network is highly clustered, the stability of the
population is further enlarged. It has been noted in the previous section that this further
increase is not as great as with the RA model, because of differences in the ways that
extremism is caused in the two models. The RA model shows that a clustered population
remains stable and relatively invulnerable to external influence, while the RD model
demonstrates that influence exerted through disagreements in a social network can still cause
extremism.
One of the earlier aims of the RD model was to represent a further push for realism and to
answer questions concerning population instability without the need for initial seeding with
extremist agents. While it is reasonable to state that this aim has been fulfilled, there are a
number of subtle differences that can be highlighted between the RA and RD models.
Although it is essential for differences to be present, the dynamic previously alluded to (i.e.
that while a proportion of agents are the destabilising factor in the RA model, the whole
population causes instability with RD) suggests that further work is required in analysing the
RA model. The question of how extremism may spontaneously appear without the need for
already present extremism is one of the key factors that the RA model is intrinsically unable
to answer. The RD model offers one possible, and very plausible, explanation based on
empirical evidence. Demonstrating how highly clustered populations may arrive at a Single
Extreme Convergence – something that has happened in the real world – strongly suggests
that the improvements of the RD model are worth further research. It is reasonable, therefore,
to say that although the RD model offers a number of realistic and useful improvements over
the RA model, both of them are useful tools for researching the dynamics of opinion spread.
Before any further work can be undertaken, however, it is important to validate the findings
and dynamics of both the RA and RD models. As has been stated previously, there are many
disparate fields of research that are proceeding along very similar lines without including
work that may be of use to them. For that reason, before we discuss future work, the next
chapter is given over to highlighting the potential further applicability of these models and the
associated research, as well as looking at further validation of the models themselves.
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7.	
  Practical	
  Applications	
  of	
  models	
  of	
  Opinion	
  Dynamics	
  
7.1 Introduction
The research presented in the previous chapters has been undertaken with the primary focus
of furthering our understanding of the dynamics involved in the creation and propagation of
extremism in a population. In particular, this application has been most closely linked to the
study of the development and spread of terrorism. The link between this field and the abstract
work is clear, but currently there exists a lack of concrete examples and analysis of real world
parallels that can validate the theoretical work. While the body of work that has been
produced in the various fields of research into terrorism is too large to be completely applied
to the empirical evidence, it is imperative that researchers of the abstract must find ways to
establish the validity of their research. This ‘application work’ has been largely lacking in
many areas of study, including Opinion Dynamics (Sobkowicz 2009). The next section of this
chapter is therefore dedicated to giving real world examples of behaviours exhibited by the
RA and RD models, in particular the convergence types, in relation to political and
ideological extremism.
As this work was designed for the field, it should be a given that that the abstract work is
most easily applied to areas of extremism, but such a restriction limits the potential use of the
RA and RD models. By expanding their real world applications, it can be seen that many of
the models’ areas of applicability are in fact overlapping, although researchers remain largely
unaware of their related qualities. As has been mentioned, ignoring related research because
‘it is from a different field,’ or because researchers may simply be unaware of each other’s
work, slows the overall rate of learning that could be achieved. Ideally, what one field has
learnt should not need to be relearned by another. In order to address this shortcoming,
Section 7.3 looks at analogous fields that might be interested in the findings of the RA and
RD models as possible tools for further research.

7.2 Current Applications
As we saw in Chapter 2, the broad study of terrorist behaviour is not a new area. However, it
has garnered renewed interest following the large-scale attacks (Smith 2002) in the early
years of this century. The dangers of political, religious, and ideological extremism are not
new to us, and it is this broader spectrum that the RA and RD models hope to tackle. First, we
must look at the typical behaviours of the models.
It could be argued that if the RA and RD models had exhibited no differences in their
behaviour despite the RD model’s absence of extremist agents, there would no longer be any
need for the RA model. Since there is at least one significant difference, this is not the case: in
the previous chapter it was stated that both models should now have a role to play in the
further development of Opinion Dynamics. The two models should be thought of as different
elements of a single tool that looks at a problem, each with its respective pros and cons. To
keep it simple, we can say that there are three main differences between the two models:
overall population instability, the uncertainty required for Bipolar Convergence, and
behaviour in highly clustered populations. Before we attempt to apply these models together
to real world examples, these differences must first be addressed.
The most notable difference between the two models is in overall population instability;
Bipolar and Single Extreme Convergences occur with much greater regularity in the RA
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model than in the RD. This however, should be expected as the RA population is heavily
seeded with extremist agents. While a real world population may be seeded in a similar way
(or allow for a particularly small minority in power to influence the population analogously),
a population may also be filled with ‘moderates.’ One conclusion that can be drawn here is
that when extremism is already in a position of strength, the likelihood of a Bipolar or Single
Extreme Convergence is greatly increased. However, as the RD model shows, the presence of
extremism is not necessary for these convergence types to occur, they are simply more likely
to happen when it is. Given that convergences can occur in populations that are not
necessarily heavily influenced by a large minority of already extreme agents, the RD model’s
interpretation appears more reliable.
A controversial difference discussed in the previous chapters is the behaviour of the models
when initial uncertainties are set to be low or set to be high. In the RA model, when agent
uncertainties are low, Central Convergence is typically found. Conversely, when uncertainties
are high Bipolar Convergence is more likely, as the influence of the extremists grows. In the
RD model, the opposite results are found. Low uncertainties result in a large proportion of
disagreements and fewer agreements, leading to a consistent Bipolar split, whereas high
uncertainties result in more agreements than disagreements, causing Central Convergence.
While it is true that there are historic examples of the less common convergences occurring
due to populations being highly uncertain, it is also clear that opposing but highly certain
individuals are far less likely to compromise than those with open minds. This is an example
of how the two models offer different insights without either being ‘right’ or ‘wrong.’ The
RA model illustrates that uncertain moderate individuals are susceptible to extremist
influence when they are led, and the RD model shows that confident moderate individuals can
repel each other.
The resilience of the RA model when operating in a highly clustered population is another
interesting difference from the RD model. This represents another example of how two
models can challenge the same problem with differing views and still both offer valuable
insights. The RA model’s resilience adds further credibility to work demonstrating that
terrorist networks themselves are often highly resistant to external influence, because of their
highly clustered nature (Carley and Krackhardt 1998; Tsvetovat and Carley 2002). On the
other hand, the RD model illustrates how populations in general can still be influenced in
spite of their highly clustered topology, far more relevant to the original subject matter. This
is something that we are certain of, since real world populations are known to be highly
clustered and susceptible to influence (Watts and Strogatz 1998).
In the case of the opinion convergences that have been exhibited by the RA and RD models,
(i.e. Central, Bipolar, and Single Extreme), it is easy to cite historical examples that could be
said to accurately correspond. In earlier chapters it was stated that we should consider Central
Convergence to be the most common type. For example, in the RA model we see that for the
typical heat map showing uncertainty and the proportion of extremist agents, it is shown that
the largest areas either can, or will always, exhibit Central Convergence. In the RD model,
Central Convergence is by far the most common outcome, particularly with larger
uncertainties where agents are initially given an ‘open mind.’ That being the case, we expect
that the majority of countries or populations can be thought of representing the result of a
Central Convergence. Does this mean, however, that one must look for unusual historical
examples that would represent the two other convergence types? It is certainly one possible
consideration. Indeed, as has been stated, the 1930’s rise of the NSDAP (the German Nazi
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Party) is the most often given example of Single Extreme Convergence. Similarly, the split in
political ideologies of historic populations in Europe during the Cold War is the most obvious
example of a large-scale Bipolar Convergence. There is however, a noticeable drawback to
this approach; finding data with which we can work to further validate our models is not an
easy task. The historical examples just given are from decades ago, and there is little in the
way of concrete data we can use to examine them. The solution to this problem therefore, lies
in finding examples of various convergences in the present day, and in a manner that allows
us to more closely look at the data in future work.
Fortunately, the rise in the prevalence and use of online social networking websites in the last
decade has gifted researchers with valuable new data with which to work. In particular, the
use of the micro-blogging website Twitter, with its open-source API (Application
Programming Interface) allows researchers to harvest huge datasets from publically
accessible ‘tweets.’ It is clear that this is already becoming an excellent tool for discerning
public opinion for analysis (Pak and Paroubek 2010; Bifet and Frank 2010; Thelwall,
Buckley, and Paltoglou 2011).
It is clear that finding examples of Single Extreme Convergence on a public network such as
Twitter would present a number of non-trivial difficulties. First we must remember that a
Single Extreme Convergence means that the entire (or at the very least the majority of) the
population move toward an extreme viewpoint. In the RA and RD models it is clear which
opinions are extreme and which are moderate, but with real world opinions it is not so simple.
Therefore, we must expect that if true examples of Single Extreme Convergence were to be
found on Twitter, without the aid of an objective measure of what constitutes ‘opinion
extremity,’ they could possibly be considered, at least superficially, to be very similar in
appearance to a Central Convergence. To avoid confusion, then, a suitable experiment must
be devised that will clearly delineate the difference between those two convergences. The
main difficulty with this lies in finding a subject that is ‘tweeted’ about regularly, that allows
researchers to apply a quantitative metric to it, while remaining truly objective.
An alternative, easier (but less sure) approach would be to examine Twitter over a range of
subjects for typical opinions, and then re-examine the network for the same subjects at
various large time periods. If a substantial shift in the average opinion is then found, it could
be said that an analogous dynamic has occurred; for example as in Single Extreme
Convergence.
In contrast, examples of contemporary Bipolar Convergence are much easier to find. Indeed,
the huge discussion on Twitter concerning North American politics provides a clear case of a
Bipolar Convergence dynamic (Vespignani 2012; Conover et al. 2011). The de facto US twoparty electoral system effectively forces a population with a full spectrum of political beliefs
into following one of two parties. As a result, voters become allied to one party and distance
themselves from the views of the opposition. Figure 7.2.1 is an excellent pictorial
representation of this Bipolar Convergence (see Vespignani 2012).
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Figure 7.2.1: An example of a Bipolar Convergence found on Twitter,
reproduced from Vespignani (2012). Nodes in this graph correspond to
individual users. Blue edges represent ‘retweets,’ where users repost the
message of others, and orange edges show ‘mentions,’ where a message
contains a reference to another user. This graph was produced using tweets that
contained the hash-tag ‘#gop’ (for GOP, Grand Old Party, a common nickname
of the US Republican Party) so only contains tweets pertaining to politics.
In Figure 7.2.1 it is clear that there are two main clusters; these represent the two US political
parties. Most notably, the blue edges are within the clusters themselves, so we can see that
users with a particular viewpoint are most likely to only ‘retweet’ messages that agree with
their own viewpoint. This also suggests that the Bipolar Convergence is self-fulfilling, in that
users are likely to simply disregard or strongly disagree with opposing views, while agreeing
with those that are similar to their own. This is very similar behaviour to that proposed in both
the RA and RD models. Curiously, it is possible that the same area of American politics could
also represent an example of Single Extreme Convergence when examined from a different
perspective. While the split between the two parties in the US at the time of the 2008
presidential election was itself approximately equal, when examined on a worldwide scale,
there was overwhelming support for one candidate, Barack Obama (Globescan 2012), which
in many ways suggests a Single Extreme Convergence.
While it is essential to confirm the behaviour of the models with empirical data from their real
world fields of origin, another purpose of this chapter is to highlight potential uses for the RA
and RD models in other fields of enquiry. Therefore, the next section looks at analogous areas
of research that may benefit from the insights provided by these models.

7.3 Further Applications
Although we have come to consider the RA and RD models as similar, and ultimately solving
the same problem, it is prudent to remind ourselves at this point that they each tackle different
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aspects of that problem. In particular, the RA model asks specifically how extremism could
propagate through a network, going from a minority opinion to a majority. The RD model, on
the other hand, asks the more fundamental question of where those extreme viewpoints
originated. While their dynamics and insights are strongly linked, there are subtle differences
between them that may influence where they could be applied in further areas beyond their
original scope.
Up until now, in reference to these models, we have considered only ‘extreme’ viewpoints.
However, this is a particularly restrictive and charged term as it implies that the opinion being
discussed is an unusual, negative, and often destructive one. Instead, one could profitably
consider that ‘extreme’ viewpoints are simply contrasting ‘new’ viewpoints; in this way, the
models might represent another approach to modelling opinion propagation in general. It is
apparent that this broader spectrum of research has many interested parties. Indeed, there is to
be a large body of work considering all manner of possible opinion propagation ranging from
game theoretic work with rumour dissemination (Kostka, Oswald, and Wattenhofer 2008), to
the spread of online viral marketing campaigns (Zihua 2011). Given the breadth of the
domain pertaining to ‘opinion diffusion’ it is fair to state that there are more potential
applications to this field than could be discussed in one dissertation.
The propagation of information through the RA and RD networks represents a dynamic that is
known to researchers into models of infection. The most notable difference is that in terms of
infection, the state of a node is binary (infected or healthy), whereas in Opinion Dynamics a
node’s state represents a point on a continuous scale. Despite this difference, the propagation
of a disease through a population exhibits very similar properties to the clustered RA model
when only one extreme (i.e. the disease) is considered (Delre, Jager, and Janssen 2007).
Although these fields appear disjoint on the surface, it is essential that they remain aware of
each other’s work. As was mentioned in previous chapters, abstract Opinion Dynamics has
suffered from a tendency toward insularity. When different areas of research demonstrate
similar work, in the interest of science, neither can afford to remain ignorant of the other.
While the previous works represent intuitively analogous problems, it seems sensible to end
this section with one quite different subject, which highlights how apparently unrelated
subjects can exhibit surprisingly similar results. To this end, we shall consider work on flight
delay propagation through air transport networks (where the nodes are airports and the arcs
are scheduled commercial flights (Fleurquin, Ramasco and Eguiluz 2013). In Figure 7.3.1 we
see an equivalent heat map graph reproduced from Fleurquin et al. (2013) that illustrates how
the proportion of initially delayed flights, and the average length of the delay affects the total
number of airports that experience delays.
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Figure 7.3.1: Flight delay propagation through a network of airports,
reproduced from Fleurquin et al. (2013). Increasing the fraction of initially
delayed flights and the length of the delay has a direct influence on the number
of airports affected.
If we compare these graphs with the original RA model heat map graph in Figure 3.7.2 we
can see some striking similarities. By taking the fraction of initially delayed flights as
analogous to the proportion of initially extreme agents, and the initial delay as the
“uncertainty”, we begin to see something of a resemblance. Initial delay seems to be the
overriding factor and if it is low, there is no chance of a significant effect. This is much like
the impact of initial uncertainty of moderate agents. Given that constraint it is the fraction of
initially delayed flights rising that causes a greater disruption, much like a larger proportion
of initially extreme agents causes the greatest average y-value. If we consider Figure 7.3.1 in
abstract terms, we are simply examining the propagation of an extreme (compared to the
norm) value, through a real world, clustered population.
Although it would be premature to suggest that these two very dissimilar fields of study are
strongly linked, it is worth remarking that this flight delay propagation data shares a number
of similar notions to those found in opinion dissemination and even infection models. While it
makes sense that the results should share some similarities, it seems unlikely that many
researchers would have a priori considered the relevance between these areas.

7.4 Summary
Although this chapter is only an introduction to the possibilities for linking potentially
disparate bodies of work, it is clear that there is a great deal of scope for future researchers to
continue this approach. While it is encouraging that the findings and general dynamics of the
RA and RD models can be validated by examples of real world data, both historical and
contemporary, it is essential that further findings in this field be linked more strongly with the
real world. Without validation, models lose their relevance and while they themselves might
demonstrate interesting dynamics, they have no specific application or use. This is not a
desirable outcome, as models must be developed to tackle real world problems. It is therefore
puzzling that the real world evidence has thus far been surprisingly lacking in the abstract
field, and this gap offers plenty of opportunity to researchers.
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It is also reassuring to see that the application of the RA and RD models need not be
arbitrarily limited to the niche application for which they were originally developed. By
broadening their potential scope, these models offer a much greater number of researchers
tools with which to develop their own work.
Given that this chapter has focussed on potential further research leading directly from
broadening the applications of these models, it seems only fitting that we now move to the
penultimate chapter to examine interesting avenues of further work that have been suggested
by the findings of this thesis.
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8.	
  Further	
  Work	
  
From the correction of the previous understanding of the RA model to the development of the
new RD model, with the focus of explorations being on more realistic, clustered populations,
it seems fair to say that the work reported in this thesis represents a significant contribution to
the current field of research. However, it is also reasonable to add that with every new
discovery, a myriad of further possible avenues of inquiry become apparent. As a result, in
earlier chapters it would have been an unwelcome diversion to comprehensively cover the
possible future directions in which the work reported there could be taken, given more time
and resources. Therefore, this chapter presents a plan of how this work on the RA and RD
models should be taken forward, followed by a brief discussion of further ideas and
opportunities that have not been within the scope, resource, or time limits of this period of
PhD study, but nevertheless would appear to lead to potentially fruitful lines of future
research.
Having examined the role of low-level pairwise interaction between agents and how that can
affect the dynamics of opinion formation among the population, one logical step is to
examine the role of external influences, such as propaganda. While there is already a corpus
of existing research into the role of propaganda on populace opinions, it has not been
examined fully in the context of the BC, RA, or RD models. Extending these various models
to accommodate an approximation of the influence of propaganda could be sketched as
follows: one agent would be selected at random and given extra interactions with other
random agents, or occasional one-way weakened interactions with all other agents. As has
been mentioned in Chapter 2, these interactions would have to be one-sided because in
propaganda there exists a few-to-many directional mapping, where a relatively small number
of individuals who are responsible for generating the propaganda do so in the expectation that
it will influence the opinions of many more individuals in due course. A suitable measure of
the success of the propaganda would be to compare the final population opinion against that
of the ‘propagandist’ agents. It would also be informative to explore how a single
propagandist agent could affect typical y value patterns when initially primed with a
particular given opinion.
Similar to the idea of media and propaganda influence would be the introduction of “maven”
agents. A maven is an agent with a disproportionate influence on other members of the
network (Gladwell 2000). An intuitive understanding of the need for mavens in the context of
extremism (in which the RA model was originally presented) could be provided by the role of
real world religious leaders. While at first this may seem little more than a suggestion for a reexamination of the effect of power-law degree distributions, the effect is deeper than that. In
this case a maven would have access to a far greater number of agents. Furthermore, their
influence would carry a greater weight. Again, it may seem that this could easily be emulated
with a maven simply having a lower uncertainty than other agents. However, the key
difference is that the maven’s influence is considered by every single one of the agents with
whom it interacts, typically in an attractive manner (although this need not be the case). By
varying the number and location (both physically and on the opinion scale) of mavens we
would learn more about how to influence the population as a whole and the significance of
key figures that control the generation of opinion-influencing media that the populace
consumes.
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Another important influencing factor is that in every experiment performed with the RA
model, there have always been two types of extremist: the positive and the negative.
However, in many real world cases of interest there is only a single type of extremist in the
population, or at least an imbalance. In the work by Deffuant et al. in 2002 there was an
examination of δ, the relative difference between the proportion of positive and negative
extremists, given by:
δ = | (p’+ + p’-) | / (p’+ + p’-)
It was found that when δ was adjusted – even slightly – to favour one group of extremists, the
population became extremely susceptible to that group’s influence, partly due to the
overwhelming influence of the RA model’s artificial extremist agents. This, combined with
the notion that the imbalance was leading to intuitive answers, meant that for the purposes of
this dissertation, a comprehensive study of δ was omitted. However, the typical heat map
patterns of y that were shown in the original paper (Deffuant et al. 2002) do not fit those
found in the replications of the RA model heat maps presented at the end of Chapter 3, and so
an examination of δ, particularly in the case of very low values of pe and possibly u, should
prove to be particularly interesting. Although the value δ does not have direct relevance in the
RD model (because there are no initially extreme agents), it is neverthless possible to explore
analagous questions involving biasing or skewing the distribution of initially moderate agents.
One approach would be to adjust the uncertainties such that there were more agents at one
particular end of the opinion range that were less uncertain. Another option would be to skew
which side initially moderate agents were on, in a similar method to the way that Deffuant et
al. skewed the placement of extremist agents (2002). Yet another approach to include a
similar dynamic in the RD model would necessitate defining one extreme to be more
“repellent”. Obviously there are many options for skewing a population in the RD model;
interestingly, these options can similarly be applied to the RA model without affecting the
value of δ.
Furthermore, if an examination of δ, or a population skewed in terms of n or u, was to be
produced under non-trivial social-network topologies, as in Chapters 4 and 6, there are
potentially huge numbers of comparisons that could be made between the various forms of
the models. By examining the model with the correct set of parameters it would be
theoretically possible to replicate the circumstances, and therefore replicate the outcome of
real world population convergences. Armed with this new data, it would then become
possible to model current real world populations in unstable regions in order to assess likely
outcomes, with obvious benefits.
As with the earlier idea of introducing models of propaganda or mass-media involvement
(Mckeown and Sheehy 2006), one potential line of further research for the clustered RA and
RD models may be to introduce asymmetric interactions between agents. This could be
achieved by relaxing the artificial simplification of perfect reciprocity that if agent A can
influence agent B then B can also influence A. As before, the RA model with non-reciprocal
influence could, for example, be used to study the influence of mass media: very large
numbers of people may be influenced by what they read in a particular daily newspaper, but
those newspaper readers do not individually have the same degree of direct influence on the
opinions of the few journalists who write for the newspaper. This work would also not be
without precedent; Chapter 2 examined preliminary work utilising directed graphs in an
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attempt to emulate such effects (Stauffer et al. 2004). Indeed, as Stauffer et al. used only a BA
network, it would be interesting to examine it using a full KE tuneable network.
When considering only the RA and RD models operating on complex (clustered) social
networks, one further way of representing the influence of the media would be to give a small
number of agents (possibly extremist agents in the case of the RA model; and with low values
of u for the RD model) connections to the entire population once the network has been grown.
This may best be tempered with the idea from Chapter 2 that these influences are typically not
quite as effective as face-to-face interactions. This would be achieved by lowering the
weights applied when these agents are interacting with the population.
Of course, given the novelty of the RD model itself, there are plenty of possible ideas for
development involving no more than adjusting its specifications. The simplest idea worth
examining would be to apply an analogous RD interaction to the BC model. The RA and BC
models are often compared in tandem, so a similar comparison between the RD and BC
models makes sense. Intuitively, one would expect less interesting results with an RD-BC
crossover experiment because the BC model’s group-wide interaction and update would
inhibit the necessary dynamic that allows for Single Extreme Convergence; considering the
lack of Single Extreme Convergence in the BC model with extremist agents. Furthermore, the
specification of the RD model could definitely be considered open to further improvements.
Up until now the randomisation of the agents’ uncertainty in the RD model has been assigned
very simply. While this basic approach has served its purpose, it is certainly possible that
more interesting methodologies could be applied, demonstrating areas of greater stability or
instability for various parameter spaces.
There is however a more significant idea that presents itself in the vein of improving the
specification of the RD model. The motivation for introducing the disagreement dynamic was
the psychology literature on Social Judgement Theory. In Chapter 2 we covered the notion
that in a real world information exchange, a foreign opinion can fall into one of three possible
latitudes: Agreement, Disagreement, and Non-Commitment. While there is an element of all
three present in the RD model, the latitudes of Disagreement and Non-Commitment are rather
similar. Indeed, they follow from the same cause in the interaction stage and the difference
between them depends on the pre-defined probability of a disagreement update taking place.
Although it would not make sense to remove the disagreement probability (as we know that
even in the face of extreme contrary opinions, it is not guaranteed that an update will occur as
this would fall into the Latitude of Rejection which does not necessarily guarantee an opinion
change), it would make sense to examine the RD model with a fixed distance defined to be
the Latitude of Non-Commitment where no update can occur. Varying the size of this latitude
should cause a similar effect to altering the value of λ, although the results should still be
interesting. By systematically varying these values it becomes possible to try to determine
realistic comparable values for empirical research into Social Judgement Theory.
The idea that there should be better links between the work of the empirical researchers and
the abstract modellers is one that has been touched upon several times throughout this thesis.
One approach is to adjust parameters in the RD (and maybe the RA) model to attempt to learn
more about real world Opinion Dynamics while an alternative would be to continue with
practical experiments that would normally be in the domain of pure empirical social
psychology. As has been mentioned in the previous chapter, the rise of publically accessible
social networking information (consider analyses currently being performed with data from
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Twitter) is offering researchers a wealth of new data. By capitalising on this, academics are
now able to bridge the noticeable gap between these two previously separate yet
fundamentally linked areas: empirical studies of Opinion Dynamics in real human
populations, and minimal abstract (but supposedly informative) computational simulation
models of the same phenomena. Another approach would be to devise a real world ‘game’
that could be ‘played’ online or in a laboratory with the goal of demonstrating instances of the
three qualitative types of opinion convergence, through nothing more than simple interaction
and opinion exchange. If these convergence-classes could be shown to occur with real human
subjects operating in an experimentally controlled environment, such an experimental
validation would give extra credibility to research from both fields, and would have the
further benefit of bringing together scientists from seemingly quite disparate research
communities. Furthermore, these insights could offer real world values for more accurate
modelling in the abstract work, and provide excellent tools to the empirical researchers.
Thus far in this chapter we have discussed continuing and extending the computational
simulation work presented in Chapters 3 to 7. When we return to the background research
mentioned in Chapter 2, many new and exciting ideas present themselves. There are currently
two main productive areas of research in the field of simulations applied to the study of
terrorism: large general simulators and small, bespoke simulators. Understandably, in the
latter area, researchers testing theories in specific fields are forced to produce simulations that
are customised to behave in a certain manner, and produce information relevant to their work.
It is in this area of study that the understanding of emergent behaviours can be expanded. By
testing how different parameters affect behaviour we can obtain valuable insights that may
then be applied to real-life scenarios. Researchers are then able to test theories that have been
developed using these findings, performing work on large-scale, general, but highly
parameterised simulators. In the domain of terrorism research, simulators are particularly
valuable tools as they can offer new data with which to work. As has been previously
discussed, much of the data that is available to the public is well known and already highly
analysed, and the rest is usually classified, and so unobtainable.
The sphere of applying computer simulations to the study of terrorism continues to grow, as it
has in the past decade and this growth seems set to continue for the foreseeable future, owing
to the increased scale of terrorist events witnessed since the turn of the 21st Century. Demand
for these large-scale simulators will also grow and their possible functions will need to
expand. At present, small, bespoke simulators are often developed like those mentioned in
Chapter 2. This is not an efficient use of researchers’ time and suggests that a flexible
simulation tool capable of being easily modified to fill these needs should be developed to
remove this problem. Although the Hats simulator discussed in Chapter 2 has gone some way
to filling this need, it has been criticised as being too abstract for some needs. Its creators
have freely acknowledged this criticism, but in order to remain focussed on the model’s
original purpose, it has also been largely ignored. That is certainly not intended as a further
criticism of Hats, but it does suggest that a tool that could be used to easily produce a
simulator similar to Hats in size and style, but with greater realism (controllable by
appropriate parameterization), would be of great benefit to academic researchers and to
counter-terrorism practitioners.
While on the subject of the Hats simulator, another consideration is that the scope of future
research will become broader as well as deeper. This will require the next generation of large
simulators to be much more realistic so as to have applicability in many areas. Although this
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idea feeds off that in the previous paragraph, it is an interesting thought to apply these
considerations to the next Hats-type simulator. Thus, we consider what functionality the next
benchmark simulator will include, rather than considering a developer API that allows an
individual to produce his or her own simulator. There is no question that the Hats simulator is
currently a very useful tool within its area, but it does have several limitations that hinders the
most serious research. These limitations are mostly focussed on issues of realism, including
(but not limited to) the following:
-

-

Hats may only meet ‘physically;’ they may not email nor may they call each other on
the telephone. While this is useful as an abstract method of representing
communication between two hats, it is not realistic.
Hats and their structures cannot adapt.
Terrorist organisations always work alone.
Terrorist organisations cannot adapt their plans in the event of a disruption.
The structure of a terrorist organisation does not closely match those of real life
terrorist groups, or demonstrate the highly clustered nature they are known to exhibit.
The abstract nature of ‘capabilities’ in Hats does not correspond well to real life,
where some skills or capabilities may not be transferrable between members.
‘Capabilities’ as an abstraction does not cover the premise that in real life a terrorist
organisation requires skills and tools, which suggests potentially a two-tier set of
capabilities.

Other issues with the Hats simulator relate to its design and implementation, since they do not
allow for easy extensibility or adaption. Given the current trends in provisioning of computer
systems and software, offering Hats simulations as a service, running on powerful computers
in the cloud, is a cost-effective prospect (and, indeed, a potential business opportunity) that
does not yet seem to have been explored either by academics or by commercial enterprises.
The use of elastically scalable computing in the cloud means that simulations larger in scale,
or more detailed in their internal mechanisms, can be made without requiring investment in
computationally powerful workstation hardware.
A further idea for the next large scale simulator would be for multiple operators to ‘play’ and
compete against each other, not merely to see which strategies are most effective against the
terrorist organisation, but also to see how competing operators would fare against each other
(e.g. where one aims to destroy a beacon and the other to protect it). While it is amusing to
reflect on the idea that such a productive tool could come full circle to the ‘game playing’
training previously outlined in Chapter 2, it should be noted that this is not suggested as a
training tool per se, but rather to develop strategies in a laboratory environment that can later
be applied effectively to the real world. Again, these “serious games” could be accessed via
the internet/web, and so individual players from differing countries, differing continents even,
could be brought together in the same experiment.
The development of such a simulator tool would represent a significant development in the
field of terrorist study, as it would allow researchers the flexibility to examine different
aspects relevant to their own cause. Furthermore, the development of such a simulator would
itself yield opportunities for research into many areas of terrorism, terrorist organisations, and
organisational behaviour as well as other research disciplines beyond that for which it was
developed, as was stated in Chapter 7.
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In Chapter 2 we discussed the ‘game’ from Raczynski’s work (2004), in which agents are
constantly connecting in a hierarchical fashion in order to form covert networks which must
be dismantled or disrupted by the ‘player,’ which may also be a computer program. In an
analogous manner, an RA or RD game could be constructed in which an external entity (the
player) is involved with disrupting the formation of Bipolar and Single Extreme
Convergences. Taking this one step further, the game could also be taken in the direction of
the Hats simulator, where the player could pay a cost to gather information about various
agents or their upcoming meetings, with the accuracy of such information being proportional
to cost. Naturally, the stochastic nature of the RA and RD models means that large numbers
of uninterrupted runs would need to be made and recorded, so that they could be repeated
with the involvement of a player to compare with the original result.
Not only does this work imply the need for the development of such a simulator so as to
quickly advance the understanding of various factors in the development of potential threats,
it hints at the further levels to which the RA, and now the RD, models can yet be taken. All of
these changes represent a distinct trend of increasing the realism in the simulations of real
world phenomena, to push for a greater understanding of their dynamics.
With this plan of how the work on the RD (and RA) model should be continued and an
overview of how the loose ends from Chapter 2 can be tied up, particularly in relation to the
RD model, the next chapter summarises and concludes the work reported in this thesis.
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9.	
  Conclusion	
  
As the review of existing literature in Chapter 2 highlighted, the field of terrorist study is
broad, and incorporates a variety of approaches that are aimed at solving (or at least
exploring) a multitude of problems. Opinion Dynamics itself has been applied successfully,
particularly in relation to the formation of extremist viewpoints and behaviours. The Relative
Agreement model has been utilised and recognised as a standard model, and is still being used
to produce new insights in this field. As stated in the previous chapter there is still a myriad
number of directions in which this body of work can be taken.
Chapter 3 began the simulation phase of this thesis. Published research on the subject shows
that the Relative Agreement model has produced some interesting outcomes, and the
experiments suggest that it will continue to be a useful tool in the study of Opinion Dynamics,
particularly in the examination of extremist opinion formation. Following the concluding
discussion of the differences between the various replications, it seems that a large number of
the analyses have been skewed.
Contrary to the existing work, there appears to be no set of parameters under which Single
Extreme Convergence will occur in the majority of the simulations. As was stated in the
chapter, this can be understood intuitively by reminding ourselves that a population with a
sufficient initial instability to allow for Single Extreme Convergence is also unstable enough
to allow for all three types of convergence. Despite resistance the points of the full reexamination, the graphs provided at the end of Chapter 3 should now be considered correct.
The graphs represent an independent validation that allows the model to incorporate changes
that were not mentioned in the original work.
While these results in Chapter 3 mainly illustrated the dynamics of the RA model itself, there
are some insights that can be taken from this work and applied to the real world. Now that it
is known that the uncertainty of moderate agents is the biggest cause of population instability,
we begin to understand the reasons why the majority of populations are not likely to converge
to unusual extremes, be they political, ideological, or religious. These convergences, as
caused by extremists in the RA model, require moderate agents to consider large ranges of
opinions without rejecting many viewpoints. Empirically and intuitively, however, this is not
the case. It is also interesting that in instances where such convergences have occurred, the
influence of the extremist viewpoint has been very strong, and this has been combined with
times when the average person would be considered highly uncertain and looking for ways to
improve their circumstances. This new understanding of the RA model offers a useful degree
of realism in examining such population-level influences on Opinion Dynamics.
Chapter 4 built on the work of the previous chapter to show that the RA model operating in a
clustered population is more realistic than with fully connected social networks, and offers a
great deal of potential for further research into Opinion Dynamics. It is hoped that the
properties of this model extension are only beginning to be uncovered and there is already a
great deal of scope for adding extra realism to the model. These realistic networks represent a
more fruitful direction for work to be taken in comparison to the unrealistic network
topologies that have been used previously.
The results of this chapter agree with the new, definitive understanding of the basic RA model
given in Chapter 3, which conflicted with those in the original RA literature. These findings
add further weight to the validity of the final graphs of Chapter 3. Although some of the
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results may appear to be intuitive, there are other impressive results that could not have been
guessed a priori. For example, the discovery that a population with lower initial moderate
uncertainties and a low proportion of extremist agents has increased instability compared to a
population with a higher initial uncertainty, particularly when the clustering coefficient is
high.
The impact that variations in the degree of agents (and particularly the ratio of degrees of
extremist agents to moderate agents) have on population stability was also illuminated in this
chapter. Under certain parameter values, for example a high proportion of extremists and
mid-range uncertainty, we see that lowering the average degree of the agents increases the
stability of the population. On the other hand, with high uncertainties and relatively low
numbers of extremist agents, stability is greatly lowered. This was an unexpected discovery,
but clearly one of some relevance to real social systems. Assuming that a stable population is
considered desirable, given that the degree of a typical real person is much less than n (n is
the degree if the agent lived in a fully connected population), and if the number of extremists
in that population is small, then even when uncertainty is high among the moderates, the
population is able to retain a high level of stability.
It was also insightful to observe the impact that µKE had on the stability of the population. At
values of µKE close to zero, it appears almost impossible to generate a highly unstable
population. This is because the high level of clustering limits the impact of the extremist
agents on the moderates; in essence, extremists struggle to influence those agents to which
they are not connected. The stability of a highly clustered population has also provided an
interesting insight into the stability of cellular networks as well as the inefficacy of disrupting
those networks via infiltration. When µKE is high, the population exhibits a degree of
instability that is slightly higher than that found in a fully connected graph, particularly in the
area of high uncertainty and low extremist involvement. This was unexpected, but
demonstrates the high level of impressionability that exists in a population with a high
uncertainty if extreme agents have a high degree. That a high clustering coefficient adds
stability to a population is certainly applicable to some real world examples; this flags up the
RA model’s inability to explain how real world societies may exhibit such instability, given
their highly clustered nature.
As one possible solution to solving some of the problems raised by the RA model, Chapter 5
introduced the Relative Disagreement model. The results obtained suggest that the RD model
represents a significant advance in the study of the propagation of extremist viewpoints
throughout a population when compared to the RA model. This is particularly highlighted by
its ability to replicate all of the results of the RA model (most notably the three forms of
population convergence), without the need for a population to be initially seeded with
extremist agents. With this improvement it becomes possible to examine not only how a
population can succumb to the influence of extremist agents, but also how those agents came
to exist in the first place.
One significant difference between the RA and the RD models is that when uncertainties are
initialized to be random and biased towards the uncertain, the RA model alone will, when
seeded with extremists, still contain zones of parameter space that consistently tend towards
Bipolar Convergences, which are not present in the RD model. This difference adds an
element of realism to the model, as in the real world the majority of populations will become
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centralized as opposed to Bipolar Convergence, even in times of high uncertainty and
susceptibility to influence.
It is already clear that the extent to which disagreement affects an agent’s opinion is the most
influential factor in the RD model. This factor is itself determined by the values of λ and µRD
where higher values create an increasing level of initial population stability. However it is
interesting to observe that this factor only really begins to take effect when the population is
initialised with a varying level of uncertainty; when the population is instead set with fixed
uncertainties, the dynamics typically result in Bipolar Convergence.
In comparison to the long-established RA model, the results presented in Chapter 5 suggest
that the RD model may represent a noticeable improvement not only in realism but also in
applicability. Therefore in Chapter 6 it made sense to examine the RD model operating within
Klemm-Eguíluz networks. This chapter led further credence to Chapter 5’s conclusion that in
comparison to the RA, the RD model represents a significant advance in the study of the
propagation of extremist viewpoints throughout a population. This was particularly
highlighted by it being able to successfully replicate the results of the RA model without the
need for a population to be initially seeded with extremist agents.
In non-trivial topologies, there were very few differences between the two models, not
including the overall level of instability. The main difference was the observation that a high
degree of clustering was not as significant a factor in increasing population stability with the
RD model, because every agent is able to influence its neighbours in the manner of an
extremist, whereas in the RA model the influence of the extremists was limited.
While the work presented in Chapter 6 offers new tools and insights for future researchers, in
Chapter 7 it is suggested that the RD model should be considered as a tool to work alongside
the RA model. Although it is certainly fair to state that the RD model represents an
improvement in terms of its more realistic specification, as well as the added realism found in
many of the differences between the two models, real world examples fail to correspond
perfectly to simplified abstract models. As has already been highlighted, there are still areas
where the results of the RA model can be applied with validity to the real world.
Finally, it is apparent that even though these models are excellent research tools for
examining the field for which they were created, it is time for researchers across many diverse
disciplines to look to other areas to see what further insights and knowledge can be gained.
As has been pointed out, there are many surprising, but potentially useful areas where
apparently disparate bodies of work share a large overlap. This may mean that researchers are
‘reinventing the wheel’ to a certain extent, when the necessary tools already exist and are
available to be used. While the study of extremism in Opinion Dynamics continues to grow,
researchers must aim to connect work of this nature with its further possible uses in order to
benefit all areas of science.
To conclude this thesis, I will briefly summarise its research contributions to the field of
Opinion Dynamics:
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1) MEADOWS, M. and Cliff, D. (2012). Reexamining the Relative Agreement Model
of Opinion Dynamics. Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation, 15(4):4,
http://jasss.soc.surrey.ac.uk/15/4/4.html	
  
This paper, published in The Journal of Artificial Societies and Social Simulation,
was, as far as I can determine from my survey of the c.140 citing papers known to
Google Scholar, the first ever published attempt to actually replicate the widely-cited
RA work presented by Deffuant et al. (2002). Following the specification given in the
original paper it was found that the behaviour of the model had not been accurately
portrayed, up until now.
2) MEADOWS, M. and Cliff, D. (2013a). The Relative Agreement Model of Opinion
Dynamics in Populations with Complex Social Network Structure. Complex
Networks IV: Proceedings of COMPLENET (pp. 71-79). Springer Berlin Heidelberg.
This paper follows the existing trend of exploring the dynamics of known, simple
agent-interaction models when they operate on more realistically-structured social
networks than the fully-connected networks too often used in exploring Opinion
Dynamics. In this study it was found that the RA model is stabilised with a clustered
population. A paper discussing a more complete exploration of this system is
currently under review with Physica A: Statistical Mechanics and its Application.
3) MEADOWS, M. and Cliff, D. (2013b). The Relative Disagreement model of Opinion
Dynamics - Where do extremists come from? Proceedings of IWSOS 2013.
Presenting an initial overview of my novel contribution, the RD model, showing
improvements over the RA model, both in terms of realism and elegance, this paper
highlighted the ability to produce RA-like findings with a much more intuitive and
realistic specification. The Journal of Artificial Societies and Simulation is currently
reviewing a full examination and comparison with the RA model.
4) MEADOWS, M. (2013). Examining the Relative Disagreement model of Opinion
Dynamics with Klemm-Equíluz social network topologies. Proceedings of DHSS
2013.
Following up on the introduction of the RD model, this paper examines the behaviour
of the RD model under the same non-trivial social-network topologies used to
examine the RA model in (Meadows & Cliff 2013a). It was found that clustered
populations were less stable in the RD model, adding further credibility to the realism
of the new model and highlighting further drawbacks of the RA model.
Although these are the four primary research contributions of the work done thus far, the
extended discussion in Chapter 8 hopes to inspire the reader that there is a wealth of further
research that could be conducted as a continuation of the work reported here, if only more
time and resources were available.
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